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IU RODUCTION

ln the last twentpfve years, thousands of people have re-
ported the persistent apmarances of UFO phenomena. A
careful examination of the patterns of these reports has a1-
ready shown that they follow defnite laws for which no
explanation has been found. n ese statistical facts have
been adequately documented elsewherel and will not con-
cern us here. Instead we will examine a more exciting sub-
ject: the role of this phenomenon and its impact on each of
us. The aim of this book is to oFer a new point of view on
UFOs.
It has become important to pose the UFO tproblem' in a

new fashion because our culttlral beliefs regarding the
existence of forms of consciousness elsewhere in the uni-
verse are undergoing major sllifts. Perhaps these shifts have
been precipitated by the realization that outer space has
been opened to man and by the feeling of tlle smallness and
the isolation of our planet brought back by astronauts. Per-
haps they are Cowing from the hope that pther civilizations
may already have solved the economic and social prob-
lems that concern every cotmtry on earth today. The scope
and impact of this cultural change have received some atten-
tion, but no attempt has yet been made to understand its
basic mechanism.
In this book I propose to examine the hypothesis that

UFOs may constitute a control system ; that they are not

1. See in particular tbe book Cltallenge to Sdence by Jacques and
Janine Vallee (Ghicago : Regnerw 1960 and the pamr œasic Paqerns
in UFO Observationsg by Claude Poher and Jacque,s Vallee, Paper
AJ-#J, the W- rfc/a Institute YWer/acllfH and Astronautks tlanuam
1975), 13th Aerospace Scitnces Meeting.
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necessarily caused by extraterrestrial visitol's, nor the result
of misidentzcations and hoaxes on the part of deluded
witnesses. lf the hypothesis is tnze, then what the witnesses
have seen were manifestations of a process not unlike that
of a thermostat in a house. The thermostat is a mechanism
that stabilizes the relationsMp between otlr body tempera-
ture requirements and the chan/ng weather outside. Sirai-
larly? UFOs may serve to stabilize the relationsMp between

' iousness needs and the evolving complexities ofman s consc
the world which he must understand. This book will explore
tMs phenomenon.
Among those of my sciene c colleagues who have taken

an interest in UFOs, there have been two major approaches,
which might be termed çtechnological' and Ysychological'.Several physicists and engineers have examm ed UFO re-
ports from a 'nuts and bolts' point of view/ on the other
hand, the same UFO reports have been mterpreted by
psychologists as archetkpes or as the fulsllment of a psycho-
logical need of the m rclpient. M odern science developed on
the premix that these two domains of the physical and the
psychological must always be carefully separated. In my
view this distinction, although convement, has been arbi-
trary. The UFO phenomenon is a direct challenge to this
arbitrary dichotomy bdween physical reality and spiritual
reality.
In this book I will not confne myself to the examination

of the physical reality, but will frankly step from tMs to the
exm rientlal and even to the mythical. l will approach this
inquiry within the framework of descrlptiye phenomenology,
which social scientist Cynthia Nelson has deâned as follows:
Descriptive phenomenology attempts to communicate the
quality and structure of experiences, be they clear and
symbolically deined . . . or diflkse and even not sym-
bolized. Its subject matter is any concrete phenomenon
in exm rience.z
2. From a pamr, CSh'eS ,s Religious Exmrience and Mental 1-101th:

A Phenomenologiœ l view', preanted at the n ird International Con-
gress of sx ial Psychiatrszagreb, 1970.
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Instead of asking, like the physicist, r oes the pheno-
menon interact with measurable quantities of its environ-
ment ?' or, like the psychologist, <What mental impulses or
behavioral needs does the report fuïll'?' we will review
what is exm rienced by the witnesses; we will observe what
they do as a result of these exm riences; and we will attempt
to correlate them within a total framework.
In 1968, durinj the months following the Six-Day War,

many people clalmed to have witnessed apparitions of the
Virgin Mary in Zeitoun (Egypt). C'ynthia Nelson was led to
ask the question of the meanlng of that reality in a way that
is directly applicable to otlr study of UFOs:

As phenomenologists we susmnd judgqent as to whether
the apgarition is really real (a questlon for scientifk
naturallsm) and attempt rather to understand what
rople do when confronting stress. If men defne situa-
tlons as real they are real in their consequences-3

ln this sense the UFO phenomenon is lmdoubtedly real.
What does it mean, then, to say that it may regresent a con-
trol system ? And what is the quantity that ls being con-
trolled ? I will try to show that what takes place through
close encounters wit.h UFOs is control of human beliefs,
control of the relationship between our consciousness and
physical reality, that this control has been in force through-
out history, and that it is of secondary imporllnce that it
should now assume the form of sijhtings of space visitors.
When tlle object we call UFO ls visible to us in the reality

of everyday life, I think that it constitutes 80th a physical
entity with mass, inertia, volume, etc-, wlzich we can
measure, and a window toward another mode of reality for
at least some of the gercipients. Is this why witnesses can
give us at the same tlme a consistent narrative CAt 1 :35 1
was driving on highway 58 . . .') and a description of contact
with forms of life that fit no acceptable framework? n ese
forms of life may be similar to projections; they may be
real, yet a product of our dresms. Like olzr dreams, we can
3. JJII
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look into their hidden meaning, or we can ir ore them. But
like our dreams, they may also sham  what we think of as
our lives in ways that we do not yet understand.
I might as well confess at the outset 1at l have seen

phenomena I can only call UFOs. l have not only seen them,
but on two occasions in the course of my professional work
have tracked them, using small telescom s called theodolites.
A few of my astronomer colleaqes had made similar obser-
vations, and after making inqmries? we became aware of
many similar sightings by professlonal mstronomers the
world over.
The objeds we were tracking were not spectacular, but

the reaction they elicited among French scientists at the
time fascinated me. Instead of asking if these seeminglj
maneuverable and 'impossible' objects could be a mam-
festation of some advanced technology (and in some cases
it may well have been terrestrial), they thought only of sup-
presslng their manifestation. They did this by denying every
observation, by blaming it on airplanes when the docu-
mentation was unassailable, and by destroying the data
when it was demonstrated to them that no airplane could
have behaved as the object,s did.
The insight I derived from this early expetience with

scientilk skepticism proved invaluable. It brought me into
contact wit.h a number of scientists who, like myself, wanted
to understand the nature of the UFO phenomenon and
were especially bent upon determining whether or not lt had
an intelligent ori/n. This Foup has grown larger over the
years. W Mmsically, it calls ltself thç qnvisible College'.
Dr J. Allen Hynek, in an article called ç'I'he UFO Mys-

tery', published ln the FBI Bulletin (Vol. 44, no. 2, Feb.
1975), has said:

W ay back in the tdark ages' of science, when scientistg
tbemselves were suspected of being in league with the
Devil, they had to work privately. n ey often met clan-
destinely to exchange views and the results of their various
experiments. For this reason, they called themselves the
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lnvisible College. And it remained invisible until the
scientists of that day gained respectability when the Royal
Society was chartered by Charles 11 in the early 1660's.

M y interest in UFOs has gone through several phases
during this period, but my curiosity about the behavior of
scientists who destroy, distort, or simply ignore the very
facts they are supposed to investigate, has never been satis-
fed. Scientists are not the only ones to blame for the un-
fortunate stigma that is still attached to the subject of
UFOs, but such a gap has apmared between their oëcial
beliefs and the beliefs of millions of people that a re-
examination of the entire problem is now necessary.
W e have, on one hand, the facts - thousands of unex-

plained observations by reliable witnesses. They sGnd as
a monument to the limltations of our understanding. I will
not enumerate these cases again. The curious reader will
fnd them in such aezYssible places as the works of J. Allen
Hynek, of Aimé Michel, John Fuller, and others tsee the
bibliography at the end of this book). One of my own earlier
books, Passport to Mayonia, contains a catalogue of 923
unexplained UFO landlngs, and the size of this evidence is
increasing daily.
We have, on the other hand, a paucity of theories to

account for this richness of data. Eitber this must be inven-
tion, delusion, hoax, and mirages, the exm rts tell us, or else
we are being visited by an extraterrestrial race. l cannot
s'ubscribe to either explanation. I have argued for many
years that the phenomenon could not be explained by hoax
and illusion alone, that it contains an opportunity for
genuinely new knowledge. In this book I hope to show why
these unexplained observations need not represent a visita-
tion from space visitors.
M uch of my motivation for exam ining critically the extra-

terrestrial theory has come from a study of the information
of witness accounts, which l processed on a computer using
m odern tecu iques of analysis. M any of these accounts
descri%  the occupants of the craft; this material is rich
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enough for ug to form a good idea of these beinjs' physio-
logy and behavior, if it in fad corresponded to the condi-
tions of biological evolution we can assume on other planets.
W hat we obtain instead is a picture of a, diFerent level of
existence, a reality that seems to cut through our own at
right angles. It is what I call the reality of Magonia. But
there is more.
No theory of UFOs can be deemed acceptable if it does

not account for the reported psychic eFects produced by
these objects. By çpsychic eFects' l refer to the space-time
distortions experienced by m rcipients of craft-like devices
which apm ar or çfade away' on the spot, in ways that are
remini' scent of descriptions of çmaterializations' in the
spiritualist literature. The data also show that many wit-
nesses have had unique experiences with apyarently talien'
voices or thoughts in connection with the slghtings. But I
am especially refening to the fact that certain witnesses
have been changed in a manner that is not explained by the
vvents they claim to have observed. The best way to illus-
trate the complexity of these psychic eflbcts is to examine
two examples that are particularly instructive.
ln October, 1973, 1 met a man who wanted to discuss

with me what he called his fmission'. He was a neatly
dressed engineering executive who wore a dark suit and
thick glasses. He stressed the importance of preserving his
anonymity - he had exmrienced a great change in his life,
he sald, as a result of which he had come to the United
States where he was now working with an electronic com-
pany. The change in his life had occurred when he had been
taken aboard a iying saucer and had been Gught çcertain
tbings'. Contrary to most contactees, however, he sought no
publlcitj, had no message to deliver to humanity, and did
not clalm to understand what had hapmned to Mm. He
only knew that he was no longer the same person.
At the time of this encounter I had been for over a year

in touch w'ith another man whose story was similar but on
the veracity of which 1 had reserved judgment. This other
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man was UH Geller, the Israeli psychic who began an enter-
tainment career as a stage magiclan but later puzzled the
scientists who tested his abilities in the laboratory. Like the
engineer, Geller had been inside what he described as a
UFO. Like him, he had experienced a major life chanje and
left his country. Like him, he felt that he had been glven a
çmission' and that he was the center of m culiar physical
eFects. So, when I met the engineer, instead of bl-ushing
aside the entire story - as I might have done before my
acquaintance with Geller - l spent several hours listening
to him with an open mind trying to understand M s experi-
ences and his motivations.
This series of events had begun in July, 1961, when the

engineer, who was then a student, was walking through the
cotmtryside wi1 four other men during an archeological
feld trip. At some point, he found himself separated from
the group, wandered behind a cluster of trees, where sud-
denly he saw an object on the pound; it was a disk-shaped
vehicle about twenty feet wide with a translucent televator'
that lifted him to a cabin.
As in a dream or a movie, the vehicle transported him

into a desolate area far away from tbis spot and landed near
a large machine reminiscent of a computer, about 5ve feet
high and twenty feet long, with row after row of <recordings'.
lt was not a teaching machine of anj known earthly tyge:
during the three hours he syent wlth the device his lm-
pression was that it kept playmg these recordings and Kfeed-
ing their contents directly into lzis brain'. M ter tMs session
he ;ew back alone. Eighteen days had elapsed as far as his
friends and family were concerned. His father? a govern-
ment oëcial had caused several police and mllitary units! 

.

to look for hlm . He was found within feet of the spot where
he had last been seen. He still wore the same Cower at his
buttonhole. His clothes were impeccable. He did not need a
shave.
The story was unbelievable, as the witness himself soon

realized. To satisfy the unwonted curiosity of the numerous
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people who bothered Ms family, he <confessed' that it had
been a joke. This explanation had the desired eflkct, and the
case was gradually foryotten.
ln the meantime thls man's life was changing in several

ways. For example, for the srst six months after the inci-
dent, he required an abnormal amount of sleep; he would
fall asleep about six in the evening and not wake up until
seven in the morning. Then the pattern changed, and he
required less and less sleep. Now he says that he requires
only a few hotlrs of sleep each night. And also, in the Uni-
verslty courses he attended, everytbing that was taught now
came to Mm with yerfect clarity and total recall. Moreover,
he stopped dreamlng (or recallmg his dreams). Finally he
states that he has not experienced sickness in any form slnce
the incident.
This man's exm riences following the UFO encounter are

very similar to those of a number of individuals, only a few
of whom attempt to publicize their observations.
Uri Geller is an example of one UFO tm rcipient' who

developed some rather extraordinary beliefs about himself
@nd about the future as a result of what he describes as an
encounter wit.h a iying saucer. An American para-psycholo-
gist, Dr Andrija Puharich, brought Geller to the United
States in 1971 and arranged for the young man to be studied
under laboratory conditions at several scientifk institu-
tions. Geller's abilities include what can best be described
as the triggering of a force which aFects material objects,
and which sometimes even seems to lead to dematerializa-
tions. M any of the manifestations around him are similar to
classical <poltergeist' phenomena 'as described in the folk-
lore of many countries : mysterious breakage and dis-
appearance of objects, usually ascribed to the imagination
of the witnesses. The puzzling fact here is that some pheno-
mena aFecting mass and inertia appear to be reproducible
in the laboratory. M ost remarkable for our purpose, how-
ever, is the fact that Geller believes himself invested 5v1t,11 a
mission, given to llim by a mysterious space source. Some
of his followers even suggest that he might be a M essiah.
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The engineer whose experiences 1 am summarizing here
has developed along lines similar to Geller, although his
psychological makeup is considerably diFerent. He is with-
drawn and secretive, while Geller is a showman. The engin-
eer is a very quiet and well-organized man whose greatest
wish is to remain unknown. He feels that he has received
certain information from the çteaching machine', that he
has acquired the ability to çleave his body', that he is now
able to transfer his consciousness at will into other objects
or into space, and that he can trigger a psychokinetic power
similar to that of Geller, who claims that he bends or
breaks objects by pure thought.
The most directly veri:able consequence of this çincident'

in the engineer's life has been hls deqarture from his
country to pursue his çmission' in the Umted States, more
specifically in California. Here, he states, some major
changes will take place. Although he feels they will be social
andpolitical in nature, he does not claim to have been given
any particular message to announce to the world. The entire
story is absurd, yet disturbing.
W bsurd', too, is the change in his eyesight caused by the

experience. Prior to his alleged abduction this man had per-
fect eyesight in both eyes. lt deteriorated rapidly afterward,
a fact he attributes to a blinding, blinking light that was
situated on top of the çmachine'. Some sort of vibration
generated pain under the ear, at the base of the skull,
throughout the experience. And a last absurd detail is this
one : the witness states that he saw a vehicle and a machine -
but he did not see a pilot, nor an occupant, nor any identi-
hable form of intelligent life in connection with these
devices !
The comm on denominator in these two stories is the

feeling of absurdity caused by the superimposition of psy-
chic eFects - psychokinesis, telepathy, travel to a diflkrent
spaco time frame - to the array of physical descriptions that
have come to characterize the UFO phenomenon in general.
Both these men claim to have observed a craft, to have
entered it, and to have received information from visible
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and tangible devices. It is by concentrating uponwthe nature
of this apparent absurdity that we can start looking for a
general framework within which these experiences can :nd
an interpretation.
Four major elements have combined in the last few years

to shape a new framework for the study of UFO reports, a
framework I will refer to in Chapter Five as The Hilltop
Theory'. n ese four elements that forced a revision of jre-
vious ldeas about UFOS (such as the çmass psychosig' ldea
and the Gspace visitors' idea) are: (1) the psychic component
present in the apparent space and time alterations and in
the information transfer reported by the percipients; (2) the
nature of personal, social, and governmental reaction to the
phenomenon, which can be described as triple coverup;
(3) the observation of patterns of belief (akin to a new re-
ligious or mystical movement) among those who claim to
be in contact with nonhuman intelligences; and (4) the
sophisticated groups which are already exploiting these
patterns, such as the UMM O organization in Spain. A
chapter will be devoted to each one of the elements.
The new framework opens areas of investigation which

have not until now been tied to the analysis of the total
phenomenon, notably the investigation of the religious ex-
perience and the so-called Qmiracles', which we will intro-
duce in Chapter Six, and the reports of psychic phenomena,
such as those exhibited by Geller.
These are the points on which we will build a concept of

the purpose of the technology that produces the modern
signs in the sky - a technology that can assume many more
rprising forms than it has so far shown.su
Every human activity has a secret sîde. Sdence does not

escape this m/e. Beyond the dry, humorless reporting of
experiments in the pages of technical magazines there is
the reality of research as it is lived by many men and
women. Much of their existence is sm nt gathering data and
observing facts. Not all the #a/c they gather see the light of
ffcy. Not all thefacts they obserye become publle knowledge.
As the çcentury of Science' draws to an end, more and
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more of the material that researchers discover fails to be pub-
lished because it fits into no convenient, pre-existing frame-
work. In particular, the UFO phenomenon is still largely
ignored by science although it has been a subject of per-
sistent mystery for the last twenty-fve years.
There is one haunting thought underlying the UFO

phenomenon : something mysterious seems to be manifested
in our environment - the tthings' have been seen by thou-
sands of people in al1 countries. They have been tracked on
military radar, and they have been photographed by astro-
nauts, leading many to the belief that they originated ill
outer space. They have been flmed by rocket-borne cameras
and touched by farmers. They have been adored by simple
people, denied by scientists, prayed to by the devout, cursed
by primitives and celebrated by poets. They have been
called Flying Saucers, Unidentised Flying Objects, Un-
correlated Targets.
This is not simply a book about UFOs or UCTS. This

book presents a personal interpretation of their patterns in
the light of current changes in human consciousness. Basic
to this interpretation is the fact that now, as at the end of
the medieval era, there is a role to play for an Invisible
College of scientists interested in totally new concepts.
The work of the Invisible College of UFO researchers is

revolutionary because the scientists who compose it (about
a hundred of them in five or six countries) are challenging
accepted ideas in claiming that these strange observations
deserve to be investigated and that no theory about them
-  no matter how fantastic by ordinary human standards -
should be rejected without study. For a quarter of a century
they have devoted their time and energy to this task. They
have provided discreet support to groups of amateurs who
have assembled the data that could not be obtained through
oëcial channels, and they have safeguarded these valuable
records. Occasionally they have been able to keep the press
and the public informed of the reality of the phenomena
and of the existence of a serious - if inconspicuous - eflbrt
to understand it.
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The research of the Invisible College has involved every
available piece of scientzc equipment - from qing-spotscanners to electronic microscopes -  and much lnforma-
tion of a remarkable nature has been found about the
elusive Esaucers'. I was introduœd to tllis informal group
over ten years ago, when Dr J. Allen Hynek, the US Air
Force's expert on UFO matters, invited me to apply my
background in computer science to a study of the statistical
procedures used by Project Blue Book. In the ensuing years
1 learned much about UFOs which was not then, and still
is not now, public knowledge. l exalnined the 10,0*  reports
contained at that time in the sles of the USAF, spending
four years in sorting the sieal from the noise. I visited the
Foreign Teçhnology Divlslon of W right-patterson Air
Force Base, where the Air Force centralized its çoëcial'
data. I found that frustration concerning this bnëing prob-
1em was as high or even higher among military personnel as
it was among the best informed of my scienti;c colleagues.
And yet it did not seem that anythmg could be done to
bring the facts into a sharper focus. Research went on
slowly, and the reality of the problem was met day after day
in the course of our quest.
As the signifkant facts were sorted out from the trivia, a

strange and bewildering picture emerged : not only were the
objects seen in the air, they were reported to land in the
felds and on the roads of our planet. They G ected the lives
of human beings who found themselves close to them. A
few of these witnesses gave stories to the press and were
ridiculed. A much greater numbvr never spoke at all. The
scientists do not suspect, even now, to what extent the wit-
nesses are reluctant to speak. They assume that there is
nothing more to UFOs than what they occasionally read in
the newspapers, and they feel justKed in rejecting the whole
thing.
Today the events I have been monitoring seem to have

entered a phase that makes our methodology obsolete. The
appearance on the scene of a few individuals with apparently
abnormal abilities, like Uri Geller, who seeks and receives
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much publicity and of others perhaps equally gifted, like
my engineer frlend, who wants absolutely to remain hidden,
gives a new twist to this whole groblem. It is not possible to
study such data with the techm ques of statistics or physics
alone. The cooperation of a much larger group is needed,
not as a new scientéc society but as a growing community
of people seriously considering and researching the subject.
For this reason l have decided to place on record the facts
and the issues as I have perceived them , hiding nothing of
their complexity and stating what I think are their implica-
tions. And l propose the elements of a blueprint for a con-
tinued serious examination of the problem.
1 cannot accept the idea (proposed by Dr Puharich and

others) that mankind is being psychically contacted by a
benign intelligence from outer space. I do not believe Uri
Geller is a new M essiah. Neither can l believe my engineer
friend when he tells me that according to the çteaching
machine' the beings from outer space who fy the UFOs
have no religion ln the human sense and live in never-
ending love, can make life longer and can replace any organ
in the body. But how can I say that this man is a sincere
witness, and yet reject his beliefs ? This is one of the ques-
tions I think my book will answer.
1 believe that a powerful force has insuenced the human

race in the past and is again iniuencing it now. Does this
force originate entirely within human consciousness: or does
it represent alien intervention ? This is the questlon that
forms the basis of the work of the lnvisible College. And
here is what we know.

San Francisco, California
M arch, 1975
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The PsycMc Component

ln August of 1960 1 witnessed the appearance of two
UFOs :nd since that time have had occasional encotmters
with the phenomena. All of my experiences of this nattlre
have been closely associated with psychic awareness in
one form or another.

,-  letter from M r C., August 25, 1974

During the drive G tween Burford and Stratford 1 had
some startling and, to me, novel insights into what 1 can
only describe as the nature of reality. They were connected
in some way to this shining disk, and have had a profound
eflbct on me, causing what is commonly known ms a per-
sonality change. I won't try to explain what those insights
were since almost all the reli/ons of the world have tried
to do this and have failed.

-  Ietter from Ms U. December 13, 1973

Return of a Specter

lt is diëcult for the public to tolerate a mystery that refuses
to die. When encotmters with unidentised Eying objects
were suddenly reported all over the United States during
the Erst half of October, 1973, and when two men from
Pascagoula, Mississippi, told their tale of abduction by
grotesque robot-like creatures, the public recognized the
return of a specter that the good doctors of science had pro-
nounced dead and buried with great pomp just a few years
before. The burial had been performed by the University of
Coloraào at the cost of nearly half a million dollars, and the
eight-htmdred-page post-mortem had clearly stated that the
study of UFOs 'cannot be justïed in the expectation that
science will be advanced thereby'. Professor Condon, who

IJ.IP. ç).---2;: '
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1ed the study, felt so strongly about the uselessness of the
whole thing that he destroyed the project sles. (n ree days
before his death, in M arch, 1974, he was still urging a
physicist friend to drop his study of UFOs. W hen he was
told that a documentary was being prepared he advocated
tbat al1 the footage be burned-) The Air Force subsequently
closed down its own public-relations oëce for the monitor-
ing of sighting reports (Project Blue Book) with a similar
declaration.
W hen the sightings exploded again in the world press, it

became clear that the subject of UFOs was as alive as ever.
It was easy for qying saucer enthusiasts everm here to ex-
clairp : tW e told you sol' But it was not so eajy for the
witnesses to understand what they had seen. And it was
even harder for them to forget it.
Some never will. A husband and wife team who drove a

truck in the Midwest were fired from their job when they
reported that an object had followed them along a Missouri
road one October night, emitting a burst of light that
blinded the husband (inducing some loss of eyesight, similar
to the case of the engineer I have mentioned in the Intro-
duction) and caused the plastic frame of his glasses to melt.
Like the Pascagoula story of robot-like monsters, the facts
were unbelievable to local sciçntists, who examined them
out of the context of the overall phenomenon. Professor
Condon had had the same problem : all the members of his
team had been selected because they had no previous know-
ledge of the subject. Yet it is only when one analyzes the
thousands of similar occurrences in the last twenty-sve years
and in al1 countries that one achieves some degree of under-
standing. M y own statements here are based upon exactly
such an analysis. W e are looking at a phenomenon that
many have thought dead because they have ignored the
global nature of its manifestation.
In fact UFO activity has not abated in recent years. Even

during the Colorado study when investigators were at pains
to find sightings in the Unlted States, a large wave of obser-
vations was taking place in Spain and Portugal. The U.S.
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investigators never heard about these. ln 1972 there was a
peak of activity in Puerto Rico and many interesting cases
took place in W estern Etlrope. Interest was low among the
news media, however, and the fact that the close encotmters
tend to take place in sparsely populated areas makes the
study of these waves a diëcult matter.
In recent years, too, the report of paranormal events in

connection with close encounters with UFOs seems to have
become the rule rather than the exception, and most in-
vestigators have found it very diëcult to deal with this asyect
of the cases. Such events. might take the form of mmor
eunexplained coincidences' in which a man might have had
a dream prior to the sighting (or heard a knock on the door
and gone to open it, only to :nd no one was there, as hap
pened to a policeman who later the same evening reported
being paralyzed by two occupants of an unknown craft).
Sometimes the event was more significant. A number of
witnesses for example, reported perceiving distinct fmes-!

.sages' inslde their heads, a fact they interpreted as an indica-
tion of a telepathic ability on the part of the UFO occupants.
Still other categories of psycMc events are the distortions of
time and space reported by witnesses and the apparent
violations of physical laws represented by the sudden appear-
ance and disappearance of physical craft. Close observerj,
like the engineer mentioned in the Introduction, have re-
ported something akin to a tlip into a parallel time-stream.
These observations constitute what I have termed the

Qpsyclzic component' of the UFO phenomenon.
The aspect of the sightings that I :nd interesting is the

very same asmct that has made scientists from other disd-
plines turn away in disgust; I am referring to their apparent
absurdity. M y feld of research is the nature of information,
its use by pepple, its transliteration in the form of docu-
ments and its representation in the behavior of automata.2 

.By usmg the technlques of this feld one can observe how
major waves of UFO siltings (such as the 1973 wave in
the U.S.) make an impact on our culture: they begin wit,h
a sudden series of impressive inddents which receive wide
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publicity; soon many people are excited and demand an
explanation ; everyday the media report new cases ; this
period of acute activlty may last from a period of a few
weeks to three months.
When this initial qhase is over, accordinj to the patterns

l have traced in prevlous periods, the genulne cases become
adulterated with wishful thinking and fakes: some hoaxer
confesses, or some photograph of a sky object enthusi-
astically carried on the front page of malor newspapers is
recoqnized as a picture of a weather balloon at sunset. The
publlc laughs, and the wave of ridicule sweeps into oblivion
hundreds of genuine sightings that deserved serious scrutiny.
Then 'the task of compiling the observations, sorting them
out, classifying them, and looking for patterns becomes a
lonely one again. A few scientists are still pursuinq this task
in spite of the apparent absurdity of the data. Thelr work to
unravel the UFO enigma centers increasingly on the psychic
comqonent of the reports, that aspect of many accounts
that ls indicative either of direct, extrasensory communi-
cation between the witness and the phenomenon or of direct
iv uence of that phenomenon on the witness that is un-
explainable by ordinary physical means.

Over the Accelerator

ln the foothills of the California coastal range, just west of
the city of M enlo Park where the Stanford linear acœlerator
plunges straight under the newly constructed expressway,
there is a spot of unusual beauty. It is situated within a mile
or so of a densely populated arei, yet it gives one a feeling
of utter loneliness; the linear accelerator stretches deep into
this valley, guarded by wire fences, yet the felds around it
have kept a sort of bucolic charm ; where the accelerator
ends there is a funnel-shaped depression which is not visible
from the road. lt is from that depression that a man saw an
unusual object rise one evening in February, 1972.
The man was Nrst attracted to the oblect by a humming

sound it made (humming sounds, b'lzzing noises, and some-
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thing compared to the swarming of bees are commonly re-
ported as the auditory perception associated with a UFO).
He stopped his car and he and his companion got out. n e
hum became more distinct as the object came mto view. It
was glowing red. It ;ew in a straight line, up the hi11, as if
following the roof of the elongated tunnel. Then it ;ew
down again and was lost from sight in the valley. But not
for long. It soon came back into view and this time it took
oF, rising vel'y Mgh and very fast as it passed overhead. The
two men below saw it clearly: it was somewhat like looking
directly at the sun, they said, although contours of the light
were sharp. The impression was not like observing a strong
projector attached to a iying object; it was more like look-
ing through a window that çopened on the inside of a stezrg.
The witness who told me this story mentioned having

previously seen unidentïed objects. On a certain occasion
in M ontana he had observed two disk-shaped craft crossing
his path, and they had come to hover in a âeld. He walked
toward them and ayproached within seventp:ve feet. He
had the intense feellng of being under observation, even at
that distance. He used the word çcommunication'.
Tut how could you tell'?' I asked Mm. Y ou have men-

tioned no window, no indication that there was life on
these objects.' '
%l-lave you ever been close to a whale ?' the witness asked

me, implying that he had the vague feelin! that the object
somehow was aware of him, as a large ammal is aware of
the presence of a man while appearing to ignore him.

Do Not Report This!

Accounts such as the one I have just quoted abound in a
corner of the psychic house that too few people interested
in paranormal phenomena ever take the trouble to visit. In
the last twenty-âve years, at least 5ve thousand sightinqs of
unidentiâed qying objects have been âled away unexplalned
by competent investigators (1 am not refening here to the
number of cases reported but only to those unsolved, and
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my figure is a very conservative one), but no bridge has yet
been built between this body of data and the evidence that
exists for psychic phenomena such as psychokinesis,
prophecy, and telepathy. Such a bridge is needed, not only
because current research on parapsychology could help ex-
plain some of the more mystifying UFO incidents, but also
because,an understanding of the nature of the UFO pheno-
menon could provide new insights into unusual events that
have not yet been duplicated in the laboratory, and would
give a clue to the mechanism of some psychic processes.
The nature of the problem can be illustrated by another

example? a report given to me by a woman living in Berke-
ley? Callfornia, who once observed a series of :ve round
oblects crossing the sky over East San Francisco Bay. She
immediately thought they must be balloons. Then the srst
one accelerated and, upon reaching a certain spot, shot
straight out of sight at an unbelievable speed. The second
object did the same a few moments later while the other
three continued. Then the third object dashed ahead and
vanished in the sky. And the fourth, and fnally the âfth.
The skywas empty once again. But in the mind of the witness
there was a strange thought, the strong suggestion that this
Swas all right for her to see'. This was accompanied by
another thought which almost came as an explidt message:
This was nothing that she should report. And indeed she
went home without breathing a word of the event to anyone,
until she attended a lecture where l raised the question of
the possibility of unconscious or represked tcontact'. W e
will observe throughout this book how frequently witnesses
decide to withhold tllis kind of information.
lf we disregard the last part of the wom an's testimony,

she is simply another person among millions of Americans
who believe that, at one time or another, they have seen a
UFO. But do we have a right to disregard that section of
her report? And what happens if we do take into considera-
tion the fact that she distinctly felt a direct impqrative
message had been implanted in her mind, and that lt was
as much a part of the occlzrrence as her sensory observation
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of five lumipous objects ? What happens if we examine the
fles of UFO sightings with an open mind regarding such
çpsychic components' ? W e find that phenomena of pre-
cognition, telepathy, and even healing are not tmusual
among the reports, especially when they involve close range
observation of an object or direct exposme to its light-

The Case of Dr X

The followingcaseis amongthemostthoroughly investigated
accounts of the interaction between human percipi-
ents (those who have Eperceived' the phenomenon by what-
ever means) and the phenomenon of UFOs. lt involved a
medical doctor who holds an important oëcial position in
southern France. W hat is unusual about this case, which
occurred the night of November 1-2, 1968, .is the fact that
competent investigators (including an astrophysicist, a
psychiatrist and a physiologist) were able to gain rapid
access to the data and to m onitor the development of sub-
sequent events without interference from the press or from
military authorities. The witness wants absolutely no gub-
licity in connection with his experiences: neither hls patlents
nor his immediate family know of the events, which have
been presented only in a British publication specialized in
high-quality documentation of UFO phenomena (the F/t-
ing Saucer Review, edited by Mr C. Bowen, c/o Compendl-
um Books, 281 Camden High Street, London N+ 1).
Shortly before 4 A.M. that night, the doctor was awakened

by the calls of his l4-month-old baby. Experiencing some
pain because three days earlier he had injured llis leg while
chopping wood and stlll had a larje haematoma (an area of
accumulated blood under the skln), he got up and found
the baby gesturing toward the window with excitement.
'Through the shutters, the doctor saw what he frst took to
be flashes of lightning, but he paid little attention to this,
gave a bottle of water to the baby, and went on to inspect
the house, for it was raining very hard (though no thunder
Could be heard). 'I'he light Eashes continued, coming from
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the western pal't of the wide landscape that can be seen
from the south of the house, which is built on the side of a
hill. Opening a large window that leads onto the terrace,
the witness observed the objects for the ârst time. There
were two of them, disk-shaped, horizontal, silverpwhite on
top and bright red underneath.
Other details of the objects that the doctor was later able

to recall include. horizontal <antennae' and a vertical one on
top, while a beam of white light, perfectly cylindrical,
illuminated the mist under the disks. The iashes, which
occurred with a periodicitj of about one second, were
marked by a brief increase ln the luminosity of both disks,
followed by a sudden burst of light between them. The
objects were moving in unison ioward the left ,-  that is to
say, toward the center of the doctor's âeld of view - and
they were coming closer, their apparent size increasing while
the object that seemed farthest away came to align itself
with the closer one. W hile they were still approaching
(following the trajectory of the beams on the grotmd en-
abled the witness to ascertain that they were indeed coming
closer) these two disks went through a remarkàble trans-
form >tion: their çantennae' came into contact, the two
beams interpenetrated, the Eashing activity stopped, and
the two craft merged. .
There was now a single disk, directly facing the window

and still coming nearer, with a single beam of white light
underneath. After a time (the witness is unable to recall how
long), the disk began Qipping from a horizcmtal to a vertical
position, until it was seen as a circle standing on edge. The
shaft of light, which had been dràwn by the rotation into a
sweeping movement toward the house, came to illuminate
the entire front and shone straight into the doctor's face.
At that instant a Kbang' was heard and the disk demateri-
alized, leaving behind a whitish glow which was slowly
blown away by the wind.
l have sum marized these events from an exœllent report

published in the Flying Saucer àevfew, reported by Mr
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Aimé Michel, a science writer and a leading fgure in the
study of paranormal phenomena in France.
After these events the witness wrote a detailed account of

his sighting, with sketches. He awoke his wife and told her
what had happened. At that point it was she who observed,
with considerable amazement, that the swelling and ywfa in
his leg had completely disappeared. In the days that followed,
he became aware that a1l the sequelae of a wound he had
received during the Algerian war had also disappeared (he
had suflbred from right hemiparesis, a high degee of
fatiguability on the right side, and pain while standlng; he
had been unable to keep his balance when standing on the
right foot only). The reader should keep in mind the spon-
taneous healing of this man's leg. W e shall have occasion
to discuss it again in Chapter Seven.
M r M ichel visited the witness on November 8, six dayg

after the sighting, and found him tired; he had lost weight
since the observation and was very much distressed by what
had happened to him. n at same day he experienced cramps
and pains in the abdomen, and a red pigmentation appeared
around the navel, forming a triangle. By November 17 this
'preposterous' phenomenon was well developed. Examina-
tions by a dermatologist led to negative results, but the
specialist was so intrigued by this triangular pim entation
without a cause thal he decided to document it as a report
to the French Academy of M edicine. The witness - who had
not told the specialist that everything had started with his
observation of a UFO - requested that on the contrary he
give the phenomencfn no publicity. During the night of
November 13-14, the doctor had had a dream in which a
triangular pattern was seen connected with a iying disk.
The same triangle appeared on the baby's stomach a day or
so after the witness' examination. The psychosomatic ex-
planation ârst proposed by Aimé Michel had to be dis-
carded.
When the investigator (who kept the witness under close

observation) published the results of his two-year followup
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of the case, he noted that there had been no recurrence of
either the war sequelae or the wound on the leg; the pecu-
liar triangle, however, continued to come and go on both
the father and the son, and would stay visible for two or
three days at a time, even when the child was away and
staying with his grandmother (who to this day knows
nothing of the sighting and is vel'y much alarmed when she
sees the triangular pigmentation).
Like the grandmother, friends of the family still know

nothing, but they have noted a change in the mental atti-
tudes of the doctor and his wife: they seem to have acquired
an almost mystical acceptance of the events of life and
deathy which ls puzzling to those who had known them pre-
viously. Finally, there is the matter of the paranormal
phenomena that now take place around them. Coincidences
of a telepathic nature are frequently reported, and the doc-
tor has even, on at least one occasion, experienœ d levitation
without being able to control it. Clocks and electrical
circuits have been aFected, apparently without cause.
Such phenomena are not unprecedented. Cases of un-

controlled levitation or gravity eFects have been reported in
connection with UFOs. In one case, which took place in
1954 in the French countryside, a man who was coming
back from the felds with his horse had to let go of the
bridle as the animal was lifted several feet into the air - a
dark, circular object was :ying fast over the trail they were
following.
Neither is the change in life patterns an uncommon fact

among witnesses of close encounters with such objects. An
awareness of the paranormal hés been inspired by such
sightings in men like Uri Geller and Edgar Cayce. The
former's experiences are well known to many readers, but
the latter's encounter may be less familiar. As a child,
Edgar Cayce met a woman who appeared out of a sphere of
radiant light and told him that he would be able to heal the
sick when he grew up.

As soon as the weather Fas good he went back to his
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retreat in the woods. There, one afternoon in M ay . . .
he became aware of the presence of someone else. He
looked up. A woman was standinl before him . . . tYour
prayers have been heardy' she sald, Gtell me what you
would like m ost of all, so that l may give it to you-' eM ost
of all l would like to be helpful to others, and especially
to children when they are sick.' Suddenly 4he was no
longer there. He looked at the place where she had stood,
trying to see her in the benms of light, but she was gone.l

Edgar Cayce's sighting is reminiscent of several cases
that fall into the categojy of relilious experiences, although
the initial observation ls often llnked to an unusual iying
object, as in the Tmiracles' of Lourdes and Fatima, which we
will analyze in Chapter Seven, and in the visions that led to
the founding of the M ormon charch. It is noteworthy that
such çmiracles' often give to the percipients healing or pro-
phetic powers. ln the case of Uri Geller, who, like the
French doctor, traces his paranormal abilities to his ex-
posure to a peculiar beam of liqht that came from the sky,
we have an example of psychokmetic phenomena where the
Esensitive' believes the source of his power to be an extra-
terrestrial one. In the concluding section of this chapter we
will have occasion to question this interpretation, bat it is
already clear that such statements place the problem of
çcontact' in a totally new framework.

M eta-Logic ,
?

W hat do we know of the nature of the communication that
is reported to occur between human witnesses and the
UFOs they perceive? I have eqrlier commented that, on the
surface, such communication apm ars to be simply absurd.
The word :absurd', however, is misleading; l prefer the ex-
pression 4meta-logical'. W hen a witness meets a UFO occu-
pant who asks, çW hat time is it'?' and replies, çlt's 2:30,'

1. Thomas Sugrue, There Is a Afver (New York: œ ll pamrbacks
1970), p. 45.
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only to be bluntly told, 'You lie - it is 4 o'clock' (this
actually happened in France in 1954), the story is not
simply absurd. lt has a symbolic meaning beyond the
apparent contradiction of the dialogue. Could it be that the
true meaning of the dialogue is ttime is not what you think
it is', or <any measurement of time can only be relative'? In
1961, similarly: Barney Hill found himself trying to explain
to the humanold examlning him that time was an important
concept for us on earth. The humanoid apm ared not to
understand what he meant. ln an even m ore remarkable
case in South America, a man who found himself inside a
UFO could see the %pilots' consulting a device contained in
a box, He managed to look into this box and saw what
looked like a clock, but the clock had no hands. The point
of these incidents seems to have been tövconvey the fact
that consciousness transcended time itself.k
Situations ch as these often have the deep poetic and

paradoxical ality of Eastern religious tales CWhat is the
sound of nd clapping?') and the mystical expressions
of the Ca ala, such as references to a çdark iame'. lf you
strive to convey a truth that lies beyond the semantic leyel
made possible by your audience's language, you must con-
struct apparent contradictions in terms of ordinary mean-
ing. In the abovc contact case in France, the next question
was about space, and again was absurd CAm I in ltaly or
Germany?' asked the UFO pilot). What scientist would
take such a story seriously? W hat public oëcial would risk
his requtation by reacting in earnest? Even a prkst might
avoid lt, for fear of demons! In fact some witnesses have
thought they had seen demons becuuse the creature had the
unpredictability and mischievousness associated with popu-
1ar conceptions of the devil. lf you wanted to bypass the
intelligentsia and the Church, remain undetectable to the
military system, and leave undisturbed the political and
administrative levels of a society, and at the same time im-
plant deep within that society far-reaching doubts con-
cerning it.s basic philosophical tenets, this is exactly how you
wolzld have to act. At the same time, of course, such a pro-
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cess would plcvc to Jrovftfe its owa explanation to make
ultimate detection imjossible. ln other words, it would have
to project an image Just beyond the belief structure of the
target society. l tllink the current belief among most iying
saucer enthusiasts that the unidentKed iying objects are
simply craft used by visitors from another planet is a naïve
concept. The explanation is too simpleminded to account
for the diversity of the reported behavior of the occupants
and their perceived interaction with human beings. Could
this concept sel've precisely a diversionary role in masking
the real, io nitely more complex nature of the technology
that gives rise to the sightings?
Observations similar to the landing at Pascagoula (where

two hshermen claimed to have been abducted by çclaw-men'-)
have been made every yegr in the United SGtes since 1947.
A computer catalogue of close encounter cases which I am
compiling for purposes of content analysis will hold the
details of nearly two thousand cases of that type, from all
countries, indicating that a formidable impact is being made
on our collective psyche. Yet what trace has this produced
on scientiâc patterns? A very small one indeed: a few
courageous astronomers are beginning to revise the prob-
ability estimates for other civilizations in space; much is
made of the possibility of detecting radio signals from other
solar systems; and a few physicists are timidll beginning to
voice their doubts concerning Dr Condon's blases. Against
such a background I am afraid that my own speculations
will contradict both the ideas of the believers and the
assumptions of the skeptics. l would not fetl justised in
oFeripg them here if I had not had the opqortunity to clis-
cuss them privately with professional scientlsts. forming the
lnvisible College of UFO research. A11 have encouraged me
to share these speculations with a wider public, in the hom
that some piece of the puzzle, as yet undisclosed, may come
to light.
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Five Statements

Here, then, is a necessarily brief statement of :ve useful
propositions:
1. The things we call unidentiNed Eying objects are

neither objects nor Cying. They can dematerialize, as some
recent photographs show, and they violate the laws of
motion as we know them.
2. UFOs have been seen throughout history and have

consistently received (or provided) their own explanation
within the framework of each culture. ln antiquity their
occupants were regarded as gods; in medieval times, as
magicians ; in the nineteenth centug, as scientific geniuses.
And fnally, in our own time, as lnterplanetart travelers.
(Statements made by occupants of the 1897 airshlp included
such declarations as :W e are from Kansas' and even
çWe are from ANYWHERE . . . but we'll be in Cuba to-
m orrow'.)
3. UFO reports are not necessarily caused by visits from

space travelers. The phenomenon could be a manifestation
of a much more complex tecbnology lf time and space are
not as simple in structure as physiclsts have assumed until
now, then the question, çwhere do they come from ?' may be
meaningless: they could come from a place in time. lf con-
sciousness can be manifested outside the body, then the
range of hypotheses can be even wider.
4. The key to an understanding of the phenomenon lies

in the psychlc efects it produces (or the gsychic awareness
it makes possible) in its observers. Thelr lives are often
deeply changed, and they develop unusual talents with
which they may ând it diëcttlt to cope. The proportion of
witnesses who do come forward and publish accounts of
these experiences seems to be quite low; most of them
choose to remain silent.
5: Contact between human percipients and the UFO

phenomenon occurs under conditions controlled by the
latter. Its characteristic feature is a constxnt factor of absur-

UFOs: The Psychic Solution
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dity that leads to a rejection of the stoF by the upmr
layers of the target society and an absorptlon at a deep uh-
conscious level of the symbols conveyed by the encounter.
n e mechanism of thls 'resonance' between thq UFO
symbol and the archetypes of the human unconscious has
been abundantly demoùstrated by Carl Jung, whose book,
Flying Saucerh makes many references to the agè-old signi-
Ecance of the 'signs in the sky'.
l am not regayding the phenopenon of the UFOs as the

unknowable, uncontrollable game of a higher order of
beings. Neither is it likely, in my view, that an encounter
with them would add to the human being anything it did
not already 'possess - at an unconscious level, possibly.
Everything works, in my opinion, as if the phenomenon
were the product of a technology that followed well-desned
rules and patterns, though fantastic by ordinary human
standards. The phenomenon has so far posed no apparent
threat to national defence and seems to be indiFerent to the
welfare of individual witnesses, leading many to assume that
we may be dealing with a still-undiscovered natural occur-
rence (qt cannot be intelligent' - say these people - 4because
it does not attack us!'). But its impact in shajing man's
long-term creativity and unconscious impulses ls probably
enormous. The fact that we have no methodology to deal
with such an impact is only an indication of how little we
know about our own psychic world.

Aveyron, or the Essence of Prophecy

Two well-investigated cases of recent years have contained
psychic elements. One took place in Aveyron, France, and
the other one in Kansas.
On June 15, 1966, in Aveyron (a re/on of France sitw

ated near the mid-pyrenees) a 76-year-o1d woman mad. e the
first in a long and fascinating series of sightings that
centeted on an isolated farm . The farmhouse itself is very
old, with ten rooms whose windows face putll and com-
mand an excellent view.
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I was at the window - just for a moment - bec>use at my
age you need a breath of air wherever you are. But never
have l seen lights like that, nor things like that! They
weren'tjust lights, they were Eres!
n e old woman becnme fearful, and the words she used

to describe her anguish convey the precise feeling that
many witnesses have tried to express in all languages:

A1l these âres - l'm too old, I don't want to see things
like that. If this thing's going to move about like that,
what's to become of us all ? Afterwards it moved again,
over by the corner of the vineyard, you remember Espeak-
ing to her son-in-law), that's when 1 called you, that's
when I was frightened, but if that comes any closer,
that's going to go in the barn and everything will go up
in smoke, the house and us with it - so I called him, I
called him.

M r Fernand Lagarde, who conducted a very thorough
hwestigation of the events, reports in his summary (pub-
lished in Flying Saucer Review Sept-/oct. 1970) that çthe
haunting thought of 5re frightens a11 country people, and
so, distracted and scared, she calls her son-in-law to help,
and later she will tell us that she went to bed fully clothed,
for fear of what might be to coine. This is a story with all
the ring of truth about it-'
n e fiery objects are in fact spherical in shape, and they

cross the felds with deliberate motion. The son-in-law, who
works the farm, also observed what the old woman has
seen, and goes out to hwestigate. The objects, he says, are
rounded on top and rather Eattened underneath, and they
vanish on the spot as if controlled by a switch. At one point
there are six of them, less than a mile away; they move in
one line at the speed of a tractor, and they enter a larger
luminous object that apgears as a sort of fiery tree, an
illuminated shell. Everythlng disappears, and the witnesses
retire in complete puzzlement.
This feeling was still very clear in the taped interviews
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that I heard during a recent trip to France, and M r Lagarde
conErmed that evirything apm ared to them disconcerting
and irrational. It went on <in the calm nighta without a
sound, unreal and dreamlike'. The luminous spheres came
back to the farm in Aveyron six months later - on January
6, 1967, to be exact. The farmer had gone out to check on
the animals when he suddenly saw one sphere not more than
fifty yards away. He decided to 6get round bekind that thing
to see what it is', having assumed that çit' had a front and a
back, but when he got optside the gate the sphere was next2
to it, waiting for him. He hab left lt inside the yard a
moment before. The man then decided to take a spall path
through tlle selds and again get behind that object, but the
sphere proceeded to follow hlm over about sixty yards, and
went to block the entrance to the path!

n at there thing followed me for about 60 metres, near
enough . . . and then there was a narrow bit where I
wanted to get through, l did . . . so's to get round behind,
then çthat' followed me right along, right along . . . till
I stopped there, where I wanted to get round behind, and
the çmachine' stops there too, right at the narrow bit.
So 1 says, now . . . 'tain't no use to argue. . . l can't get
past!

Coming back into the house, the farmer called his son, and
going outside they saw six spheres this time, and were so
afraid that they went back inside the house. n e larger
shell-shaged oblect was there, too, and. it was giving off a
beam of hght, as a searchlight would:

There was a searchlight on top, right at the end of it, and
it 1it up that window up there, 1it up the whole room it
did . . . l had the window open there opposite.
W as it a dilused beam, or rather very concentrated ?
0h, concentrated, very concentrated.
And it lit up your room ?
Yes, lit it up all right . . . ofl- and on like . . . it was

turning . . .kept on tulming.
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lt was turning round and round, like a beacon? .
Yes, sometimes it lit up the next room down there . . .

kept on turning around . . . but there it was, 23:00
already, maybe 23:15, something like that.
Then, sudden-like, everything died out. It all died out,

and I didn't see anything more. I don't know if it had
gone, or if it was still there.

'T'he culmination of the series of sightings in Aveyron,
which I am merely summarizing her ,e took place on January

t hell' coming down near the11, 1967, wh. en the son saw the s
house. He drove near it and could see that it was very large
indeed.' Two of the smaller spheres entered it, then it be-
came very bright and the witness heard a whistling sound.
lt tilted at a 45-degree angle and was gone at an incredible
speed.
Another object came. It was shaped like a disk, with two

transparent cupolas on top of it, and inside . . .

W ell now, inside . . . it seemed to me to be 1it up inside
with a green light . . . inside the two domes . . . and l
saw . . . mind you l can't be sure about this . . . it was
very dark, you might have said there was some sort of
fog, either inside or outside ., . . don't know which . . .
inside or outside the two domes. Anyway I thought I saw
two . . . well, I saw two people like . . . human beings,
see ? . . . Cosmonauts. They wore overalls like aircrew,
green trimmed with white. '

n e object itself was hovering, with a motion fom ard and
back, pitching and rolling. n e investigator 'asked more
questions:

Did you have the car doors shut during this time?
Yes,. yes . . . I must have opened the window, l think.

. . . Or perhaps it was afterwards, when it went off, that
1 opened the window . . . and then I felt a wave of heat,
and I felt myself almost . . . I couldn't move hand or foot,
for as long as it lasted.
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After about a week, the witness began to have trouble
with his sleeping habits. He would sleep as much as twenty
hours a day, and in spite of his parents' advice he didn't
want to consult a doctor. He simply couldn't stay on his
feet when it hit him , and this went on for about two months.
Something else hapm ned to him in connection with ltis
sleeping pattern: in the early morning hours, between 4 and
5 A.M., it seemed to him that he was çioating oF'. His
mind would be alert, although his body was paralyzed, and
he would feel his consciousness leaving his body.
In later conversations with the investigators I Iearned

several facts that they regard as outside the scom  of the
UFO phenomenon itself; these facts will be seen to be in
the qerspective of the present approach, however, when I
mentlon that they involve changes in the witness' behavior
and belief system ; these changes take the form of a new
awareness of the world around him. He surprised everm ne
in this remote area of France by recommending to young
people that they study astronomy and science in general
with great care; and in a private dlscussion with one of the
researchers who have for several years followed up this re-
markable case, he casually mentioned that he might soon
have to write a book. lt was pointed out to ilim that he
could hardly write the most simple letter. 'THEY told me
not to worry about that' he said! <W hen the time is right,
l will know what to put on paper.'
We are touchinjhere the very essence of prophecy.
<THEY' told hlm . . . But who are THEY ? It seems that,

in recurrent dream s since the incident with the :ying disk,
he has seen a number of men, dressed in red, and each
holding a book and pointing at it. Nothing else hapm ns
in the dream . Just the m en, and the book.
M ore recently he has traveled ovçr two hundred miles

to visit the investigator, who had left precise instructions
to keep him closely informed of any new and important
development. But when he was in the investigator's hotlse
he could not talk. The part of his brain that handled verbal
expression and the mechanism of language could not pro-
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cess the data that he knew were there. W e will .come back
again to this type of eFect in the course of this book. W e
have much new and exciting ground to cover. From Avejron
to Uri Geller, something is happening to human consclous-
ness. W e see it again in a case that took place in the U.S.

n e Delphos Case

In the evening of November 2, 1971, on the Johnson farm
located near Delphos, Kansas, eleven miles South of M in-
neapolis, an unknown object was reported to come down
almost to ground level and took oF again. It was seen by a
young man and later by his parents, and it would simply
have gone into the annals of ufology as one of many thou-
sands of çlandings' if it had not been for several secondary
esects the object created : it aFected animals; it left peculiar
traces on the ground; and, as in the French case of Aveyron,
it alected the witness' sleeping pattern. '
Here again the young son of the farmer is the main wit-

ness. Sixteen-year-old Ronald Jobnson was tending the
sheep, accompanied by his dog, when it happened. W hat
they suddenly saw was a mushroom-shaped object, illumi-
nated by multicolored lights over its entire surface, and
hovering within two feet of the ground twenty-sve yards
away. 1ts diameter was about nine feet.
The glow from the object was such that he could see no

details, and it was making a sound like 'an o1d washing
machine which vibrates'. Then it brightened at the base and
took oF. The witness reportedly became temporarily blind.
During all this the dog was fvery qùiet'm
After several minutes Ronald, regaining llis sighty ran

into the house to call his garents, and al1 came out again to
see the object, now high ln the sky and over half the full
moon in size. It vanished into the distance.
n e three witnesses went around the house to the site of

the near laéding and were surprised, they said, to observe
a glowinq ring on the ground. Part.s of nearby trees were
also glomng. n e texture of the soil, reports an investiga-
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tor, M r Ted Phillips, %felt strange, like a slick crust, as if
the soil was crystallized'. And M rs Johnson noticed that her
Nngers went npmb, as if a local anesthetic had been applied.
She is a nurse at a nearby hospital, and for two weeks this
condition prevented her from taking the pulse of her
patients.
The next day the ring was still clearly visible, with a dry

and 'crusty' appearance. The inside and the outside of the
ring were damp from recent rains, but the ring itself was
perfectly dry! Thirty-two days later, when Ted PMllips was
able to go to the scene, snow had fallen and was m elting
both outside and inside the ring, but the one-foot wide
circle was perfectly white.

W e removed snow from one section of the ring and intro-
duced wAter into the exposed ring area: the soil would
not permit the water to pass through the surface. This
was m ost remarkable, as there had been several inches
of rain and snow.2

Phillips removed a sample from the ring and obsetved that
it contained a high concentration of a Fhitish material. The
soil under the ring was dry to a depth of at least one foot.
This is not an isolated occurrence. Hundreds of reports

of ring-shaped patterns have been gathered, and many of
them refer to a white substance or powder at the site. A very
similar occurrence took place in New Zealand, at a place
named W aihoke, in January, 1965. The ring there was
visible for four years before it was snally covered with
grass. lt is curious that in spite of al1 the excitement caused
by the Delphos case and the attention it received from
'scientïc' ufologists and from skeptics, no one ever bothered
to identlfk the white substance ffuçe//t Thorough analyses of
the doil have been made, however, showing no signifcant
diflkrence between the inside and the outside of the ring. 1
obtained a samyle of the white substance from Mr Phillips
and forwarded It to a biological laboratory in France, where
it was exalnined under a microscope with magniâcations
2 C'lme Histories, Flying Saucer AeWew (February, 1972).
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ranging from a few diameters to the maximum enlargement
possible under the oil immersion technique. The white sub-
stance was resolved into sbers (thus destroying the çex-
planation' of tbe case put foeh by Philip Klass in his book
UF0s Explained, where he claimed the substance was gro-
duœd by the urine of shee? feeding from a circular devlce).
n e Ebres were vegetal m nature and belonged to an
organism of the order of the Actinomycetales, wllich is an
intermediate organism between bacteria and fungus. t'I'he
French biologist who identised it, and wEo has wished not
to be named in this book determined that the organism
belongs to the fam ily of the Actinomycetaceae and the
genus <Nocardia') It is often found together with a fungus
of the order of the Bacidiomycepes, which may iuoresce
under certain conditions. This fungus can cause a circular
pattern to be visible on the surface of the ground. n is is
undoubtedly the explanation for fome U FO irings', but the
coincidence of this funlus ring with the observation made
by thè Jou sons remam s to be explained. One possible
interpretation is that high-energy stimulation triggered the
spectacular growth of the Nocardia and of an existing
fungus and caused the latter to iuoresce. If this is the case,
then further examination of tlle white fbers might give a
clue to the physical nature of tlte phenomenon.
The eFects of the glowing object on animals were con-

sistent with other landing cases. During the sighting itself,
the dog was very quiet: he did not move at all nor did he
bark. The sheep were bellowing, but like the dog they were
almost glued to the spot. The boy could not move either,
but it was not clear to Mm whether this was due to fear or
to another cause. n e behavior of the animals after the
sighting was remarkable. For about two weeks, every
evening at sunset, the sheep would jump out of the pen and
run wildly. The dog would furiously try to get into the housç
at nightfall. Hé practically destroyed the screen door, and
the only way to keep him outside was to replace it with a
stronger metal door.
n ere were striking efects on the witness Mmself, too.
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First he suFered from strong eye irritation - his eyes were
red and watery. Then came the headaches, and the night-
mares. These nightmares, lasting about one weeky were so
real and vivid that he would wake up his parents with his
loud screams. He had the same dream , night after night, in
which human-like creatures were looking into bis window
from the outside. Two or three times, when coming into
his bedroom, his parents found him scream ing, standing
by the window.
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The Triple Coverup

W e are pleased to aclcnowledge receipt of your letter
. . . regarding the photovaphs showing UFOS in forma-
tional lght, which you mention were taken by Captain
Orrego of the Chilean Navy near Antarctica in 1948.
Regarding this matter we wish to inform you that re-

cedtly we received a communication from Captain Orrego
stating that he had not seen any UFOs over the Antarctica
in 1948. n erefore the photographs requested by you do
not exist.

- Letter from the Chief of the Chilean
Naval M ission to an American writer

lt is forbidden for T.V., radio, newspapers, and other
' news media to divulqe UFO reports without the prior
censorship of the Braalian Air Force.

-  Institutional Act No. 5,
State Rerlzrity,
Braziliv  Government Regulation

Credibility Gap

In 1971, after an unusual UFO sighting, several puzzling
objects fell from the sky. n ese mysterious frae ents were
picked up by a Texan who showed them to his frlends. The
next day two men from Air Force Intelligence came to his
doof, exhibited their identiscation papers, and politely re-
quested the evidence. n e witness threw them  out rudely
with a statement that I :nd admirable : r od has made
everything in tbis world, and He has made Flying Saucers
too, whatever they are. These fram ents have fallen into my
backyard and lerefore God clearly intended for me to havo
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them . lf He had wanted the Air Force to have them, He
would have dumped them on the Pentagonl'
In a recent survey of technically trained witnesses who

had seen an unidentiâed iying object, it was found that the
proportion of those who had bothered to call the Air Force
was only one in twelve! This attitude toward the authorities
is an important component of the UFO phenomenon. lt
enables the idea of a cosmic mystery to linger in the more
shadowy areas of our imagination, and thus to inâuence
much more powerfully our collective behavior, reqected in
treatment of UFO stories in the media and in books. Could
it be that our reaction to the reports, individually and col-
lectively, is as much a part of the UFO phenomenon as the
objects themselves ? In the srst chapter we discussed the
psycMc component of the UFO phenomenon. N ow we
must look at the chaotic reaction of our oëcial levels con-
fronted by this mystery, resulting in the existence of three
levels of coverup.

n e First Coverup

n e frst level of coverup is in the reporting of UFos. lt is
the result of the negative attitude of government, scientiâc,
and military authorities. M ore speciscally, I apply the ex-
pression çfirst coverup' to the eflbrts that are made by men
in a position of authority to discoarage the reporting of a
UFO incident. This can range from the laaghter of a Iocal
deputy sheriFto intimidation of pilots by their commanding
oëcer. In some cases the public is 1ed to believe that re-
porting UFOs is unnecessary because the government
knows a1l about them. An indlcation that oëcial statements
about UFOs were biased and deliberately inaccurate came
to my attention in 1964. Until then, l had naturally been
aware of the strange games played by oëcials who were
trying to explain UFOs at alI costs. Such games had been
put forth in several books claiming that the U.S. govern-
ment knew everything about the reality of the saucers. How-
ever, I had not seen any direct evidence that confirmed

1J.l?.(>.----I$
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these claims either in my contacts with the Air Force or
with scientifk colleagues. '
Late in 1964, several friends in Paris sent me interesting

data. lt seems that somebody there was trying to spread
UFo-related stories through the French news media (the
French word for such spreading of rumors is lintoxica-
tion'). A former member of the lntelligence Service, for
instance, who was regarded as a treliable source', made
statements to the esect that the British military was care-
fully m onitoring the UFO situation and was pooling its in-
formation with the Russians! The idea seemed preposterous,
but he oFered it in aIl seriousness and went on to say that
both countries had now come to the conclusion that the
objeds were real. Another story that circulated among Paris
newsmen came from an American who claimed that federal
law enforcement agencies had compiled exhaustive studies
of the U.S. cases, a rumor that appears at least partially
true, because some landing cases have had elements that
brought the event within thejurisdiction of these agencies.
In both these stories which originated from quasi-oëcial

sources, there was the same reassuring theme: peoqle should
not worry about UFOs and should leave the investlgation in
the hands of the competent authorities,whoknew everything
there was to know. W e were well protected.
In the meantime I was observing a very diferent situation

and a state of mounting uneasiness among the scientists who
had been involved, even remotely, in the UFO debate-'
Observations were not simply coming from farmers and
truck drivers but from jet pilots, and occasionally from a
grave professor or two. In Auguss, 1965, Colonel Spaulding
made inquiries among top scientists associated with his
oëce at the Air Force. He asked them specifcally what they
thought of submitting the UFO files to the Academy of
Sciences or to some such highly respected body, in an eflbrt
to reassure the public.
Early in November, 1965, the Scientifc Advisory Board

of the Air Force met in Dallas and discussed the UFO
question. The idea of an tindependent' study was frst con-
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sidered at that meeting. It eventually 1ed to the Condon
investigation. A physicist, Dr Brien O'Brien, headed a
special study group that came back with the recommenda-
tion that the Air Force spend $250,000 a year to obtain
4high-grade data'. The vel'y fact that a new study was recom-
mended seems to show that any suppression of information
or any leaking of wild rumors was not the result of a
secret military policy on the UFO subject or the work of a
sinister çsilence Group' but more likely a product of the
confusion that was evident at all levels of the bureaucracy.
The military was reacting to the sightings in direct pro-
portion to their impact on the press, which they were trying
to minimize, and these reactions were clumsy. The con-
fusion that resulted was unbelievable. The best example of
this was the Swamp Gas crisis.

Swamp Gas

n e Swamp Gas episode has been told many times, and 1
do not intend to devote a great deal of space to it here. The
fact is that, for better or worse, it glayed a decisive role in
inquencing public opinion and so lt provides a model for
local and national passion that we should keep in mind. The
Swamp Gas crisis began for me on M onday morning, March
21, 1966. l was listening to a Chicago radio grogram
when the news of the then recent M ichigan sightm gs was
broadcast: four objects were said to have llown over a farm
near Ann Arbor, and one of them had landed in a swampy
area. lt sounded fairly typical. ln 1964 I had established
that landings tended to occur in desolate places, a fact that
was frst apparent in the computer analysls of French cases.
Allen Hynek and I later veréed it, using Air Force data.
Swamps like the Everglades region of Florida were among
the places that UFOs seemed to prefer. In 1965 there had
been a series of reports by Australian farmers describing
craft that left circular traces in the vegetation covering the
swamps there. People had even created a new expressioh,
'UFO nests', to describe these markings.
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I called Dr Hynek to alert him to the sightings, .and he in
turn called Project Blue Book in Dayton, Ohio, to propose
that they investigate at once. He suggested that he go there
before reporters and curiosity-seekers destroyed a11 the evi-
dence. The oëcer in Dayton was not interested, as Allen
Hynek later told me:

The case hasn't been reported oëcially to the Air
Force, he said.
That's not very scientïc, Hynek remarked.
l don't give a damn, was the literal answer.

Half an hour later, Project Blue Book called back:
How soon can you be in Ann Arbor?
l though! you weren't interested !
Well, someone has reported the case oëcially to us just

a minute ago.
W ho was that?
The Pentagon! They are deluged with calls. Every

reporter in the country wants to know what's going on.

The next m orning, Dr Hynek was in M ichigan. W hat
happened in Ann Arbor is a classic example of misunder-
standing with the press; Hynek had to release a statement
prematurely, at the urging of ppblic-relations people from
the Air Force. ln his statement, he called for a thorough in-
vestigation of the phenomenon, but mentioned also that
some people in M ichigan might have seen swamp gas. The
press took this for a final verdict and exploded with anger.
How dare this academic man from Chicago challenge the
word of an honest farmer and seriously suggest that he had
not seen what was evidently a real Qying saucer?
Those irate comments came from the same newspapers

who for years had ridiculed witnesses just like this poor
farmer, and had given no support whatsoever to Hynek
himself when he begged them to report UFO cases more
regularly and more accurately. Suddenly it had become
fashionable to believe in Eying saucers, just as tomorrow it
will perhaps be fashionable to believe in UMM O, AFFA,
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or SPECTRA, or any of the mysterious entities that we
will investigate in the next few chapters. In M arch 1966,:
newsmen were beating the bushes of Michigan lookmg for
Martians and UFO experts. The switch took the Air Force
by surprise and destroyed the image of Project Blue Book
in a few short days.
Public reaction following the swamp gas statement carried

the case to W ashington, with help from a then local poli-
tician, Gerald Ford, who demanded that full attention be
given to what had become known as the Swamp Gas
scandal. A meetiny of the space cornmittee of the Senate
pondered the questlon Erst and decided that NASA should
not get involved. The space agency had its public image to
preserve and declined to have anything to do with the sub-
ject. So they handed this hot potato to the armed forces
committee of the House.
Early in April, 1966, the Secretary of the Air Force was

himself reported to be in favor of a scientifc analysis of
the 648 cases that were classïed as Kunidentised' at that
time in thç Blue Book fles. Late that month, the governor
of Florida and several newsmen saw an unknown iying
object from the governor's private plane. These reports
created a stir, but the outrage over the M ichigan incident
had already subsided. It was almost two months old and
no longer newsworthy. The public-relations people in
W ashington knew this well. On television a beautiful docu-
mentary was released, carrying the debunking of the subject
to new heights: it showed astronomer Donald M enzel pour-
ing some benzine over a tankful of acetone to demonstrate
ogtical properties that were common knowledge since the
elghteenth century. He was trying to convince the audience
that UFOs were nothing but mirages.
Qlwet me know next time it rains benzine, will you'?' 1 asked

my wife. EW e'1l go out and watch the iying saucersl'
Menzel's number was followed by a classic interview with

a çcontactee' who was relied upon to provide comic relief
by describing his meetings wit.h the <space brothers'. His
statements were carefully chosen, possibly out of hours of
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interviews, to make him look as silly as possible. In contrast
with this m an, the next interview was a very impressive dis-
cussion with another astronomer who stated with authority
that extraterrestrial visitations were most improbable. W hat
he knew well, and did not say, is that he was merely o/ering
a statistical estimate whose reliability was totally unveri-
fiable. He fell victim to the faulty reasoning: çEither it's all
nonsense or we are visited by beings from another planet.'
The documentary also contained an interview with a

military oëcer who stated that no U FOs were ever detected
on radar screens, and an interview with an astronomer who
declared that no UFOs were ever seen or photographed by
the sgtellite tracking stations. Both statements were, in my
opinion, misleading. It is true that radars never Esee' UFOs,
but that is only due to the fact that the radar operators call
them something else ! In their jargon they speak of UCTS,
for tuncorrelated targets' ! At the time when the documen-
tary was shown, the W estern Defense System was recording
about seven hundred of these baming UCTS per month !
There had even been a suggestion by a highly respected
astronomer that the military m odify thcir computer pro-
gram to gather information about these UCTS rather than
ignoring them because they didn't fit the trajectory of in-
coming rockets. Even coming from such a source as this,
the suggestion was not implemented.
ln a letter to a scientist who had investigated a certain

U FO sighting in 1953, a witness wrote, thirteen years later:

l was told in 1953 to not reveal any facts about this case
and have rigidly maintained my secrecy thrpugh the years.
To be perfectly frank I'd just as soon not become in-
volved again but . . . if you think it might possibly do some
good, 1 will . . . try to reveal what l remember . . . lt has
been my personal observation that whenever anyone
mentions having seen a UFO, the general public is in-
clined to nod their head, smile wryly and mention some-
thing about fcandidates to the funny farm'.
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Scared Scientists

Why were the scientists remaining silent ? Many astrono-
mers must have known what l knew from my days at Paris
Observatory, namely 1at we were tracking unidentïed
objects, and even photographing them. There were flms,
too. W ere professional scientists afraid of the emotional
reaction their statements might trigler in a generally unin-
formed and credulous public? W as lt due to their desire to
avoid making statements before al1 the facts were in? W hat-
ever the reason: it could not really justify the deliberate de-
struction of sclentéc data. Evin tlle idea of enot saying
anything that might cause fear' did not hold water. 'l'he
Michigan incident proved that fear could spread much
faster, and with much m ore destructive ell-ect.s, among a
population that had been kept systematically ieorant of
the facts. Child psycholo/sts know veq well that It is better
to prepare the child for the idea that hls grandfather is not
going to live forever than to let him discover it when death
suddenly strikes. Similarly, by denying the existence of the
mystery the scienti:c community was tnking serious chances
with the belief system of the public. ln my opinion, such
attitudes have contributed to the long-term loss of popular
support and popular respect for science.
Much was happeninj under the surface. Several scientists

who had been assoclated with the UFO held throug,h
periodicals or books began receiving letters and phone calls
from specialists who wanted to particiqate in the investi-
gation of the phenomenon. ln his absorblng book The UF0
Experience Dr Hynek has described how this little group
grew duriny the late sixties. If this network ever decided to
becom e vislble, a very brilliant panel of scientists could
rapidly be assembled from its ranks to deal eFectively wit,h
this new area of research. Given current conditions, how-
ever, it is probably best for these men to t@ke few chances
and to continue their investigations in private. The history
of the Condon investigation at the University of Coloradù
convinced m any of us of this fact.
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W hat Condon Didn't Know .

M y own theory of the Condon sasco is not a coverup
scenario. l believe that the Air Force late in 1966 was
simply fed up.
After over twenty years of analysis of this problem, the

military was in essence saying to academia, with good
reason, we have found no evidence that it lies within our
mission to solve it. The objects are not openly behaving as
enemies of the United States. W e do not even know what
they are made of, and every time we submit a case to the
scientists they ridicule our pilots, who are only guilty of
trustipg their own eyes and their own instnzments. W e have
had enough of this. Here are the data. lt is your turn to see
what you can make of these phenomena.
The scientific community, which had been so eager to

make statements before the cameras to explain UFOs, as
long as the Air Force was in charge, reacted coolly to the
suggejtion that their explanations should perhaps be tested
on a larger scale. Several universities were contacted by the
Department of Defense but they turned down the assign-
ment. (Tl1is must have caused great anguish to the admin-
istrators of these universities at a time when half a million
dollars would have come in quitr handy.)
Some Europeans followed this development with keen

interest. The British had adopted an attitude of quiet re-
serve, but in France there was an eager expectation of the
American decision : oëcial French policy would be modeled
after the U.S. stand on the matter. There was explosive
material in the European fles. M any of the sightings were
extremely well documented, and investigations of the ltigh-
est caliber had been made much more thoroughly and pro-
fessionally than even the best cases in the Air Force files.
And no wonder. Some of the witnesses had been of the
highest political rank. ln one European country, a near
landing had taken place on the Chiefofstate '.ç private estate !
The craft had been described in detail by members of the
oëcial's entourage. n is meant that the observation had
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not been studied by the local police, or even by trusted
scientists; the investlgation had been conducted at the veg
top level by secret service experts. The chae eur of tlus
hig,h political authority, as described in a report of tlze
sighting, while driving through the estate,

sees what he believes to be an aircraft trying to land on
the road, directly in front of him. He stops the car im-
mediately. n e object passes just a few meters above the
stopped car and, while doing this, causes violent vertical
vibrations in the vehicle. A few seconds later, the object
reverses its course and passes again, now in the opposite
direction, with the same eFects on the car. Then, havinj
regained its position above some trees where it had initl-
ally appeared, it makes a fast change of altitude, a ninetp
degree tilting with respect to the horizontal, and darts
away to the west.
The witness is higlzly reliable (the report goes on). We

found that the object, an upside-down ylate with a central
turret and portholes, could be of the dlmensions reported
by the witness, namely twenty meters.

Such an observation was no joke. Neither the U.S. Air
Force nor the American academic community was aware
of the extent of the problem in W estern Europe. n e
Soviets were possibly even more interested than the W est
Europeans.
The rumor that spread in Europe through <informal

channels' during the summer of 1966 was a diëcult one to
verify, but in view of later events in the history of the Con-
don Committee it has some interest. According to that
rumor, the Air Force was completely frustrated with the
UFO problem and was looking for an excuse to get rid of
it. The only problem was to :nd a university that was willing
to write a negative report after a cursory examination of the
facts. n is, I repeat, was only a nzmor. But this rumor was
taken seriously enough in Paris to prevent the creation pf
an investigation committee similar to the American one.
The Russians made some moves toward the creation of a
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comm ittee but cleverly awaited the developments in the
U.S. before funding it and giving it an oëcial stamp of
approval. ln Boulder, Colorado, a group was hnally being
assembled with m uch fanfare, headed by Dr Condon, a
prestigious physicist close to retirement. The group had re-
ceived a sizable grant to ponder ufology and its report was
due in 1969. lt would prove to be negative.

Destroying the DaG

In November, 1966, when the Colorado Committee started
gathering testimony from people who had done research
into kFO cases, Dr Hynek and l traveled to Boulder to
brief the Condon group. W e noticed that one of the adminis-
trators was clearly the decision-maker in the team although
he had no science degree and little interest in the whole
matter. There was a certain euphoric feeling in the room, a
sense of embarking on a unique adventure. There was little
passion in the press now; the M ichigan crisis had been
largely forgotten. The problem was in the hands of the
scientists and it had become as dull as any venture that is in
the process of being rationalized away by the academic m ill.
lf the journey to the moon can be turned into the exasper-
ating bore that modelm technology has generated, there is
no reason to expect that the same lack of interest will not
settle over the UFO mystery once it falls into the hands of
Big Science! (The first astronauts to die in space will prob-
ably die of ennui when they run out of buttons to push,
digits to read out, andjokes about the football scores.)
As early as February, 1967, members of the Condon

Committee were privately approaching their scientisc col-
leagues on other campuses, asking them how they would
react if the committee's final report to the Air Force were
to recommend closing down Project Blue Book. A few
months later the work of the committee had come to a
standstill. Field investigations were nonexistent. Question-
naires were sent out to witnesses, but only one assistant was
available to encode the results for the computer lile, whcre
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the bulk of the information was provided by the three
thousand punched cards I had turned over to the com-
mittee.
A minority faction of the group caused a crisis when they

rebelled. After a series of incidents that Dr Saunders has
documented in an excellent book, &FOs ? Yesl, the team
split into two violently opposed factions. An early internal
memorandum was discovered and published by the minority
group as evidence that the Condon Committee had never
intended to look seriously into the UFO problem. Publica-
tion of this document so outraged Condon that he sred the
minority group and ran the project without serious con-
sideration of the possible reality of the phenomenon.
n e sles of Project Blue Book have now been trans-

ferred into the Air Force archives. The sles are not classi-
fied but the building is, with the interesting result that one
needs a security clearance in order to see these çunclassi-
fied' papers. And what about the files of the Condon Com-
mittee ? One would think that they belonged to the scientiic
fraternity. Not so. When the project wrote its report the
files were locked up by the university. I am told that they
were later transferred to a private home, and were burned
shortly thereafter.

The Second Coverup

The little town of Carteret lies on the western coast of
Normandy, about twenty miles away from Cherbourg. lt is
situated directly to the north of wonderful M ont-saint-
M ichel, a m onastery that, as everyone knows, the devil
built. On December 2, 1973, a very strange thing happened
on the beach at Carteret. Two hshermen, M r G. Jean, 44,
and his son Noel, 18, got up at 5 A.M. to retrieve their nets
at low tide. W hen they arrived on the beach half an hour
later, they saw a very bright object directly over the area
where their nets had been spread. They walked toward it
until they estimated they were a hundred and fifty yards
away, and it appeared as an intense yellow fwindow', eight
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feet long and :ve feet high, emitting a cone-like beam
directed toward the pound. The two sshermen wire afraid
and decided not to get closer. They tried to work without
thinking about the object, but then it changed suddenly:
the yellow light was tnrned oF. Over the area where it had
been hovering there was now a blue-green çfootball' that
:ew away at 6:05 A.M.I
My wife and 1 investigated this sijhting during a research

trip through the west of France ln Decembèr 1973. She
went to Carteret less than ten days after the occurrence and
spoke to one of the witnesses and to the police investigators
while l was checking other information. Many strange da>
came to the surface. First we found that tllis was not the
ârst si/hting. Two months earlier, the young man had seen
three yellow spheres in staggered formation over the same
beach while driving with his brother-in-law. The sighting
took place about 7 P.M. and the spheres appeared to be
about twelve to ffteen feet above ground (rather than
çlanded on the beach', as reported in Franee-soir).
4W hat was the pattern of the lights'?' we asked Noel Jean.
çn ere was a frst yellow light, a second one above, a

third one to the left above again,and some metal inbetween-'
çW hat was it doing'?'
t'fhe lights came on and oFand it followed the car-'
W nd you, what did you do'?'
tWe stopped to look at it, and when we got back into the

car the lights were turned ofon the object'
Since the second sighting the elder man has decided not

to go out of his house anymore. He no longer goes Eshing.
1. In the celebrated sighting in Pnqrngoula, Mississippi. which took

place on Octoar 11, 1973, and which involved three creatures ç:oating'
out of a hovering UF0, the witnesses were again two fshermen:
Char1es Hickson. 42, and Calvin Parker, 19. Duling the night of
November 6, Rayme Ryan, 42, and his son Larrs 17, as well as
Rayme's twin brother Raymond and his son n rl, 1 ,6 saw a submerged
bject in the oyster bed area to the southwest of Pascagoula. In allo
tbree of the'se emp.es, within two months, there had been flshermen,
either an older nun and a young one or a father and his son. It is also
notewoe y that the Pascagoula hsherman is convinced +at çit will
happen again'-rfhiwtoo, is a commonremart
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He locks him self in his room when the investigators come
to ask him questions. Does he know something he does not
want to discuss?
W e saw no traces on the beach. The gendarmes con-

srmed to us that the grass in the dunes had not been aFected.
There was some barbed wire nearby It was checked for
m agnetic eFects. The test was negatlve. W e heard that a
local radio amateur had noticed something at the time of
the near landing and checked the story: his receiver had
been blocked out for several minutes.

:It was in the middle of the nets ' M r Noel Jean told us.2
çn e papers have said that lt measured 1.50 by 1.50

metersy' we informed him.
S'Fhat's not true. lt was rectangular, about 2.50 by 1.50

meters. lt was as big as a stove (.çfc)!'
tW hat time did it end'?'
çWe got there at 5:30. It disapm ared between 5:50 and

5:55.'
tWhat happened when the object disappeared'?'
<W e went away looking at the rectangular light all the

time, and it turned toward the dunes, then came back on
us. It was turned ofl- and then we saw a small blue-green
ball above the spot. lt got smaller and after six we couldn't
see anything anymore.'
çl-low big was the ball'?'
tIt was like a soccer ball.'
çW hat did you do when you got on the beach and saw

the rectangle of light'?'
q started going toward it but it got brighter and brighter.? 

,, ,So my father said : ç%Forget lt, come back to this side.
There is a large radar installation near Cherbourg, at a

place called M auperthuis, located thirtyeight kilometers
away from Carteret. The range of the antenna is two
hundred kilometers. At 6:10 A.M. on that particular morning
it picked up an echo in the southwest, moving to the nol'th
of Cherbourg. An object flying from the direction of
Carteret toward Great Britain would have followed tMs
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course. 'I'he same morning something peculiar happened on
the coast. The French trawler Arch 'tpel, which was close to
the rocky coast of Urville, directly west of Cherbourg (on
the trajectory the object must have followed if the radar
echo corresponds to the UFO) went ofl- cotlrse; in view of
the frequently observed magnetic perturbations in the
vicinity of a UFO, it can be hypothesized that its mar etic
navigation system gave erroneous indications. The boat
got too close to the co@st, hit the rocks and sank, fortunately
without loss of life.
The observation of the yellow Ewindow' on the beach had

lasted no less than 5ve rninutes. W hy had the two Eshermen
not w>lked closer to the object to ascertain its nature?
n ere seem to be two reasons for this. Rrst, the 'window'
became brighter as they walked within one htmdred flfty
yards, and this discouraged tbem from approaching any
closer. And they felt 'paralyzed with fear'. Whether this
tparalysis' was an actual physiological inhibition or the
result of psychological fear - or b0th - has not been ascer-
tained. W Strange Afrair' was the title of the article on the
sighting in the tabloid M inute the following week.
The observation had taken place early Sunday morning.

n e following Friday, local people discovered some inter-
esting items on a nearby beach. n ese consisted of a com-
plete professional set of underwater exploration equipment,
a radioactivity tester sonic signalers along with trousers? :

.

andjackets with Engllsh-language writmg.
Now the local police, wit,h the assistance of the DST

(French counter-intelligence) and the SDECE (the organiza-
tion that constitutes the main intelliyence arm of the French
government) have discovered that lt was a case of tmder-
water radiatlon detection. Such was the substance of the
carefully designed rumor that began circulating.
This ls what I call the Second Coverup : the release of

oëcial Iexljanations' that do not explain anything butwhich provlde skeptics with an excuse for dismissing the
story. Diëcult cases will be swept under the rug at all cost
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if psychological pressure on the witness is not enough to
discourage him from telling his story in the frst place.
How could the discovery of some diving equipment Eorl

a nearby beach' explain the two obselwations of the un-
identiEed objects ? What about the radar echo ? The çexpla-
nation' is completely invalid, but it is typical of stories that
are engineered to discredit the witnesses and reassure local
populations. These objectives are generally reached. The
witnesses are intimidated, and the local police, the only
source of accurate data, are generally anxious to see things
return to normal.
W e were fortunate to be able to investigate this case

within a few days of the events, before the coverup was
organized. W hat would be the reaction of a scientist stum-
bling upon such a case a few weeks or a few months later?
He would simply brush it aside, and with good reason. The
witnesses are uncooperative; one of them stays home and
will not talk to visitors; the local police no Ionger have
anything to say; the m ilitary radar operators in Cherbourg
have received orders to deny their statements of the night
in question ; and the information that appears in the news-
papers is confused, garbled, and inaccurate.
A local newspaper published a cartoon showing the little

town of Carteret, with a qying saucer and a M artian in the
foreground. A smiling Frenchman has approached the
little M artian and asks: KW hat kind of mileage do you get'?'
ln a later development, which will appear ironic in light

of the coverup attempts at Carteret, a Cabinet member
acknowledged for the frst time the reality of the UFO prob-
lem as a subject lit for scientisc research. ln March, 1974,
the French M inister of Defense, M r Robert Galley, agreed
to participate in a series of radio interviews that included
reports from witnesses and statements by three French
scientists who had studied the UFO phenomenon for manj
years : Dr Pierre Guerin, of the Paris Astrophysical lnstl-
tute; Dr Claude Poher (head of scientifc studies for the
French equivalent of NASA); and myself. What the Defensè
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M inister told reporter Jean-claude Bourretz might be a
lesson for other government oëcials around the world:

I am deeply convinced that we must regard these pheno-
menawith an attitude of completely open mind-A number
of breakthroughs have been made in the histog of man-
kind because someone has attempted to explaln the un-
explainable. Now, among these aerial phenomena that
have been gathered under the label of UFOs, it is un-
deniable that there are facts that are unexplained or badly
explained.
In 1954 the Defense M inistry created a special section

for the gathering and study of witness accounts regarding
these llnidenti:ed iying objects. I have before me a
number of these accounts, that have developed over the
years tmtil 1970 ; there are approximately sfty of them.
Among the earliest ones is a statement of personal obser-
vation by Lieutenant d'Emery, Jean, from Air Force
Base 107 at Villacoublay, dated November 20, 1953.
There are also report,s from the Gendarmerie and some
observations from pilots and Air Center commanders.
There are many elements, whose convergence is of con-
cern, during the year 1954. Therefore the attitude one
must have is that of a completely om n mind, an attitude
in which one does not deny the observations a priorî.
Our ancestors, in prior çenturies, must have denied the
reality of a number of things that seem to us today abso-
lutely elementaq, like piezoelectricity, or static electricity,
not to mention blolo/cal phenomena.
ln fact, the entire development of scienœ consists in

the fact that, at a gven time we realize that for flfty
years we have had mistaken ldeas about the reality of
certain phenomena.

lt is diëcult to add anything to this statement. lt is not

2. Jean-claude Bourret, a ltudinq French jollrnalist, has published
his investigations and interviews m an excellent book entitled ZJ
Nouvelle Ftlglfe des xsbllcogw Vountes (Paris: France-Empire. 197*.
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clear that the simple fact of keeping ap open mind about
UFOs will in itself make a breakthrough possible but science
should certainly welcome the lifting of the attitude that has
prevented it from examining the facts.

The Third Coverup

We have so far discussed two forms of coverup: (1) the fact
that pressure is placed on witnesses to discourage them
from telling their story; and (2) the fabrication of texplana-
tions' when a witness does speak. I believe that to these
factors we must add a third one: the built-in silencing
mechanism ofthephenomenon f/â'ct/l
On December 3, 1967, a patrolman named Herb Schirmer,

of Ashland, Nebraska, had an experience that deserves tè
be placed in the context of the stories of the abduction of
Betty and Barney Hill and of the Pascagoula sshermen. At
2:30 in the morning Schirmer saw on the road an object
with a row of Cickering lights. Believing it to be a truck, he
turned on his high beams. The object took ofl-. The 22-year-
o1d patrolman drove back to the station and wrote his
entry: 'Saw a Qying saucer at the junction of highways 6 and
63. Believe it or not.'
Schirmer went home with a strong headache and a buzz-

ing noise that prevented him from sleeping. He also had a
red welt below the left eJr.3 The case came to tbe attention
of the Colorado Cbmmittee and Schirmer was placed under
hypnosis. It then became clear that there was a twenty-
minute period during which he remembered nothing. Later,
at the suggestion of another researcher, he was again placed
under hypnosis revealing an extraordinary sequence of
events.
As he saw the object take ofl-, the patrolman decided to
3. In the case of the engineer mentioned in the Introduction a vibra-

fon was also reported to have generated pain tunder the ear, at the base
Of the skull'. The physiologica.l implications of this consistent observa-.
tion are interesting : ln lyoth cases, the wimess might have lxen hit by
the beam of a device to alter his state of consciousness.
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follow it, and drove up a dirt road toward the intense light.
He tried to call the police at Wahoo (Nebraska) but the
radio was not working and the car engine died. n e object,
metallic and football-shaped, was surrounded by a silvery
glow. It was mnking a çwhooshing' sound, anë the lights
were Kckerin! rapidly. Legs appqared under the craft, and
it landed. Schlrmer wanted to dnve home, but he was Gpre-
yented by something fa his mind'. The occupants of the craft
came toward the car. He was unable to draw his revolver.
n ey shot some greenish gas toward the car, pulled a small
object from a holster, iashed a bright light at him, and he
passed out!
n e next thing Schirmer remembered, under hypnosis,

was rolling down the car window and talking to the occu-
pant of the craftr who pressed against the side of his neck

*A1'e you the watchman over this place ?'and asked Mm:
then pointed to the power plant and said, qs this the only
source of power you have?'
Schirmer was taken aboard. He saw control panels and

computer-like machines. The occupants were wearing cover-
alls with an emblem of winged serm nt. One of them
pushed a button and tapes started nmning. çTllrough my
mind . . . somehow . . . he is telling me things . . . M y mind
hurts . . .'
Remember that my friend the engineer had also seen a

m achine with tapes but he had spent eighteen earth days
facing it.
n e occupants gave Schirmer a 1ot of interesting but

possibly misleading information. rfhey wanted him to
believe that they csme from a nearby galaxy. They had bases
in the United States. n eir craft was operated by reverse
eleckomagnetism. Their sbips had been knocked out of the
air by radar, by ionization. n ey drew power from large
water reservoirs.

n ey have no pattern for contacting peogle. It is by pure
chance so the government cannot determlne any patterns
about them . There will be a 1ot more contacts.
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TO A CERTAIN EXTENT THEY N/ANT TO
PUZZLE PEOPLE.
They know they are being seen too frequently and they

are trying to confuse the public's mind.

Finally the occupant told Schirmer that he was not to re-
member the inside of the slzip. He concluded:

YOU WILL NOT SPEAK W ISELY ABOUT THIS
NIGHT. W E W ILL RETURN TO SEE YOU TW O
M ORE TIM ES.

And at one point, in a hauntingly beautiful moment, one
of the men took Schirmer to the large window of the ship,
pointed to the deserted landscape around them and sàid
gravely: çW atchman, some day you will see the Universel'
lf the %occupants' are so advanced, and do not want Schir-
mer to speak wisely of that night, why could he remember
so much of it under hypnosis ? Have they not anticipated
this method of disclosure ? Or could it be that some parts
of the human mind are inaccessible to them ? Could it be
that their power is more limited than their actions seem to
imply? Could it be that someone, or something, is playing
a fantastic trick on us ?

The Phenomenon Negates ltself

Perhaps you have had the opportunity to attend a magic
sbow performed by an excellent master of that remarkable
profession. He produces before you, under impossible con-
ditiohs, a phenomenon that is clearly unexplainable. But
then he appears to realize how disappointed the audience
is. lndeed, everyone feels almost insulted by the preposter-
ousness of his performance. There must be a simple ex-
planation, an obvious trick! You do not :nd it . . . then
the magician explains everythingl the table top was hollow,
the cane was made of small sliding sections that he could
collapse into a diflkrent shape. Now you have understood
everything, you laugh at yourself for not immediately per-
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ceiving such a simple solution. You leave the room with a
warm feeling of gratefulness and a certain amount' of pride.
Yes, pride: q am not so stupid after all. This little per-
former hasn't had me fooled for longl'
As you get home, doubts begin to creep into you.r rational

rnind. You obtain all the objects necessary for accomplish-
ing the same trick by the simple method so nicely laid bare
before you just an hour earlier: and then you realize that
the explanation itself is impossible, that the magician never
told you the real technique!
The UFO phenomenon enjoys the same recursive un-

solvability. It leaves indices behind, but they seem to be
even more maddeningly misleading than the witnesses'
accounts. The phenomenon nelates ffâ'c//l It issues state-
ments and demonstrates princlples where some of the in-
formation conveyed is true and some is false. Determining
which is the true half is left as an exercise to the investi-
gator, but the logic is such that one is tempted to place it
completely beyond the rational realm : a dangerous tempta-
tion !
In some cases a1l three factors are gathered around a

single person, and then the complexity of the research
becomes truly fantastic. Uri Geller, of course, is a case in
point.
ln another relevant case the main witness was fooled by

sociologists; the believers were fooled by alleged spaco
men calling themselves the çGuardians'; the public was
fooled by the believers; and the sociologists may have been
fooled by the phenomenon itself!
Contact with a group called the Guardians started when

a Midwestern woman referred to as M rs Keech woke up
one winter morning wit,h a tingling or numbness in her arm :

M y whole arm felt warm right up to the shoulder . . . I
had the feeling that someone was trying to get mj atten-
tion. W ithout knowing why, I picked up a pencll and a
pad that were lying on the table near my bed. M y hand
b to write in another handwriting.egan
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n rough the messages she got, this woman was gradually
introduced into something she regarded as the realms of the
life beyond, until one day she received a message of com-
fort from an Tlder Brother':

I am always with you. The cares of the day cannot touch
you. W e will teach them that seek and are ready to follow
in the light. I will take care of the details. Trust in us. Be
patient and learn, for we are there preparing the work for
you as a connoiter. That is an earthly liaison duty before
l come. That will be soon.*

M rs Keech came to think of this as genuine contact with
higher entities and began indicating to people around her
that new knowledge was coming through. Soon a small sect
formed in the M idwestern city where she lived. One of the
leaders of the sect was a GDr Armstrongy' a man we will
again fmd involved in the Uri Geller afhir. The Guardians
gave the group teachings and advice. They also predicted
future events, such as the landings of Eyinj saucers and
visits from spacemen. One of these predlctlons was of a
spacecraft landing at a nearby military airseld. The small
group drove to a spot from which they could see the run-
ways and observed the scene and the sky in vain, but
suddenly a man approached the karty, and upon looking at
him all present felt an eerie reactlon to his appearance. No
one had seen him approaching. He was oFered something
to drink and declined. He walked with a curious, rigid
bearing. A moment later he was gone, but no one had seen
him go away! As such stories began circulating the belief
structure of the little sect became better established. It
accumulated its own folklore and even created its own
vocabulary - special words with special meanings.
Mrs Keech was now writing as much as fourteen hours a

day; the teachings became increasingly concerned with
rehgious matters, with cosmology, and with Cying saucers.
Finally one day the great message came through. It was
4. Leon Festinger, Henry RiKken and Stanley Schachter, O ea

Prophecy Fa#J (New York: Harmr & Row, 19* .
TJ.IP. () .--4
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forecasting a disaster, an earthquake and a Cood, and the
saving of the believers by their Space Brothers :

. . . the region of the Canada, Great Lakes and the M is-
sissippi, to the Gulf of M exico, into the Central America
will be as changed. The great tilting of the Iand of the
U.S. to the East will throw up mountains along the
Central States.

The group now felt a special responsibility to tell the
world about these momentous events. They issued press
releases, some of which were picked up by local pam rs.
This in turn attracted the attention of a team of sociologists
at the Universiq of Minnesota who were investigating the
G hàvior of indlviduals in social movements based on
speci:c prophecies. They obtained a Ford Foundation grant
to study M rs Keech's group and received logistical suppùrt
frôm the University's Laboratory for Research in Social
Relations. They began inâltrating the sect, pretending to be
sincere converts and attending meetings to monitor the
evolution of its beliefs as the appointed time for the ful-
fllment of the prophecy drew nearer.
Although the use of such deception methods by scientists

is now very much under question, the book, When Proqhecy
Fails, written by the sociologists on the basis of thelr in-
vestigations, is essential for anyone trying to understand the
complex nature of the belief in UFOs. The book details the
eForts made by members of the sect to warn mankind of
impending doom and describes their belief that those who
would be drowned would be spiritually reborn on other
planets appropriate to their spiritual development, but that
flying saucers would come down from the sky in time to
save the believers from the Flood. 'I'he predicted events, as
the reader must be aware, did not come to pass. The Mid-
western part of the U.S. has not been engulfed by the
ocean, and the many countries slated for destruction are
still above sea level. W hat did this mean for the beliefs of
the sect ? It actually seryed to reinforce their conviction, be-
cause they took credit for the avoidance of the destruction!
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Some earthquakes did take place in desert areas around the
date of the cataclysm, and had they struck a populated area
the damage would have been considerable. Hence, it may
have been the light shed by the small gmup of faithful be-
lievers that had spared the country from disaster, they
speculated. Some members of the sect also theorized that it
had been another test of their ability to believe blindly, to
follow without discussion the orders they recèived from
their Guardians, and to face ridicule without fear.
W hy bring the story of M rs Keech into the discussion of

a scientzc study of UFOs ? M any sociologists will argue
that her case is typical of many small sects and cults and
that adequate theories now exist to explain their behavior.
To a very great extent this is true, but I am not convinced
that the mechanism that gives rise to the founding of such
m ovements is fully understood, and l do not believe that
their gotential impact on society has been made completely
expliclt.
The case of M rs Keech is important to al1 scientists who

have an interest in the UFO phenomenon, because it pro-
vides a prototype for an increasing number of groups that
establish themselves around similar belief systems. One of
the most publicized of these groups in recent years is the
network of Uri Geller devotees, which has succeeded in
arousing the interest of several leading physicists. ln Geller's
case, like M rs Keech's, there are several unexplained phe-
nomena that provide a basis for the beliefs of the group. ln
both cases, too, we are told to expect 'higher' knowledge to
come from the UFOs. And in both cases there is an impact
on the collective consciousness.
W hat about the prophetic element? M rs Keech predicted

a Eood and salvation from above. Geller and Puharich have
forecast massive iying saucer landings. M any people around
the countq (whom author John Keel has appropriately
called çthe sllent contactees') are keeping to themselves what
they regard as revelations made to them by alien entities.
Perhaps people have always had such experlences. Perhajs
they were purely religious, hence private, in times past, and
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only the relative acceptance of modern UFO sightings by a
segment of the media and by a few curious scientists has
encouraged the partial disclosure of some of the contacts.
W hatever the case m ay be, we tend to discount too easily
the fact that the phenomena contain absurd elements. This
is the third coverup.
lt is tempting to place M rs Keech and a1l peoplè like her

into a category neatly labeled in sociological terms, like
<doomsday believers' and çcognitive dissonance', preferably
with the magic term tbehavior' tacked on. Examininj the
details of her story should, however, make us a bit cautlous.
There is, for example, the matter of the strange man she met
in the frst prophetic instance. The academlc investigators
felt that they were on such strong theoretical ground that
they neglected to ascertain whether the mysterious appear-
ance and disappearance of the stiF-legged entity could be
consrmed by others. This lack of followup must be de-
plored. On two other occasionsr M rs Keech had been
visited by strange people. The frst lncident followed the dis-
closure of her Qood forecast in the local papers. Two men
came to her door and asked to talk to her; one of them was
a perfectly ordinary human, but his companion was very
strange and did not say a single word during the visit. She
asked who they were, and the ârst man replied, 61 am of this
planet, but he ls not.' The point of their discussion, which
lasted for half an hour, was that she should not publicize Flcr
information beyond what she had already done. ç'I'he time is
not right now,' the man said before leavinj with his com-
panion. This encounter had been deadly serlous. As a result
M rs Keech gave up her plans to' publish a book about her
experiences.
There was another visit, a few months later, this time by

five young visitors who spent two hours trying to convince
M rs Keech and a scientist who was a member of her group
that their information was incorrect, that everything they
were predicting was wrong.
The investigators again made no efl-ol't to identify these

visitors, which is in my opinion a serious oversight: çW hy
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these young men called at the house, what their purpose
was, and who they were - these are things we do not know:
they may have been practical jokers, or they may have had
a serious purpose.' ln describing her discussion with the
later visitors, Mrs Keech said, shocked and weeping, that:

n ey kept forcing me to take back things. He kept trying
to pressure me into saying they were not true. They kept
telling me that what I said was al1 false and mixed up.
And they told me that they were in contact with outer
space too and a1l the writings l had were wrong and that
everything I was predicting was wrong.

Now the ring of absurdity was complete around M I-S
Keech. She was experiencing the third coverup. The Flood
would not take place. The believers who had trusted al1 the
signs and the obvious sincerity of their medium or Yhannel'
would be left completely isolated - having lost or resigned
theirjobs, in some cases having sold a1l their earthly posses-
sions, committed to a reality that only they could perceive;
they would be forever unable to tell the whole story. The
most Mghly educated man in the group, a local professor,
would comment:

I've had to go a long way. l've given up just about everp
thing. I've cut every tie. l've burned every bridge. l've
turned my back on the world. 1 can't aflbrd to doubt. I
have to believe. And there isn't any other truth . . .
You're having your period of doubt now, but hang on,
boy, hang on. This is a tough time but we know that the
boys upstairs are taking care of us.

A frightening view, perhaps one that will in the future
take new form s and engulf more people. Such is the result
of the three coverups.



CHAPTER TH REE

M em orandum  for A rchives

-  Are G tholics the Chosen People?
-  No. Signed AFFA.
-  Can we see a spaceship or flying saucer?
- When would you like to see it ?
- Can we see it now?
-  Go to the window!

-  Exchange between three intelligence
omcers and the alleged space
intelligence AFFA, July 6, 1959,
in Washington, D.C., from a Project
Blue Book memorandum

The Contact with SPECTRA

The:series of contacts between aphysician, AndrijaN harich,
a graduate of Northwestern University, and the çlntelligence
in the Sky' called SPECTRA or Hoova, began on November
30, 1971, when Puharich hypnotized Uri Geller for thç hrst
time. Uri said under hypnosis that he found himself in a
cave in Cyprus and çcame there for learning'.

çl learn and learn, but l don't know who is doing the
teachinp'
6W hat are you learning'?'
qt is . . . about people who come from space. But I am
not to talk about these things yet'l

D uring this hypnötic session: Geller recalled his early ex-
periences with UFOs as a chlld. At the age of three, as he
was playing in a garden in Tel Aviv, he saw a large shining
' Andrija Puharicll. &rf (New York: Doubleday, 1974), p. 94.
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bowl-shaped light in the sky above him, on December 25,
1949. And there was a huge, very bright shining âgure in the
garden:

The shining sgure had no face that could be seent only a
radiant countenance. Uri gazed at this radiance ln total
hypnotism. Then he became aware of arms slowly m oving
out from the side of the body of the radiance. The arms
were raised over the Ghead' of the radiance, and then Uri
saw that held between the hands was the sun. lt was so
blazing in its brightness that UH passed out from the
power of its rays, with the pain of blindness.

At that point of the hqnotic session, a voice was heard in
the room. It idpntihed ltself as the source that had found
Uri in the garden and had çprogrammed' him . The message
was impressive but also absurd: çW e reveal ottrselves
because . . . glans for war have been made by Egypt-' The
alleged cosmlc intelligence was expressing the same concern
that was in the minds of the people gathered in that apart-
ment in Israel, and these geople were so overwhelmed by the
communication that it d1d not occur to them that such a
cosmic power, if real, would have been able to stop a war
with considerable ease. After all, if they can stop automobile
engines, why not simply freeze the motion of al1 the tanks
in the M iddle East? lnstead, Uri and Puharich took the
message literally. And they took literally every one of the
messages that followed, reading insnite wlsdom into pseudo-
scientïc mumbo-jumbo that often emerged from their tape
recorder: tn ere is a dematerialized aspect to your atoms,
that we can use' (p. 166), and <We need that mass landing
Iike you people on earth call refuelinj, and charging up,
like a huge plane of yours charges up wlth electricity. W e do
that through your barometric and cosmic layer around
earth' (p. 179). On another occasion, the alleged cosmic in-
telligence even uttered this piece of wisdom :

W e have passed our souls, bodies and minds into coin-
putors (sic) and moved several of millions of light-years
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backward toward your time and dimension. Iq due time
we shall receive all material coming back to our main
center which is zoned into a diflkrent dimension than
yours. This diFerent dimension lies beyond the so-called
star, and so-called god, so-called planet that you call the
sun. lt is millions of light-years backward into the dies-
hold ( ?) of tlle ages.

Not only have Puharich and Geller taken these philo-
sophical and pseudoscientisc messages seriously, but they
have followed to the letter, with the m ost extreme reverence,
the instructions they received from this alleged cosmic
sourçe. The first contact that Puharich had with alleged
UFO entities was through the same man who was a leader
in Mrs Keech's sect! (The sociologists who wrote When
Prophecy Fails called him Dr Armstronp) Now, the cases
we have already reviewed have prepared us to deal with the
m aterial presented by Uri Geller. ln this respect 1 will
attempt to convey my feeling of uneasiness about the
authenticity of the messages and the intentions of their
Source.
I have met Dr Puharich, whom l regard as an intensely

sincere man, and I think highly of Geller's talents. W e can-
not brush aside their experiences, and the experiences of
many people who have been close to them, with simple
rejections. What we can and should do is to sort out the
implications of the extremely confusing set of events they
claim to have observed. Here again, as in the Aveyron case,
we touch the very essence of prophecy. SPECTRA tells
Puharich, at one point, çlt is a shame that for such a brilliant
mind we cannot contact you directly. M aybe in time we
shall be able to contact you directly.' Earlier, SPECTRA
had said: Kour computers studied everyone on earth. You
were noticed for your abilities as the perfect man for this
mission-' W hy would a cosmic intelligence, capable of mani-
pulating time and space at will and of controlling the minds
of men, use such a primitive device as a computer to sort
out the abilities of the earth's population ?
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But we are not asked to comprehend here ; we are asked
simply to believe. l'Fe cre asked to suspend our rational
judgment tzntf to frlfxçf the Ghigher' power fJlaf expresses i/J:/J'
through a /cw chosen people. This ls not new. There is a pre-
cedent, too, for a young m an from lsrael who believes he
will save the world. W hat happens if we refuse to be drawn
into blind belief of this sort? W hat happens if we analyze
and compare ? W e :nd that the messages from SPECTRA
do not explain UFOs. They fail to give a consistent inter-
pretation of the characteristics of the sightings in the last
twenty-five years; furtherm ore, we find that the cult that is
building up around Puharich and Geller is very similar to a
number of other belief structures that have developed in the
U.S. and other countries in recent years.
UH and Puharich receive messages from SPECTRA, pre-

dicting mass landings (perhaps visible only to themselves).
ln the discussions l have had with them they have ignored
the fact that similar predictions have been made to others
all over the world, allegedly coming from other cosmic
sources, each one presenting a consistent ghilosophy each
one telling obvious falsehoods and uttenng sheer Jargon
m ost of the time.
The members of the lnvisible College have become inter-

ested in these patterns, but they have carefully reserved
judgment on their nature. We could reject the Geller
phenomenon as an aberration or a hoax, and this will be, I
suppose, the reaction of many scientists. M y own approach
is to recognize precisely in what respects it does not re-
semble what we already know of the UFO phenomenon, and
then to place it alongside other, possibly similar problems
wllich have been around for some time. Periodically I try
to revise my own prejudices about these unexplained facts
and to perceive some pattern that might be a clue to their
nature.

n e W ay to Enlightenment?

Throughout history the minds of men have been manipu-
lated by sources apparently external to their environment.
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lt has been a common theme in a1l these communications
that the purpose of the message was to show mankind a
way to enlightenment to greater happiness, and to salva-
tion, either from physlcal disasters or from dangers waiting
for us beyond death itself. Another comm on premise in all
such inspirational messages was that they originated with
Ghigher' beingst superior to humanity in technology and in
wisdom. The hlstorical importance of such communications
has generally been trivial but occasionally it has been pro-
found. lt has often resulted in the creation of small groups
of priests or initiates who claimed direct contact with the
higher entities or gods. One of the points of Puharich's
book is to place a sim ilar claim before us. For he and Geller
are clearly designated as the interpreters of the voice of
SPECTRA : :1 believe,' states Dr Puharich (p. 127), Ethat
a Prophet, a Uri Geller . . . is speci:cally created to serve
as an intermediary between a EGdivine'' intelligence and
man.' ln another communication Dr Puharich was told :
7n the last twenty-four hours you have passed the test
successfully. 'this is the last time ever in your life that you
will have to be tested . . . You must tell the world everything
about us . . .' Finally, Dr Puharich states flatly that ç-f'he
relationship . . . between these superior beings and Uri and
me continues to grow deeper and mutually more meaning-
ful.' ln other words, Puharich and Uri are initiates, modern-
day prophets.
Although most of the messages from SPECTRA are said

to have come on a tape recorder, Uri Geller himself has
begun to get information through automatic writing. lt
comes in the form of tensor eqttations, a kind of higher
m athematics of which Uri has no concept. Puharich and
Geller have failed to note that similar Emessages' have been
reported by al1 sorts of individuals under a variety of cir-
cum stances and that again, most of them have been mis-
leading. There is much to learn from a study of this strange
form .of tcommunication', as some intelligence prganizations
discovered in 1959.
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The Contact with AFFA

n e date was July 6, 1959, and the place, W ashington, D.C.
l believe the facts to be authentic, and I am sorl'y that I
must disguise the names of the principals.z
On the day in question a gentleman l shall call M r Tal-

man had an experience that caused him to contact Colonel
Friend, then head of Project Blue Book, concerning Tal-
man's personal experiences with psychic phenomena in
connection with UFOs.
Talman and Friend met three days later in the presence

of six men from the Central Intelligence Agency and a
representative of the oëce of Naval lntelligence, and they
went over the entire case. The discussion began with a
briefng about oëcial government involvement in the study
of UFOs. Several local cases were studied, as well as some
highly publicized American sightings where photographic
evidence had been obtained, especially the M /riana case of
August, 1950, and the Tremonton sighting of July, 1952. It
seems that several members of the group had had contact
with a unit that examined the pictures.
Such evidence, interesting as it was to the participants,

was not the main point of the meeting, and Talman fnally
described his own experience. For the last :ve years his
organization had been studying a woman, M rs Swan, who
claimed to be in psychic contact with space entities. And one
of the investigators, an intelligence oëcer named Curtis,
had learned her technique and had acquired her ability to
receive messages from outer space!
The method that M rs Swan used in her communications

was a simple one. Asking specisc questions, she would relax
her body completely and, holding a pencil, would await an
answer. An çunknown force' would then take control of her

2. n is document has been quoted extensively in the recent book by
Robert Emenegger : UFO% Past, Present and Future, with the per-
mission of the institutions involved. Thus the facts contained in the
memorandum c'an now be discussed publicly.
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arm and write down the reply. Her abilities had been studied
in depth by the Canadians, and the U .S. armed forces
also had a complete file on her. At that point of his sllm-
mal'y, Talman gave the :oor to his colleague, Commander
Curtis.
Curtis began his statement before tbe group with the

revelation that during the second half of June, 1959, he had
indeed flown with another oëcer to visit Mrs Swan. The
aim of the visit was to observe the contact and to ask a
number of questions through this 6channel'. The meeting
took place as planned, and at the end of the session M rs
Swan suggested that the commander try to make contact
with jhe entities himself. Curtis made the attempt but was
unsuccessful.
Upon his return to W ashington Commander Curtis had

discussed the case with Talman and another colleague and,
at their repeated suggestion, tried to contact the entities
again. This time Curtis appeared to be successful in re-
ceiving messages from a source identïed as AFFA living
on the glanet Uranus.
Curtls was told to write down the questions as they were

posed by Talman and another individual. He did this by
relaxing his arm completely allowing it to be controlled as
he described it, by the toutslde force' which was responslble
for writing the answers. He observed that he was the object
of a very intense physical tension during the message
transmission.
Some examples of the exchange between AFFA and these

three men are as follows :

%Do you favor a particular Government, religion, group
or race ?'
çN o. Signed AFFA-'
çW ill there be a third world war'?'
*N o. Signed AFFA.'
W re Catholics the Chosen People?'
%No. Signed AFFA-'
fcan we see a spaceship or iying saucerz'
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tW hen would you like to see it'?'
tcan we see it now T
çGo to the windom '

At that point, the three men rushed to the window but saw
nothing. Coming back to the table, Curtis asked, W re we
looking in the right direction ?' The response from AFFA
did not come through his arm but as a word that Curtis pro-
nounced verbally : W esl'
It was 2 P.M. on that day, July 6, 1959, when the three

men saw the disk-shaped object. lt flew over Washington
and was described as having clear edges and a dark center.
They called the radar center and were told that, for an un-
known reason, the radar return was blocked in the sector
they indicated! One of the earlier questions to AFFA had
elicited a response dealing with the saucers' diëculty in
penetrating the earth's radar network undetected.

Universal Association of Planets

W hen he heard these revelations, Colonel Friend asked
Commander Curtis to make another attempt to contact
AFFA as he had done three days earlier, but the trial was
unsuccessful. He did get a few replies, but they indicated
that tthe moment was not favorable'. AFFA stated, how-
ever, that there was no objection to the members of the
group attending the meeting.
M r Talman and all the people in attendance at the meet-

ing stated for the record that they had known Curtis for
many years, and that he had always been competent, quiet,
calm, and very conservative. Al1 thought his experience .to
be extremely signifkant, not only because of his background,
but because of the testimony of two other senior oflicers
who had been with him when the iying saucer had appeared
over the building!
The next day Comm ander Curtis and Colonel Friend

went to the oëce where the :1e of the contact case was kept.
The documents contained in that :1e showed that M rs
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Swan had been in communication with the following
entities:

A FFA from Uranus
CRILL from Jupiter
AI.OM AR from M ercury
PONNAR also from Mercury
ANKAR from the constellation Centaut'us

W hat impressed the investigators was the fact that
through these contacts the woman had been able to answer
questions that appeared to bebeyond her education and tech-
nical knowledge. However, the visitors were disappointed
to find.only vague descriptions of the propulsion mechanism
of the mysterious Cying saucers. Some of the statements
alluded to the material that was used in their construction,
but nothing speciâc was revealed. Curtis indicated that the
Canadians had pursued this particular aspect of the ques-
tion quite deeply.
Tbe documents in that file gave information on the enti-

ties that were responsible for the contact. There existed itê
seemed, a certain organization called OEEU, meanlng
tuniversal Association of Planets', and that organization
had a project called EU or EREVZA, which meant tEarth'.3
lts aim was never specised. ln Chapter Four, however, we
shall have the opportunity to analyze in detail the fascin-
ating background of a similar organization whose reputa-
tion is rapidly spreading in Spain: it is called UM MO and is
attempting to in:uence human afairs.
n e mem orandum that was m itten for archiving pur-

poses as a result of this series of' meetings concludes with
the writer's evaluation of the personal attitudes within the
group. The leader of the interaction, it was stated, appeared
to be a man with a :ne analytic mind. His only m otivation
in the case was his respect for Curtis. The latter seemed to

3. The doctlment I am quoting from here is a copy of the original
memorandum. The sm lling of some of the names diFers from that
given by Emenegger in his book. For instance, he has OEEV rather
than OEEU, and EUENZA instead of EREVM .
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be a very stable man : %He occupies - or occupied! - a re-
sponsible position', the memorandum goes on to say with
tongue in cheek. This oflicer seemed quite embarrassed
when he found himself a center of attention during the
initial phase of the meeting, but he later relaxed.
Finally, Talman was said to be la man with both feet

frmly on the ground'. Glhere is no questionn' the author of
the memo concluded, %that the oblect seen over Washington
on that day ofluly, 1959, wtu afying saucer-'

The Contact with 7171

In 1972 l began my own investigation into the phenomenon
of automatic writing and I had the occasion to observe
several lengthy exchanges between one of my subjects and
an entity calling itself $7171:, who claimed to be connected
with UFOs. The subject was a man whose abilities I have
mrsonally tested ; in successive exgeriments involving small
objects hidden in plastic boxes, thls person produced draw-
ings of the targets with considerable accuracy. (Other tests
involved the use of a computer in the prediction of the state
of a random number generaton) For several years, this
person had occasionally felt the urge to write what at first
seemed to be meaningless messages. W hen questions were
asked of the çentity' allegedly producing the writing, the
messages became more focused, and p on centered on the
UFO phenomenon. This person then approached me and
agreed that more systematic testing was in order. At the
same time we attempted to refine the communication tech-
nique and to identify those components of the interaction
that might be coming from the channel's own subconscious
mind.
The contents of some relevant communications are given

below. The point here, once again, is not that such com-
m unications might contain any new knowledge, but that,
taken in the context of the çcontact' with AFFA? they throw

' n the type of phenomena the men in Wasàing-some light o
ton were playing with.
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Vallee:
M edium :

UFOs: n e Psychic Solution

Can you experience the fpture?
YES.

Vallee: W hy are you communicating?

M edium : THE ANSW ER TO THIS 1 DO NOT
FULLY KNOW  M YSELF. l KNOW  ONLY
THAT IT IS CONSISTENT W ITH THOSE
HIGHER THAN 1.

Vallee: W hat are UFOs a symbol of ?
M edium : THEY ARE A SYM BOL OF NOTHING IN

THE SENSE THAT YOU M EAN . THEY
HAVE A VALIDIW  INDEPENDENT OF
SYM BOLISM .

Vallee: W hy are there men like us in U FOs?
M edium : BECAUSE, FOR VERY DEEP REASON ,S

THE FORM  OF M AN IS A UNIVERSAL
CONSTANT.

Vallee: W hy do they come here?
Medium: TO HARMOM ZE THIS W ORLD WITH

THE REST OF THE UNIVERSE.
Vallee: W 'ho is 7171 ?
M edium : HE IS ONLY ONE OF THE INFINITE

NUM BER OF ENTITIES THROUGH
W HICH I M AY SPEAK.

Vallee: Does he have special signïcance?
M edium : ONLY IN THE SENSE THAT HE W AS

CHOSEN AT A PARTICULAR TIM E
FOR CONTACT WITH XXX. (medium's
name)

Vallee: Can you serve as a channel to an entity that is
higher tban yourself?

M edium : THERE IS NONE HIGHER THAN M Y-
SCLF.
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Vallee: You lied when you said that you were the
supreme source of life, then. Earlier you
mentioned <those higher than l'. Can you
explain tllis ?

M edium : YES. 1 AM  BOTH. THE APPLE IS BORN
OF THE TREE, BUT IS ALSO THE
SOURCE OF ALL APPLE TREES.

Vallee: Can you produce physical ellkcts that we can
recognize (light, sound) ?

M edium : W HEN THE TIM E IS RIGHT SUCH
THINGS W ILL OCCUR.

How Belief Is Bom

On the basis of such communications, should 1 now jump
to the conclusion that I am now in contact with a source of
immense wisdom ? Should 1 assume, like Dr Puharich, that
l hâve the responsibility to reveal to the world the existence
of this higher power? Unfortunately, I cannot regard the
above, or any of the other exchanges I have obtained
through this and other chanaels, as a genuine communica-
tion with a higher entity. I do not doubt the truthfulness of
the man who acted as channel, and whom I am happy to
have as a friend. Neither do l doubt that there must be,
throughout the universe, billions of entities endowed with
thought, of which l would expect, on a purely statistical
basis, about half to be lower than man and half to be higher.
Humanity is, after all, the only form of evolved intelligence
we know (we still have much to learn about dolphins, how-
ever) and we should expect to be about average on the
scale of intelligenceam ong galacticcivilizations. W hy should
there be anything exceptional about us?
1 regard the above dialogue as an instance of communica-

tion with a level of consciousness, possibly (but not neces-
sarily) nonhuman. But its nature may be understandable
only in terms of a space-time structure more complex than
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what current physics places at our disposal. As. we attempt
a dehnition of thls form of consciousness it is useful to keep
in mind that aspects of it may be systematically misleading.
lts manifestation in the form of statements in our language
may be childish or absurd. Its elements may be borrowed
entirely from our own brains and reiected upon us (as
seems the case in most of the exchanges between Puharich
and SPECTRA) or it may present jenuinely new data. Ex-
periences involving autom atic writlng are not a recent de-
vçlopment. The techniques themselves are as old as the Old
Testament, which was, after all, written through communi-
cation with such a thigher source', and it is diëcult to deny
that the contents of this communication still rule over the
lives and conduct of hlmdreds of millions of hllman beings.
W e are not dealing here with a funny bit of stage magic or
with an intriguing source of random incidents. W e are deal-
ing instead with one of the most fundamental drives of the
human race. How can these manifestations have such a deey
relationship to collective consciousness? They make possl-
b1e the appearance and development of mass religious move-
ments, inspiring entire civilizations to war and conquest,
submitting them to the will of leaders who may not hesitate
to sacrisce millions of lives to create new forms of society
conforming to their vision.
There is an uncanny power in words that appear to issue

from a superhuman source, and it would be dangerous to
assume that this power cannot still moye the world ft?#aA'. lt
is manifested around us in the charismatic movement, in
hundreds of occult groups of one kind or another and in!
many Ulr -related writings such as those insplred by
SPECTRA, AFFA, and others we will investigate. This
material is variously received as a mnnifestation from God,
as a sign of lunacy, or as a dangerous form of social de-
viance. M ost often, the words of the 4entity', whether it
claims to be of a space origin or to represent some dead
mrson like W unt M artha' does nothing more than borrow
words and expressions that exist as thoughts, possibly un-
consciously, in the minds of the persons who attend the
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meeting. For this reason, expojure to such phenomena is
hazardous to psychic healthl4
A perceptive reader of Puharich's book will note that the

voice of SPECTRA consistently uses concept.s that are cur-
rent in the thoughts of either Uri or the author himself. ln
particular, it gets confused about astronomical units of
measurement in precisely the same manner as Uri Geller
does:
fMillions of light-years backwards into the dieshold (?J

of the ages', says SPECTRA (p. 185), confusing units of
time with units of space. And on anothet occasion the
Rhombus 4-D computer states : t'l-hat was planned hun-
dreds, hundreds of Iight-years ago, Andrija-' And SPEC-
TRA also spoke of çmany billions of light-years ahead of
time'. Therefore we should consider the possibility that we
are dealing with a phenomenon that uses, or emanates from,
the brains of Geller and Puharich.
Before Dr Puharich gets too deeply in'to the tensor

equations he is getting from this divine source, l suggest
that he should spend a little time straightening out the
definition of their physical units, because something is
drastically wrong with their idea of light-years! A light-
year, contrary to what the name seems to imply, is not a
unit of time, but a unit of space, namely the distance be-
tween two points A and B, such that a light signal sent from
A reaches B one year later, at the light velocity of 186,000
miles per second. Time obviously cannot be measured in
light-years, Einstein or no Einstein. That would be like
saying that Uri Geller weighs twenty inches and that it took
Puharich 50.7 kilogauss to write his book. The amusing
fact here is that Uri makes exactly the same mistake as
SPECTRA. During his srst interview with scientists from
tbe Stanford Research lnstitute, Uri explained the concept

4. Catholic priests at the end of the ninetœnth century discouraged
many French families from experimenting with tables that tipped and
tapm d uncanny messages from Beyond. n e facts were undeniable, and
the evidence of the phenomena was as good, if not better, than the evi-
dence for iying saucers. In many cases the eFects were the snme.
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of SPECTRA'S computers guiding his <powers' and said:
l'Y'ou see, they are computers, which were fed millions of
light-years in the future-'
Here again he is using a lilht-year as a unit of time. This:

of course, raises in our skeptlcal minds the thought that Un
may be a clever ventriloquist who has been fooling Puharich
for years, simulating the voice of SPECTRA. Things are
not, however, so simple. Puharich sometimes rcceives the
messages when UH is away, and it is diëcult to believe that
even a clever magician would be able to plant loudspeakers
in the walls wherever Dr Puharich goes.
No valid interpretation of the relationship between Uri

Gelley and his sotlrces of power can be made without a real
understanding of the complex phenomena of automatic
writing, spiritual contact, and their many variants. ln the
wake of UH Geller's fame, a number of people have begun
to receive emessages' similar to thoseissuingfrom SPECTRA
and Rhombus 4-D. Some of these yeople are scientists, and
thcy are so amazed by the informatlon they claim to obtain
through this channel that they are tempted to drop every-
thing else to devote all their tim e to such a study. I hope
that the data given in this book will serve as a note of
caution to these scientists.
It is true, in my opinion, that Geller and other Esilent

contactees' can produce phenomena that are inadequately
explained in conventional terms. It is also undeniable that
these phenomena do not constitute an end, but a means for
convincing both scientists and nonscientists of the oppor-
tunity for contact with a Y gher' source of information and
power. Here lies the danger, because historically, such
messages have never revealed anything that was not already
known or within the intellectual grasp of man. The fact that
Geller writes tensor equations should not surprise us :
Puharich is familiar with this form of mathematics, and it
has been consistently observed that messages produced by
automatic writing could tap the knowledge, conscious or
unconscious, of the participants. The following previously
tmpublished case is an example of this phenomenon: noth-
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ing that is within the power of any one of the participants
is beyond the power of the alleged entity. .
ln 1899, the great French astronomer Camille Flam-

marion, who was also a keen jsycltic investigator, reported
that he had once attended a spmt séance at the home of the
poet Victor Hugo, whose wife and brèther also attended.
There were three other distinguished guests, M essrs Vac-
querie, G uerin, and Allix. They sat around a table and
evoked the spirit, who soon responded and identiâed him-
self as the ghost of M olière. Everything went :ne until
someone asked the entity to provide information about the
problem of death. M olière was then replaced by another
entity, who took over the tappin! and answered through
the table in a magniscent poem of elght lines:
Spirit, eager to know the secret of the night
Holding between your hands the terrestrial light,
You would come, stealthily, among shadows of gloom,
Running a searching hook through this enormous tomb!
Go back to your silenœ, and extinguish your flame,
Go back into this night out of which you came;
No living eye eternal books has read
Over the shoulders of the Deadls

The good faith of the experimenters can hardly be doubted.
Flammarion was so shaken that he did not publish this
fact, reporting it only in a manuscript letter to Paul Souday,
a journalist friend whose advice he was asking in this in-
stance. The intriguing point is that the table was generating,
through what must have been an excruciatingly long series
5. The French text that I am here attempting to trnnslate, went

much more beautifully, as follows :
Ezprit qui velff savoîr le secret des ftlzllre.ç
Et 4fffa tenant en pwf??a le terrestre Ffze etw,
Vient A rfffl tâtons ti#?a nos ombres funèbres
Crocheter fftza.ç l'immense ltl?n&tw/
Rentre #zzz,c ton silence et imlf.#le tes c/zf?rlffd/lc.ç
Rentre #tzr?a cette allfl dont quelquefois tu ltpr.ç,-
L'oeil vivant ne Iit pas les choses êternelles
Jkr-tfe-ull.ç l'épaule des zzlpr/l!

ïJ. kê. 0.- 5
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of taps, one of the fnest pieces of poetry that Victor Hugo
could have written! After such a feat on the pàrt of the
eptity (who signed 6'I'he Shadow of the Sepulchre' for good
measurel) 1 do not doubt that through a similar mechanism
Uri Geller can sit down in Puharich's presence and cover
page after page with Hamiltonian tensors. lf a simple table
can use the mind of Victor Hugo, and tease him by gener-
ating such apoem, why couldn't Geller Gborrow' some mathe-
matical symbols from the mind of Puharich? l see nothing
here that requires the intervcntion of an alien agency. I
think the phenomena involving the table can be explained
by unconscious and mental process among the attending
Tspiritualists'. The same explanation holds true for Puharich
and Geller. W hatever force they are contacting in this
fashion shows no evidence of being higher than man.

n e Story of John Dee

çlohn Dee and Edward Kelly claim to be mentioned to-
gethery' writes Charles M ackay, çhaving so long been associ-
ated in the same pursuits, and undergone so many strange
vicissitudes in each other's society.'6 One m ight wonder
whether a future historian will not have the same thing to
say about Dr Puharich and Uri Geller. Dr Dee was a
brilliant man, born in London in 1527, who entered Cam-
bridge at the age of ffteen. There he began to develop a keen
interest in the occult, and found himself tmder pressure to
leave. From England he went to Louvain, in the Low
Countries, where he studied with the disciples of that great
master in the magic arts, Cornelius Agrippa. He returned
to England in 1551 and obtained through some friends a
pension from the king, Edward V1. He became an astrologer
and enjoyed the favor of Queen Elizabeth, seeldng the
elixir of life and the philosopher's stone, and generally
having a happy life. He served also as an intelligence agent
6. Charles M acka ,y Extraordlsnary Popular Delusions JZ?Z/ the M ad-
Jrrow& x ew York: Noonday Press, 1967), p. 1. 70.nesso
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to Elizabeth, and signed his report.s from abroad wit.h the
now-famous number 007.
One day in November, 1581, Dr Dee was contacted by

an entity. He was working in his museum, whose window
faced west, when a dazzling light appeared. In the middle
of the light was the form of an entity who introduced itself
as Angel Uriel. Dr Dee was speechless. n e angel smiled
and gave him an object, a convex crystal, and told him to
use it whenever he wished to converse with the beings of
another sphere. All he had to do was to gaze into the
crystal, where the beings would appear and Gunveil to him all
the secrets of futurity'.
In his use of the crystal, Dr Dee discovered two facts.

First, he had to concentrate al1 of his awareness into the
crystal (which was in fact a black stone, or piece of polished
coal, according to an account published in Granger's
Biographical Historyj in order to see the beings, and,
second, he could never remember his conversations with
them, a fact which is not unlike the mysterious disappear-
ance of Dr Puharich's tapes when he records the voice of
SPECTRA.
In order to record the communications, Dr Dee con-

Eded the secret of the stone to his assistant Edward Kelly.t
On December 2, 1581, the frst of many sesslons took place,
and the complete text of these communications is now kept
among the Harleian manuscripts at the British M useum.
Among the facts revealed by the entities with whom Kelly
and Dee were in contact, was a complete language known
as Enochian, which is still regarded by contemporary
occultists as a tool of the greatest power. Aleister Crowley,
for instance, expressed llis jreatest magical invocations ln
the Enochian language, whlch has to be pronounced in a
certain way in order to be eflkctive, and these are still used
today by hls many disciples.
W hat could the adventure of Dr Dee have to do with

UFOs, with SPECTRA, and with the events reviewed in
this book? First of all, the fact that the entity appeared, as
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it did, in dazzling brightness, and delivered the crystal, is
certainly of interest here. The fact that Dr Dee himself was
speechless with awe and wonder is also curious. As a trained
occultist and magician, Dee pust have often experimented
with invocations '.and evocations and could be expected
immediately to challenge the intruder with powerful formu-
las. lnstead he remained speechless; also of interest is the
fact that a series of messages is presented, whose language
is not understandable at frst, but must be translated with
the help of a linguistic device. W e will have occasion to
recall this interesting bit of folklore when we discuss the
phenomena surrounding the M ormon prophets in later
chapters. But the m ost interesting discovery in the entire
episode was made by my friend D onald Hanlon, when he
pointed out the fact that the expression AFFA exists as a
word in the Enochian language. The Enochian word AFFA
means Gempty'l W hen the three intelligence oëcers were
being told in 1959 that W orld W ar lII would not take
place, and when they were shown a :ying saucer over the
capital of their country, they were in direct communication
with . . . emptiness!
ln the psychic literature there are cases where the entities

which manifest themselves by guiding the hand or using the
voice of a human channel seem to exhibit a level of know-
ledge beyond that of the medium ; however. such a fact can
seldom be proved. The fact that the writing appears much
more beautiful than anything the person can produce in a
normal state means nothing, as it is often suëcient simply
to unlock the unconscious mind to release a veritable
stream of artistic energy. To use it productively is another
matter, as the adepts of the psychedelic movement have
painfully discovered.
l do not mean to imply that genuine psychic phenomena

do not take place in automatic writing, or even through that
old device of divination, the Ouija board. Communications
may be received from a variety of sources - minds of other
people perhaps or (who knows ?) a higher level of aware-
ness that is attached to no human head. These entities have
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been known to masquerade as departed sotlls, as (reat minds
of antiqulty, as denizens of other planets. There ls no ques-
tion that some of their statements càn achieve dimensions
of real beauty and can assume a very prophetic stance.
Shortly after the turn of the century a cult similar to that

of M rs Keech iourished in W ashmgton, D.C.; It was
called the Order of the Initiates of Tibet and was presided
over by M iss M arsland, daughter of George M arsland, the
founder of the American Bankers' Association. ln 1909 the
cult had âve thousand followers, among them prominent
members of the social and diplomatic set. M iss M arsland
received her teachings from a mysterious source in Paris.
(Allegedly they emanated from Tibet, were written in
Sanskrit, and were translated into French by the high initi-
ate in Paris.) The mission of the sect was to çdraw men
from the study of material eFects which has so far occupied
the exclusive attention of scientists, and to direct them to
the study of cause, force, vibration and the unseen'. The
resulting advancement would Vtransmute the scientist into
a M agus' and lead to contact with the inhabitants of other
planets. This sect is an interesting precursor to the various
movements and cults that are àctive today.
In 1966 a woman named Nell Heberling published a

volume of automatic writing entitled The Golden Message
rom Crellritus. lt contained the following, th4t I :nd much
m ore relevant to our present time than the statements of
AFFA: .

Your wise men hold their knowledge high,
Yet fail to see that in your sky
Truths dwell beyond your feeble minds so small.
You think that you have grasped it all
In experiments of great scope;
Yet bound are you. You dare to hope
That someday soon you reach beyond your sk'y
To Something else. Not other worlds, thls be your cry,

7. See in particular çWashington's Most Curious f7nlt - Under the
T zudership of a W omatp in the Washîngton Post, October 31, 1909.
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Not other races who m ay think and hope and fear.
W hat, then ? M ere planets made of tkings you hold as
dear,
That may be broken down and labeled fast?
Such fools you be!
Dream on, the day has not yet come to pass
W hen you will face that which you cannot facez

The woman who published these lines warns us in her
introduction: çl did not write tllis book, l recorded it only',
and she adds, çl have received a large portion of the second
volume, but cannot release it at this time. Too advanced
knowtedge can be more dangeious than too little know-
ledge.' She has left her home town and now is said to live as
a mcluse. Those who have seen the seèond book tell me that
it deals almost entirely with Qying saucers.
Before she went away, however, she left these lines:

The secret lies in those who possess minds, full free,
But still untaught, know not then what they be . . .



CHAPTER FOUR

The Function of OEM II

n e cast of light you sœ in the southern sky is of our
dirKtion and is pulsating with a turning, spinning motion
of the craft . .. which is to land upon the planet in the cast
of the day of August flrst.
-  Communication from the Guardians to M rs Keech,
quoted in When Prophecy Fails by Festinger, et a1.
Received by automatic writing.

In M arch 1950 a lenticular spacecraft established contact
with the Earth's lithosphere for the ftrst time . . . The
descent took place near the village of La Javie, in France.
W e are a people older than yours, that has reached a level
of civilization which is higher too.

- Commnnication from UM MO to a Spanish writer in
1968. Received in the mail.

SPEG RA is the name of a sgacKraft which we use as you
use a planet. It has been statloned for the past eight hun-
dred years over the earth . . . The Israeli tenitory is where
we ftrst landed on earth . . . W e hope to land on your
planet in a few years. We are sœ n more and more by
people. We will enter your orbital system tllroug,h (%
trnnqformation and be able to enter your environment.
You may not understand this.
-  Communications from SPEG RA to Uri Geller and
Andrija Puharich in 1972. Received on magnetic tape.
The tape disappeared after transcription.
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A Craft with an Insignia

Carlos thought that the weather would soon be too hot for
his customary evening walks. But in late spring the air was
delightful. He sat on the grass and enjoyed the smell of the
pine trees. He opened the paper he had bought at the bus
station on his way back from M adrid, and turned to the

A1l was peaceful for several minutes. Then asports page.
child's cry made him look up.
A craft was rising behind a line of trees to the northeast

and it followed a curved trajectory toward the power lines.
It was a large lehs-shaped object, no less than forty meters
in diameter. W hen it suddenly iipped on one side, Carlos
lost sight of its brilliant dome. He dropped his newspaper
and rose to his feet. He was struck by the strange insignia on
the underside of the craft: it resembled a capital H with a
vertical bar in the center. lt was not quite the astrological
symbol 'for Uranus, and could have passed for a cyrillic
letter if the tertical sides had been slightly curved. Others
would later describe it as an M , or as an H, but Carlos
clearly saw the m iddle bar.
The formidable craft swung to the right, stabilized, and

reached a goint to the southeasy, where it again veered, ex-
posing its lnsignia for the second time before turning north.
For several minutes it remained stationarf near the castle;
then it flew up at an unbelievable speed and was lost to the
view of all. lts color had gradually turned from bright
yellow to orange, and fnally to red.
Carlos looked around at the dozens ofepeople who were

still staring at the sky, hoping that the craft would come
back. There were entire families who had been resting near
the pine trees. There were workers with their wives, return-
ing from M adrid. There were children playing. The sun had
just set. The date was June 1, 1967. The place was a quiet
suburb named San José de Valderas. :1 wonder what the
newspapers will have to say about thisy' thought Carlos. .
'I'he next morning, M r Antonio San Antordo, graphics

UFOs: The Psychic Solution
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editor of the Madrid evening paper Informadones, received
a telephone call from a man who told him he was placing at
his disposal five extraordinary photographic documents, the
negatives of a series of shots he had been fortunate enough
to take at San José de Valderas the previous evening. The
man declined to give his name. The negatives, he said, could
be picked up at a photographic laboratog of Calle General
Ricardos. The paper published the five plctures, admittedly
very bad ones.
Oddly enough, the negatives were not in sequence. It was

assumed that the mysterious photographer had kept a few
of the sensational pictures for his private use.
W hen the testimonies were published and the photos pro-

duced, considerable excitement arose in M adrid. Private in-
vejtijators nlshed to the scene and issued calls foi additional
detalls.
Two months later, on August 26, 1967, another witness

named Antonio Pardo produced two photographs that
were as poor as the frst series, along with several additional
items. Here again, telephone contact was established with
the mysterious man, but when investigators tried to meet
him he could not be located.
When plotted on a map against the llight of the object,

both sets of pictures agreed with the descriptions of its
motion. But the two photographers had mysteriously
vanished.

A Perfect Case?

A young man in his early thirties who was driving toward
the M adrid suburb of Santa M onica between 8 :30 and 9 :00
that same evening observed an oval glow with a white
center and dxused yellow edges going down rapidly to-
ward a restaurant known as La Ponderosa. He then saw
the light rise'and vanish.
In Santa M onica, at Number 33 Calle de Sedano, lives

Mr Rivero, a shopowner. This gentleman was just going
out when he saw a çconical thinj' giving oll- a fery light,
Eying over the trees and rising rap dly.
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In Apartment 27-8 of the Colonia Santa M onica, a large
residence that overlooks the Ponderosa area, lives Do-na
Eugenia Arbiol Alonso. Together with her mother, she
observed the sameobject from her window. In their book Un
Caso Perfecto, Antonio Ribera and Rafael Farriols give a
record of an investigator's conversation with hey:

çl-ook, there is La Ponderosa-'
çYes.'
<As you can see, to the left - that is, to the right of La

Ponderosa, there are some pine trees, some tall trees.'
t'rhese dark trees ?'
çYes, those and a bit farther, over there, you under-

stan' d ? Near the trees, where the trucks are going . . .'
tBetween the trees and the trucks'?'
çYes, yes, there I saw the thing-'
<On the ground or up in the air'?'
tN o, no. l saw it land.'
çl-and precisely there ?'
çl saw a thing, as l'm telling you . . . as if it had airplane

lights or portholes. And then I saw it was a round thing,
as I'm telling you? like a gasoline tank - I imagine that it

' hink it was flat on the other side. Andwas round l didn t t! 
q< j,j t athen, looklng at it, I saw it was coming down. W  a

strange thingl'' l said to myself. 4çrf'he kids must be doing
something over there.'' . . . and then it landed there, or
at least from that distance it gave me the impression that it
landed on the ground. Later it iose and stopped a few
meters above ground and then it waq- N ow you see it,
now you don't . . . and I cannot.say where it went.'l

Antonio M uhoz is a young man who was inside the res-
taurant La Ponderosa at the time öf the incideht. He was
standing atop a ladder, placing colored bulbs in preparation
for the arrival of the evening customers. A man suddenly
rushed in:
çListen: I was just driving on the road . . . and l saw a
1. Antonio Ribera and Rafael Farriols, Un C'fl?t? Perfecto (Bar-

celona: Pomaire, 1969), p. 131.
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light that ;ew horizontally and cam e down. It was yellow,
at great altitude, but it rapidly got bigger avd came down
almost on top of me. I think the craft or whatever it was has
landed right near La Ponderosa-'
Antonio M uhoz thought the man was mad, sent him

away and did not bother to investigate.
Five or ten minutes later a couple anived in a car. The

lady was very nervous, and the man told M usoz they had
seen a lighted object land two hundred meters away. The
lady started crying. The map middle-aged, was fairly calm
and drew a sketch of the oblect that shbwed a symbol on its
underside, resembling the letter H. '
Two young couples arrived next, the girls holding each

other and weeping. A huge sphere of fre, they said, had
come toward them diagonally and had landed near their
Car.
The middle-aged man came back later and spoke to

M uhoz again. Later that night he went to the site of the
landing. The next morning, the same man found the three
marks that formed an equllateral triangle six meters in size.
Each trace was a rectangle thirty by Efteen œ ntimeters,
fairly deep. At the centre of the triangle the grass burned
and a metallic powder was found.
There was another visit that same evening. Several men

came to the restaurant and syoke to Muhoz. When he told
them of the witnesses' descnption they got excited saying
it corresponded to a signal they had receivùd whlèh was
from another planet. ln the followinq days several of the
shopowners in the area received a curlous letter written in
Spanish in a peculiarly formal and ornate style, the undated
letter was signed by the French name of Henri Dagousset.
lt began: '

Dear Sir:
On June 1st of this year 1967 took place an incident

that was mentioned by the press of Spain and by the
Information Agencies of European Countries. In a certain
piece of land situated near km . 3 of the Boadilla del
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Monte road (Madrid) classifed under the heading çprop-
erty of the National Estate', has landed an aerial vehicle
of round shape that the daily papers have qualiEed as a
Tying saucer'.
A few days later, a steel worker and a young girl who

resides in the locality of Santa M onica discovered some
metallic cylinders with a central disk whose dimensions
are provided here for reference purposes : Length of the
tube, 129.8mm. Caliber of the tube, 8.8 mm. Diameter of
the central metallic disk, 24 mm. Both capsules are now
in our hands and we are enclosing the photograph and
drqwing of one of them. The outside appearance is that
of an aluminum cylinder, with rounded ends.
According to our information, an unknown number of

these small cylinders have been found by other residents
of the area. Certainly, they can have no value for their
present owners (beyond the obvious curiosity that comes
from their discovery) and since you own an establishment
legally open in that area of the Capital of Spain, we beg
you to bring the present communication to the attention
of your patrons and neighbors.
We are willing to oFer up to 18,0* pesetas (exactly

$300) for each one of the cylinders that conform to the
enclosed model. In cases where the capsule is found to be
deteriorated or brokens as long as the contents are found
in good condition we shall study a new oFer with the
OWner.
ln recognition of your kindness in giving publicity to

the prestnt note (copies of which have also been sent to
:ve other establisbments) we shall oflkr you 7,000 pesetas
for each capsule that we secure through your assistapce . . .

A concluding paragraph of the letter indicated the purpose
of the investigation:

Our interest is purely scientisc. The capsules in ques-
tion do not contain any device of military interest, but are,
we repeat, genuinely technical. Our activities are restricted
to the study of the so-called U.F.O. (unidentified Qying
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objects) popularly named in this Nation Tlatillos
Volantes'.
Mr Francisco Arroyo, the manager of a bar called Santa

M onica, received a copy of this letter. So did M r M uhoz,
the owner of La Ponderosa. And according to him, M r
Rivero, the shopowner quoted above, also received a copy.
W ith the letter came a separate note:

ALL CORRESPONDENCE M UST BE DIRECTED
BEFORE JUNE 28TH TO
M r Antoine NANCEY

Lista de Correos - M adrid

Analyzing the Capsules '

A Spanish investigator named Farriols was fortunate enough
to obtain one of the capsules. lt had allegedly been found by
a lz-year-old boy who broke it open with a pair of pliers.
This important piece of evidence was not directly obtairied
by Farriols, however. lt was given to him by another UFO
am ateur who had received it from Antonio Pardo - the
same man who had produced one of the sets of photographs
at San José de Valderas - the man who was never inter-
viewed in person by any of the investigators. As someone
was later to remark, the name Antonio Pardo can be trans-
lated as Anthony Brown.
The device that was examined by Farriols and Ribera

contained a piece of green plastic on which the very symbol
of the UFO was engraved : three vertical bars crossed hori-
zontally. According to the boy, there had been two pieces in
the cylinder, and a peculiar liquid had escaped from it and
evaporated when he broke it ogen.
It so happens that M r Farrlols' uncle is the president of

INTA, the Spanish National Institute for Space Research.
The objects were taken into the laboratories of INTA and
carefully analyzed. An extensive technical study then re-
vealed the following:
1. The capsule itself was made of nickel of a very hig,h
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degree of purity (99%) with traces of magnesiùm, iron,
titanium and cobalt, silicon, and aluminum. (Microphoto-
graphs have been obtained and are published in Ribera and
Farriols' book.)
2. The plastic material was idene ed by spectral analysis

as polyvinyl :uoride, entry No. 5.29 in the book Identsca-
tion andAnalysis ofplastics, by J. Haslam and H.A. Willis.
At the time of the events, this material was made exclu-

sively by du Pont de Nemours in the United States, under
the brand name of TEDLAR. Its use was restricted and the
product was not sold commerçially. TED LAR has an extra-
ordinary resistance to ultraviolet radiation, weathering,
dissolvents, chemical agents in general, and abrasion. It is
used by NASA at Cage Kennedy to cover rockets on their
tower prior to launchmg. n e same material is also noted
for çsome military applicationsg.
Needless to say, TEDLAR cannot be obtained on the

open Spanish market. To confuse matters even further, no
one by the name of Henri Dagousset, and no one by the
name of Antoine Nancey could be located in M adrid.

n e Conuct with UMM O

Fernando Sesma M anzano is a Spanish government em-
ployee and a minor literary âgure in Madrid. In 1954 he
founded a UFO group called fsociedad de Amigos de1
Espacio'. For several years he avidly read the Cying saucer
literature and hom d that some day he would be contacted
by space beings. He was, therefom, well prepared when a
man wit.h a strong foreign accent called Mm on the teleqhone
in the early days of January, 1965, and sGrted uttermg a
sequence of strange words that Sesma very carefully wrote
down.
Spenking in Spanish, the stranger indicated that' he was

going to forward some items of an Yxtraterrestrial order'.
çWhy not meet in gerson'?' Sesma asked.
f'fhis is not posslble at the moment. I am under strict

orders.'
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In the following m onths, Sesma was iooded with type-
written material and telephone calls from his outer-space
friends. lnformatio'n also arrived in the form of letters from
as far away as Australia, making reference to events that had
taken place in M adrid only some forty-eight hours before.
Some of the communications contained wonderful three-
dimensional photographs. ln hundreds of pages slled with
specihè technical details as well as philosophical consider-
ations, he saw unfolding the complete system of thought of
an alien life form - the race from planet UM M O which
was responsible for the flying saucer activities on earth!
W hether they came from Australia, Spain, or some other

place, the documents were always stamped with the symbol
of the UM M O General Government, three vertical bars
crossed horizontally.
On February 6, 1966, in Aluche, a suburb of M adrid not

far from San José de Valderas and Santa M onica, between
8 :00 and 9 :00 l'.M.: a large circular object was seen to land
by a group of soldlers at a nearby amm unition dump. The
object was also seen by Mr Vicente Ortuno and by a man
named José Luis Jordan who was driving toward Madrid.
Jordan's account (published in the Barcelona magazine
Porque of February 16, 1966 and in subsequent articles by
Ribera) can be summarized as follows. He saw a whitish
disk coming closer to him its color changing to yellow and2
orange. Getting out of hls car he watched it come down
near an airGeld. He drove closer, in time to see the disk,
about thirty feet in diameter and amazingly luminous, as it
rose quickly from the ground. lt was making a steady
muted vibration. Suddenly, it just fwent out'. Three deep
rectanzgular marks were later found at the site.
As the disk flew up, Jordan clearly saw its underside. It

bore a peculiar symbol, the insignia of UM M O. To Fer-
nando Sesma and the very few people in M adrid who had
in their possession several documents stamped with the
same symbol, the coincidenœ was indeed fascinating. .
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The M essages

We wish to inform planet Earth of our origin and pro-
ceedings and the objectives of our visit to you. We come
from UM M O, a planet that revolves around the sGr
IUM M A, recorded on your earth under the denomina-
tion W olf 424.
We received instructions on 12 Januaty 1965 (Earth

Christian Era), regarding the orientation and limits of this
information. Approved redaction . . .

Foltowing some considerations regarding the diëculties
of expressing UMM O concepts in Spanish, the document
received by Sesma continued:

W e proceed, as we have said above, from the planet or
solidifed celestial body UM M O, whose characteristics
we indicate as follows:
Orbit: elliptical with the star Wolf 424 (IUMMA) that

serves as our Sun, as focus.
Distance from focus W olf 424 to the focus of the solar

system on January 4, 1953: 3.68502 light-years.

By telephone, Fernando Sesm; requested a correction of
the latter distance, as it appeared erroneous to Mm. He
was told that the distance was #ven here as the ttrue dis-
tance', which varied greatly from day to day according to
the advanced physical concepts of UM MO. Coming to the
solar system along such a route would be like going to
Australia by a direct tnnnel through the earth-z
According to the same series of messages: the mass of

UMM O is 514 x 1,021 tons and the acceleratlon of gravity
there is 11.88 m/secz. Atlposgheric conditions are close to
those on earth, so that it is loglcal to 5nd that the inhabitants
of UM M O look very much like us, except that they have no
2. n e emissaries from UMMO are implying th2 one e>n travel

through higlyr dimensions much in the way m which a man could lo
from one pomt of the surface of the earth to another by leaving it m
Spain and roentering it in Atlstralia.

UFOs: The Psychic Solution
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tonsils. Between the ages of 14 and 16 the vocal chords of
the children become sclerosed ; for this reason, the adult
inhabitants of UM M O are unable to express themselves
verbally and m ust use a telepathic function. This is accom-
plished by holding in one's consciousness the mental image
of one's correspondent, and sending impulses of an approxi-
mate duration of 0.14 milliseconds. Such impulses are
known as CCBUAE BIEE'. Thanks to a special bilingual
code it is possible to employ this technique in döuble simul-
taneous conversations.
It is noteworthy that some adults on UM M O keep their

normal, earth-like phonetic organ in exception to the rule.
This was the case for the messengers who spoke to Sesma
by telephone. '
The most complete exposition of the nature of UM M O

that l have seen is a concise document written in French
that originated in W est Germany and was written in an
awkward style that might betray a Spanish author, although
other elements seemed to indicate that the writer found
diëculty in using not only French but any human language.

W e are well aware of the transcendental nature of this
message. W e realize that a statement of this nature is
usually formulated by a hoaxer, a mentally deranged per-
son w' ith fantastic ideas or, perhaps, by some journalist,
some advertising man, or some agent of a political, eso-
teric or religious organization who might aim at using the
version or the information for the bene:t of his group.

The letter continued on a cautionary note. The reader
was invited to be extremely critical and to take the most
painstaking care to ascertain the truth of the statements
that followed - statements, it was pointed out that rested:
solely on witness' accounts and whose real origln was, after
all, unknown to the reader, although, to the authors of the
documents, they were clearly evident. W hen it came to the
UFOs, the letter was even m ore cautious.

ln the last few years, at the ocèasion of the apm arance of
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the UFOs in the Earth's atmosphere, M an's fantasy has
surgassed itself, and one has seen in the press some infor-
matlons concerning these phenomena that were often
fraudulent, rarely authentic.
We are aware that these versions have created an under-

standable atmosphere of mistrust, and we know that our
statements will be necessarily greeted with extreme reser-
vation. H owever, our aim in sending you this document,
typed by one of our assistants, is not to be believed with-
out any evidence more extensive than these few para-
BTaphs.

'I'he document then indicated that Ggroups of educated
persohs who know of our existence althougb, at our sug-
gestion, they keep a discreet silence on the subject, exist ln
Canada, Austria, Spain and Jugoslavia'. It continued with
an explanation of the contact with our planet: ' '

At 05 hours 17 minutes CM T of Earth day M arch 1950,
an OAWOLEA OUEWA (lenticular spacecraft) estab-
lished contact with the karth's lithosphere for the frst
time in ottr histoq. The descent took place near the
village of tLa Javie', ln the Basses-Alpes, in France.
W e are a people older than yours, that has reached a

level of civilization which is higher too. Our social struc-
ture is also a diFerent one. W e are governed by four
members who are selected by psychophysiological evalu-
ation. Laws are regulated as a function of socio-metric
constants measured in time.
Our economic system, too, is diFerent. W e do not knoW

money, since transactions in sùch few valuable items as
exist on UM M O take place through a network of what
you would call electronic computers. Normal consumer
goods are practically impossible to price as their abundant
production greatly exceeds demand.
Our society is deeply religious. W e believe in a Creator

(WOA) or God and we possess scientifc arguments in2
favor of the exlstence of a factor that you would call
Youl'. W e lcnow of a thiid factor that links it to the body
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and is constituted by krypton atom s embedded wifhin the
cephalic m ass.
W e do not mean to 'interfere with the social evolution

of your planet for two transcendental reasons. A cosmic
morality forbids any paternalistic attitude on planetary
social networks that must be individually created by each
of them. Furthermore, any public intervention on our
part - our own oëcial presentation, would produce grave
alterations, incalcufable social perturbations, and thus
the study and analysis of your Society in its currpnt
virgin conditions would be impossible.
Our modest attempts at contact, juch as the one we are

now making with you, will not cause a great change, for
we anticipate the natural skepticism that greets them .

A M ysterious Society

The UM MO afl-air gained prominence during 1970 and
1971,. rapidly becoming the most important subject in the
minds and conversations of European UFO groups. lt
would be very wrong to assume, however, that the fascina-
tion exerted by the mysterious documents was limited to
such circles. In Spain, high oëcials in the government, the
law-enforcement agencies, and the military had become
firm believers in the reality of a planet that circled W olf
424, many light-years away. '
In France the situation took a peculiar turn. W hen the

United States Air Force released the negative conclusions
of the Condon study on UFOs thesè conclusions were
prominently displayed in the Parls press. The result, how-
ever, was not what the U.S. Air Force had expected. The
French had quietly accumulated their own data on the
subject and, although these fles were not available to most
scientists, there was no lack of military personnel and tech-
nical experts in France' who knew what the real situation
was. Some of them had joined UFO research groups in
Paris. Others, in high oëcial positions in the French Space
Agency, were working alone, secretly.
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Through various private channels these scientists heard
of the UMMO documents, were provided with coyies? and
had them translated with great care. n ey were lntngued
by the trational' approach to the problem of cosrnic contact
evident in these documents. The background of the Aluche,
San José de Valderas, and Santa M onica sightings was
fascinatingk
The UMMO documents are exceytional in two respects:

frst? they provide a wealth of technlcal data that the reader
is klndly invited to check, and, second, the groups of per-
sons contacted by UM M O are requested NOT to dissem i-
nate this inform ation, and, in particular, not to reveal wc/l
communicatîon to their goyernments.
Late in 1969 the UM MO documents were already the

subject of technical discussions outside Spain. ln Argen-
tina, a prominent journalist contacted the La Plata Obser-
vatory, near Buenos Aires, and provided the stafl- with the
astronomical parameters concerning UM M O. According to
the information he relayed back to Spain, after spending
çentire days and nights' studying the sgures, these astro-
nomers had reached the conclusion that the planet UM M O
must exist. At the occasion of the Twentieth Congress of
Astronautics in M ar del PlaG further conversations on the!
subject took place among a httle group whose conclusion
was that tin order to shoot down the UM MO theory one
needs, astronomically speaking, very strong arguments'.
In June, 1971, a three-day meeting of researchers who had

become fascinated with UM MO took place in Spain. n ere
were four people from M adrid, a1l of them close associates
of Fernando Sesma. Half a dozen persons came from Bar-
celona. A professional biolo/st came from Paris. This
biologist showed extreme interest in the UM MO concept
of çbiogenetic bases'. His presentation before the group in-
cluded the spectacular announcement that, as soon as he
returned to Paris, he would attempt to test the theory that
krypton could be folmd in the human hypothalamus, as
stated in some of the UMM O documents.
At the snme meeting, several of the UM M O believers
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contributed nearly fanatical statements on the subject, dis-
playing something that closely resem bled religious convic-
tion. (One of them even read an 4ode to UMMO' !)
A Spanish engineer analyzed a certain document con-

cerning the lBOZOO UU, which contains Ean exposé of the
errors of modern physics'. This document was shown to
compare favorably with advanced texts written by M in-
kowski and Eddington. This engineer agreed with the
physicists of the French group GEPA, in saying that
UM M O physical concepts were absolutely consistent. lf
these concepts were not of extraterrestrial origin, it was
pointed out, then they must have originated with pqople
who knew perfectly the tultimate advances of modern
physics', and had extrapolated beyond them.

n e W arning to M ankind

M en of the Earth!
W e convey to you our sincere condolenœ s at the

occasion of the death of your brother, thinker and mathe-
matician Bertrand Russell.
The expeditionary group that originated with the solidi-

fied celestial body UM M O is foùnd among the citizens
of various nations on Earth with the M an Bertrand!
Russell and others among h1s brothers : M irandas K.
Gandhi, Ernesto (Che) Guevara, Helder Camara, John
X.XllI M artin Luther King, Karl M arx, Emmanuel
M ounler, Albert Schweitzer, Tolstoi, and others.
They have dedicated their life to transforminj the

society into which they were inserted, orienting it ln the
direction of negativé entropy toward forms more in con-
formity with the ethical nol'ms of collective coexistence.

In another document, treating specifically philosophical,
m oral, and logical questions, UM M O cautioned the
humans it had contacted against falling into the trap of
cultism .

ln no way do we wish =  and we sternly warn you about
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this - to see you fall into the temptation of switching
yottr religious, scientïc and politico-economical ideas
for ours. You will understand yourselves the reason for
such a warning. In the frst place, the informations we
give you are purelq descriptive. We present you with an
account void of posltive arguments, ratioriales, and proofs
supporting them. lt would bç a mistake for you to adogt
our ideas, concepts and statements at face value, withln
the ideoloyical constellation formed by your teachers on
Earth. Besldes, if you acted in that fashion, you would
alter dangerously the normal rhythm of social existence
and the future Culture on Earth. You would modify the
normal technological process, damaging the current geo-
social balance. A revolution of your structures must take
place under the sign of the proper social network. A
cosmic m orality such as the one we share forbids us to
intervene, outside of tmpredictable special circumsGnces.

It is interesting to note that other factors existed in the
development of UM M O, factors that were of a more sinis-
ter nature than the simple expression of personal exuber-
ance. There was, in the frst place, the fact that a military
technical school and aioeld lies at the focus of the three
sightings that provide UM MO with all its 'evidence'. Then
there are the capsules, the strips of TEDLAR.
A military intelligence group could have a number of

reasons either to sponsor or stage the UM M O process: the
motivation, for example, could be simply a project for
training intelligence agents. W as UMM O an exercise in
camouiage that got out of hahd? lf the purpose was the
creation of a small nucleus of fanatics, the Eexercise' certainly
succeeded !
ln my opinion, however, UM M O is more than a simple

intelligence exercise. ln the previous chapter I mentioned
the case of the woman who was in contact with AFFA. She
gave information on a certain Kuniversal Association of
Planets' called OEEU, a term which has a certain morpho-
logical similarity with UM M O. In both cases, messages are
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received that are allegedly originating with an extraterres-
trial society. One might be tempted to infer that there was
a link between the two groups of events.
lt would be comforting to discover that the claims in the

UM M O stories can be disposed of as mere hoaxes, but
such is not the case. ln fact, m4ny of the UM M O docu-
ments giving details of local conditions at the time of the
alleged Trst landing' of 1950 have now been checked and
confrmed by the French police, whose investigatorg found
the tiny farmhouse mentioned as the target of a burglary
raid performed by the alleged çinvaders'. ln the late sixties,
UMMO had casually claimed that several objects, among
them an electrical meter, had been çtaken for study' in 1950.
The police searched their o1d archives for months and
found a complaint sled by the farmer for the disappearance
of his electrical meter. However, they did not find the cave
where other artifacts are supposedly hidden.
In August, 1974, I was driving a Renault on a narrow,

forlorn Iittle road ug the precipitous valley of a mountain
creek in the Alps. W lth me were Aimé M ichel and Fernand
Lagarde, two of the best-informed researchers of para-
normal phenomena in Europe. W e went as far as the road
would lead us, to a tiny village where M ichel engaged a local
farmer in patois. W e were looking for some indications that
m ight conhrm or disprove the UM M O story. The people
in the village assured us there was no cave in the vicinity,
and we went on to another village. After two days of in-
quiries in a small section of the m ountains around La Javie
we had located the area of the main events and compared
notes with a friend who had conducted a similar search
both on land and by air. (The French Air Force too had
taken pictures of the area and suspicious markings had been
carefully investigated by search parties.)
Driving back along the precipice that day I was thinking

of another celebrated case that had never been solved,
another case of a UFO with an insignia. At Socorro, New
M exico, in 1964, oëcer Lonnie Zamora had seen an egg-
shaped object in the desert, with two rather small men near
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it. On the side of this craft he had seen a mculiar red sign,
a sort of vertical arrow with a horizontal bar underneath.
No explanation for this sign was ever found. Then one after-
noon I had brought up the subject in a conversation about
folklore and mythology while visitin! a friend at Stanford.
He had been intrigued by my descnption of the Socorro
symbol. lt reminded him of something, he said. And after
m uch searching am ong his numerous books he showed me
a copy of a medieval Arabic text which included a list of
symbols for the major planets: here unmistakably, was the:
insignia Zamora had seen - the Arablc sign for Venus !
This is another reminder that one cannot understand the

UFO, phenomenon without taking into consideration all of
its possible symbolic ramiscations, no matter how seem-
ingly remote from our technolo/cal reality. But the story
of UM M O teaches us much more, as we slowly unravel the
relationship between the reality of our beliefs and what we
like to c>ll the tobjective' riality of our physics. Tile fact is
that the beliefs of humanity can be maniyulated both by
physical and symbolic means. Certainly thls is one of the
objectives of UMMO, whether it is a prankish game, a
psycho-sociological test or a sinister plot. But U M M O is
only a small part of the total phenomenon, and the time has
clearly come to assess the full impact of our strange, be-
wildering confrontation with it.



CHAPTER FIVE

The Confrontation

As the Sun shines down from Heaven
In a n>mera waiting waiting
As it heats my soul is. shaking
Chmera waiting waiting . . .
Golden chariots Fllfrlr up the sky
Take 11.: children to a golden hlkk -

Sunlight saves
Moonlight saves
High-light sau
It's rzle e a witness /./'- /

Take the lights right out of nothing
Ixt me tell you 'bout the way 'twill be
It burns brightest when evh body's watcbing,
Oh - how wonderful:
l'Fe are sayedl
Oh - How wonderfull

-  From Sunlight Saves,
a song by John M usall, 1974.

Almost as if by accident, we seem to have come across
something very important. W e have encountered a multi-
faceted phenomenon and we are trying very hard to ir ore
it because it does not ft into any neat category and refuses
to be dragged under a microscope to be examined. lnstead,
it apmars to seek confrontation with us on f/J owa terms.
What are these terms ? W hat kind of human experience does

IJ.Z;. ().M
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a close encounter with a UFO constitûte? And how can we
ever obtain reports of the kind and 4uality that would be
necessary to deâne txhe nature of the phenomenon ?

Seven Categories of Strangeness

A farm er sees a light in the sky. A housewife is frightened
by a disk-shaped object that dives toward her car on a
lonely road. A man walking through the hills finds himself
enveloped in a dense mist and wakes u? in a daze at a spot
many rniles away, having no recollectlén of what he has
done to get there. A young girl reports a blue qame that
iickers in a nearby wood. A child of five tells the teacher
that somedày he will go to the stars with the little min in
the red machine and, under questioning, reveals that last
summer he played with a group of diminutive creatures who
came out of a landed disk when he was alone on his grand-
m other's farm .
Such are the reports that are collected by the people who

study the UFO problem : they vary greatly in the strange-
ness of the event, and it would be wrong to assume that all
investigators receive approximately the same kind of in-
formation. There are signïcant dilferences between each
one. Furthermore, each collection reiects a diFerent in-
vestigator's method and bias. Oëcial investigators, such as
U.S. Air Force personnel or the police, tend to get a11 the
reports of strange lights and aircraft-like objects. Amateur
organizations and private researchers receive m ore landing
and occupant reports than do the police.
This fact gave me a clue to whàt I regard as a fundamental

problem in tMs type of research : when scientists and the
military discuss UFOs, they are not talkîng about the same
part ofthe phenomenon the publîc perceives. The antagonism
with which UFO amateurs view the oëcial researchers can
to a large extent be explained by the fact that they literally
'see' a diFerent set of reports. lf dxerent investigators are
so biased that most of them mrceive only a fraction of the
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experiences they are attempting to study, then a sciene c
investigator will be faced with serious problems simply in
attemyting to defne the boundaries of his research.
I w1ll present here a framework for the reporting pheno-

menon that will clarify and reconcile these dx erences. Then
we will be able to see how the sighting reports relate to the
framework.
A basic characteristic of the confrontation with a UFO is

the strangeness of the occurrence. Dr Allen Hynek, in his
book F&  UFO Experîenee, proposed a study of the strange-
ness in connection with the reliability of a report- Is it
necessarily true, he asked, that the strangest reports (such
as the landing cases with occupants) always come from the
least reliable sources? He found that such was NOT the
case, and that many reports existed in his sles with 80th
high reliability and hlgh stru geness.
Let us take this idea one step further and discuss the

probability that a given witness will report seeing a UFO.
Assuming ten people have seen a strange object in the sky
how many of these reports will I be able to obuin? Thls
depends, of course, on how willing each of the witnesses
will be to tell anyone about his experience, and also it will
depend on the person to whom he relates it. On this basis
l have defned seven categories of strangeness and I have
constructed for each category an appropriate scenario, as
follows:
Strangeness Category 1: You see a Kckering light as you

come out of the garage. lt reminds you of a âre:y, but you
have never observed freKes under quite similar conditiong.
Result: You are unlikely to call the police or the Air Force
to report this! lf you do tell someone about the sighting, it
will probably be a friend or associate: q didn't know there
were fireKes at this time of year.'
Strangeness Category 2.. As you come ùut of the garage

you see a Qaming object that plunges behind the hill. Per-
haps you have read somewhere that meteors and sreballs
often appeared to be quite close when in fact they were
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hundreds of miles away. However, you c>ll the police to
report it because the summer has been vel'y dry and you are
afraid the phenomenon, whatever it is, may cause some-
thing to catch fire.
' Strangeness Category 3.. Yôu put your car away and
come out of the garage in time to see a luminous object
giving off a blue glow that plunges behind the hill. It looks
like a large, circular aircraft and seems to have some win-
dows but no tail or wings. Could it be that the Russians are
up to something? You call the nearest Air Force base to
report it, out of a feeling of civic duty.
Strangeness Category 4: You park the old Chevy by the

side of the barn and as you walk toward the house you
suddeply see a large disk with lighted portholes that comes
down with a gentle rocking motion and touches the ground
near the pen where the pijs are kept. lt makes a humming
sound that turns into a hlgh pitch whistle and it takes olf
again. You think of calling the police, but it occurs to you
that the neighbors will be intrigued and the story will be all
over the town the next day. You realize that the Air Force
might be interested, but you think better of it when your
wife tells you she read an article in a magazine explaining
how the Air Force paid some big university to study those
things and it came out negative. On the other hand, Joe
down the street has lots of books on the subject and gets
a little journal from a private UFO group in Indiana. Per-
haps he would pass along the information to them. This
way you could at least tell someone about it without being
ridiculed. .
Strangeness Category 5: As you lock the garage to make

sure no vandals will scratch the paint oll the new Colwette
you are suddenly confronted with a dwarf wearing a silvery
diving suit. It has no visible arms but its oversized eyes glow
with a strange orange light. It turns around and walks
stimy away into the bushes. A moment later a round object
takes off from behind the hedge. At first you are too
shocked to move, but you come to your senses and qo into
the house. You tell your wt/'e you don't feel like golng on
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that camping trip next weekend. She wants to know why
and you reluctantly tell her about what you've just seen,
after she promises not to tell her mother.
Strangeness Category 6: You are lying in bed, wondering

whether there is enough gas left in the car to drive to church
and back tomorrow, when suddenly a light appears in the
backyard. At the same time the baby starts crying in the
next room. You get up in your pajamas to check the screen
door and a large blue object comes into view, hovering six
feet away. A beam of light appears underneath. It sw,eeps
along the ground with a small white spot and comes toward
you. When it hits your face thousands of thoughts come
lnto your mind. You become Qlocked' wilin the strange
light. A torrent of ideas seems to be transferred into yolzr
consciousness at a high rate. It suddenly stops and the blue
object vanishes on the spot. You lean against the door
wondering whether it was of God or the devil. Your mind
is flled with burning questions. Could life exist on other
planets? W hat if what we call God was only one of millions
of higher beings who exist throughout the cosmos? You
develop a throbbing headache. You take a slpeping pill and
go back to bed wlthout awakening your wife. The baby
seems to have gone to sleep.
Strangeness Category 7: You are driving a tnzck at ffty

miles an hour around a bend in the road when you become
aware of a large, dark object that blocks the whole highway.
There seems to be no possibility to avoid a collision but an
invisible force appears to take hold of the ffteen-ton rig and
bring it to a stop within a few feet of the object. A ring of
smoke extends from the base of tehe dome-shaped craft and
you start choking as it reaches the truck. The next thing you
remember is that you are driving arotmd another bend in
the road fifty miles to the south. You look at your watch and
it is an hour later than you thought it was.
n ese seven categories comprise the spectrum of en-

counters we have to deal with, and each one corresponds to
a diflkrent probability of report and a diFerent way of re-
porting. The following table summarizes the theory:
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TABLE 1

Estimated
Strangeness Probability Generally Reports
Category Example of Report to W hom ?
1 'flrefly' ' 1 in 10 anyone

burning mass 3 in 10 police

unknown craft 4 in 10 military

Ianding 2 in 10 local texpert'

occupant 1 in 10 close family

personal no one
çillumination' almost nil

reality gap almost nil unconscious mind
does not report it
to conscious mind

M any examples of cases in the diFerent categories could
be given ; the sighting of strangeness 4, 5 and 6 are especially
interesting, but the witness of these sightings will report it
only to a person he trusts. Dr Hynek has shown me letters
he has received from people saying ç1 am reporting this to
you, but please do not report it to the Air Forcel' Thus the
witnesses were making a distinction between his irbage as an
individual scientist and his role as a consultant to the
military.
An example of a sighting in category 5 which has received

a great deal of publicity is the 1964 Socorro case, in which a
highway èatrolman saw a white object and two rather small
occupants. Although he did report it, he first asked to be
Ieft alone with a priest! The Betty and Barney Hill tabduc-
tion' case of 1961 is a fascinatinj one in light of this classi-
hcation because one part of the lncident (the observation of
a disk with windows) is clearly of category 3 and this is in-
deed what they reported to the Air Force. They did not say
anything about the creatures (category 5) or the time loss
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(category 7), which only came to light after they discussed
the case with someone they tnzsted, a local UFO amateur.
Finally, the whole story of their çabduction' only came out
under hypnosis.

n e Hilltop Curve

I call this the Hilltop Theory because when the data are set
up as a graph the curve is somewhat shaped like a mountain
(see Figure 1).
The interest of the lnvisible College has moved from the

oKcially reported cases (categories 2 and 3) to the harder to
find sightings of strangeness 4 and 5. M y own interest lies in
the psychic cases of categories 6, 7, and cases that may even
go beyond the chart entirely because we cannot yet think of
a classïcation for them . l approach these cases with the co-
operation of readers who have reacted to several articles
I deliberately published in non-scientïc journals ; these
articles addressed the unidentifed cases that had been neatly
swept under the rationalist rug.
The Hilltop Theory could be summed up in the statement

that the tyye of data collected by an investigator is a func-
tion of his lmage (the beliefs about Mml among his aùdience.
It implies that scientists can only obtain a certain type of
data (a biased sample). Similarly, the military and the
amateur poups each perceive a diferent angle of the entire
phenomenon. One can only learn more by changing one's
own projected attitude, and that is what I have done.
The results of this experiment have been mixed, often

disappointing. I have been approached by many witnesses,
some of whom were lying or crazy. l have been invited to
join occult organiz>tions. I have met individuals whose be-
havior fts none of the ordinaq classifkations. l have been
in a position to verify observatlons that others like Jerome
Clark and Donald Hanlon, Gordon Creighton and John
Keel had made before me; although l do not buy a11 their
conclusions I have convinced myself of the validity of their
reports. The m ost interesting resùlt of this experiment has
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been the establishment of contacts with individual scientists
doing pioneering work in these border areas. Nature, the
respected British malazine, has commented about these re-
searchers in an editonal:

It would have amazed the Victorian steadfasts of science
how confused some of our attitudes towards science still
are. lnstead of the logical world they hoped for and tried
to work in there is a discernible tendency for the public
and even som e practitioners of science to turn their backs
on science and become preoccupied with the bizarre and
the magical.l

The statement is an interesting one, because one might
wonder how the Victorian steadfasts of science would have
reacted when confronted with such bizarre concepts as infra-
red satellites, and Tagical devices like electronic com-
puters (both technological developments against which
some conservative scientists have fought long and hard be-
cause they thought they were mere engineering toys, and a
waste of money). I think there is a general shfting of man's
belief patterns, his entire relationshè to the concept of the
Ibvfue/c. It is happening outside ofany established structure,
andscience is not immune to f/.

Two Letters

n e scientists who compose the lnvisible College are not
easily intimidated b: consenative attitudes. Genuine
science, they believe, ls m ade by m oving into unknown
domains (even when they are guarded by those three ferce
pamr dragons, Bizarre, Magic, and Ridicule) armed with
the belief that even the weirdest occuaence can eventually
be reduced to a cause the human mind can understand. I
have been especially interested in two letters containing criti-
cisms of some statements I had published about encounters
with UFOs; the first one came from Jerome Clark, a
writer on psychic phenomena:
1. fscience Beyond the Fringe', Nature 248 (April 12. 1974), p. 541.
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Let me comment on your hypothesis that .'contact be-
tween human percipients and the UFO Phenomenon
occurs under conditions controlled by the latter'. M y
view is just the oyposite: namely, that the percipient con-
trols the conditlons. A striking illustration to what I
mean comes from the dream of a young woman acquaint-
ance who, knowing nothing of my views of the UFO
phenomenon, told me that she had seen a little man step
out of the craft. He was weeping plaintively - addressing
the dreamer, he pleaded with her to Vlet him go'. He said
she had created him and he could not exist without her.
Because she had given him form and personality, he was
completely her slave. He was weeping for the freedom he
would never have.

Another letter came from a medical doctor in Pennsyl-
vania, a psychiatrist who is shifting his research eForts to
psychic phenomena: '

1 was startled by the seeming nonsense statements
uttered on the part of some of the beings in the UFOs.
Rather than look for the meaning of the absurd state-
ments, I think you might seek another purpose for them,
namely? that this is employed both as a hypnotic tech-
nique (l.e., the technique of confusion) and it is also em-
ployed for sending telepathic m essagesy

.
and in some types

of psychic healing.
W hen the person is distracted by the absurd or contra-

dictory, and tbeir mind is searching for meaning, they
are extremely open to thought transference, to receiving
psychic healing, etc. W hatèver they receive by way of
thought transference, of course becomes their thought,
and they have no resistance to it . . .
lt would be interesting to see if a gifted psychic could

determine what thoughts had been transmitted to them
at the time of the nonsense statements, or if this could be
determined through deep hypnosis.

These two letters have implications for the Hilltop Theory
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because they would afect our interpretation of the strange-
ness and the probability to report. lf some encounters are in
fact triggered by the wltness himself (a hypothesis I do not
at the moment accegt because one cannot, as the frst letter
above does, generallze from a dream to the UFO descrip-
tions under waking conditions) then we may be dealing
with a combination of complex phenomena involving a
psychic relationship between witnesses and the perceived
oblects, rather than a single UFO phenomenon coming
from outside.
The second letter contains the provocative argument that

absurdity is designed into UFO occurrences in order to per-
m it thought transference while the mind is open to external
iniuences. This would account for the low report prob-
ability in strangeness categories 6 and 7.
In Chapter One, l recounted the story of a witness who

was ask#d the time by a UFO occupant. qt is 2:30,: the
witness replied.
çYou lie; it is four o'clock.'
I am indebted to Gerald Askevold for bringing to my

attention an interesting bookz which quotes a fascinating
story by Dr Milton Erickson concerning what the authors
call t-f'he Gentle Art of reframing':

r ne windy day . . . a man came rushing around the
corner of a building and bumped hard against me as I
stood bracing myself against the wind. Before he could re-
cover his poise to speak to me, I glanced elaborately at
my watch and courteously, as if he had inquired the tlme
of day, I stated, Rlt's exactly ten minutes of two,'' though
it was actually closer to 4 P.M., and walked on. About
half a block away, I turned and saw him still looking at
me, undoubtedly still puzzled and bewildered by my
remark.'

After quoting this story, the authors of Change continue:
2. P. Watzlawick, J. Weakland, and R. Rish, Change: Princ+les of

Problem Formation 4?1, Problem Resolution (New York: 'Norton,
197*. .
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This is how Erickson described the incident thgt led him
to the development of an unusual method of hypnotic
induction which he later called the Confusion Technique.
W hat had taken place?
The incident of bumping into each other had created a

context in which the obviöus conventional response
would have been mutual apologies. Dr Erickson's re-
sponse suddenly and unexpectedly redesned tha,t same
context as a very diFerent one, namely, one that would
have been socially appropriate if the other man had asked
him the time of day, but even that would have been be-
wildering because of the patent incorrectness of the
infprmation, in contrast to the courteous, solicitous
m anner in which it was given. The result was confusion,
unalleviated by any further införmation that would have
're-organized the pieces of the puzzle into an understand-
able new frame of reference. As Erickson points out, the
need to get out of the confusion by snding this new frame
makes the subject particularly ready and eager to hold on
frmly to the next piece of concrete information that he is
given. The confusion, setting the stage for reframing,
thus becomes an important step in the process of eFecting
second-order change and of xshowing the fly the way out
of the iy-bottle'.

W as the alleged GUFO pilot' trying to show the witness
the way out of a similar maze? ls this Confusion Technique
deliberately used to eFect change on a major scale? This
could also help us to understand the strong resemblance
that anyone who has examined the beliefs of esoteric groups
could not fail to note between certain UFO èncounters and
the initiation rituals of secret societies. This Iopening of the
mind' to a new set of symbols that is reported by many
witnesses is precisely what the various occult traditions are
also trying to achieve.
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The Case of José Antonio

A case in point is the story of José Antonio, an enlisted
Brazilian soldier (No. 33930) in the military police of Minas
Gerais and orderly to Major Celio Ferreira, who command-
ed at that time a Guards' Battalion. An investigation con-
ducted by M r Brant Aleixo and published in the Flyîng
Saucer Review (Nov/Dec 1973) disclosed that one Sunday
afternoon in M ay, 1969, José Antonio was fishing on a
lagoon north of Belo Horizonte when he suddenly became
aware of fkures moving behind him. He saw a tburst of
light' hit his legs and felt a numbness that caused him to
drop his fshing rod and fall to his knees. He was seized by
two masked individuals about four feet tall, wearing dull ,
aluminum suits, who took him to a machine that looked
like an upright cylinder. Inside this craft the beings gave
him a helmet similar to their own, tied him up, and took 0fl-:

The higher the machine seemed to rise, the more diëcult
did breathing seem for the soldier, and at one stage, in
addition to M s state of low m orale, he felt as though his
whole body was physically tired out, almost paralyzed.
He felt more and more uncomfortable in this position,
owing to the hardness and the shape of the seat, the
numbness in his legs, and the weight of the helmet, the
corners of which were bruising his shoulders and neck.

After a period of travel which seemed çinterminable', the
machine landed with a jarring sensation and the Iittle men
unfastened José Antonio. They put a bandage over the eye-
holes in his helmet and carried him with his knees dragging
on the ground. He heard footsteps and the sound of many
people talking. Finally he was placed on a backless seat and
the bandage was rem oved.
José Antonio found himself in a large quadrangular

room, thirty by forty feet, àbout ffteen feet away from a
robust dwarf who stared at him Ewith apparent satisfaciion'.
He was extremely hairy:
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His long tresses, reddish and wavy, fell down behind past
his shoulders to his waist; his beard was long abd thick
and came down to his stomach. He had wlde-set eye-
brows, two fngers thick running light across the whole

. tforehead. His skin was llght-colored, very pale. His eyes
were round, larger than is the norm with us, and of a
green shade like the color of green leaves beginning to
wither.

Other beings .of similar appearance began arriving until
about ffteen dwarfs were in the room. The soldier assumed
there was a door in the back beyond his Neld of vision. The
three walls he could see had no window and no door.
To his left was a 1ow shelf with the corpses of four men,

one of them a Negro. He thought they had been killed by
the homunculi. The whole room seemed to be made of
stone, and at one point he was given som ething to drink out
of a cubical stone glass, and the cavity containing a dark
green liquid was in the shape ofan invertedpyramid.
The lighting in the room was upiform and intensely

bright, coming from no identiEable source. On the left wall
were paintings of animals: a jaguar, a monkey, a #raflk, an
elephant; also vehicles houses, etc. In the far right angle of
the room was somethlng xthat looked like aa upside-down
racing car. '
He watched wltile the hom unculi examined all lzis fshing

e' quipment and carefully took one ofeyery item in duplicate:
they kept one specimen of each type of fshinq hook and a
single banknotè from a total of 35,0* o1d cruzelros.
The leader of the dwarfs began a strange conversation

with the soldier. lt was entirely conducted through gestures
and drawings and revolved around the concept of weapons.
(José Antonio thinks that they must have mrceived that he
was in the military and illustrated this by their actions-) At
one time a little man shot a beam of light against the stone
wall. n e communication seemed to be a request that José
Antonio help the little beings in their relations with earth.
W as he to be their guide among men? This is what José
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Antonio understood. He gestured ltis refusal and began
praying, fngering the rosary he always carried with him :

The leader stepped toward him and, displaying irrita-
tion for the first time, seized the crucïx and snatched it
from him . One of the beads rolled onto the floor and was
picked up by one of the little men, who showed it to the
others. The crucïx was passed around in the same way,
arousing the curiosity of a11 of them.

W hile this discussion took place among the homunculi
José Antonio had a vision of a Christ-like entity, <llis eyes
clear and serene', barefoot and wearing a dark robe. The
sgure m ade some revelations to José Antonio, who now
refuses to disclose them . The apparition vanished, the irri-
tated dwarfs blindfolded him again, and he was transported
back. As the machine landed, he felt that he Was being
dragged and he lost consciousness. He woke up alone, near
the town of Vitoria in the state of Espirito Santo, two hun-
dred m iles away from the spot where he had been fishing.
He had been away for four and a half days.

Out of the Body

There is a curious parallel to this case in the experiences of
Robert M onroe, an American businessman who system-
atically investigates out-of-the-body travel (see Chapter
Six). On a particular occasion he had the feeling of being
outside his body, fghting with two small beings:

Desperate for a solution, 1 thought about ;re and this
seemed to help a little. However: I got the impression
that they were both amused, as lf there was nothing I
could do to harm them. By this time, 1 was sobbing for
help.
Then 1 saw someone else coming up out of the corner

of my eye. 1 first thought it was another one, but this was
very defnitely a man. He simply stopped a short distance
away and watched what was taking place with a very
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serious exyression on his face . . . He wore a dark robe
down to hls ankles. I could not see his feet. '

As in the case of José Antonio, the apparition of the taller
m an was the signal for the end of the ordeal.
Initiation rituals are characterized by the following phases

or general scenes, often combined or developed into com-
plex themes :
1. The candidate is confronted by members of the group

wearing special costumes.
2. He is blindfolded.
3. He is led by the arm through a rough and diëcult

route.
4. He is taken into a specially designed chamber that has

no windows and is placed in such a way that he can only see
part of it.
5. He is placed in the presence of a çM aster'.
6. He is given a test and m ade to answer questions.
7. He is shown a variety of symbols designed to remind

him of death.
8. The situation suggests that he may not survive the

ordeal.
9. He is given ritual food.
10. He is blindfolded again and led outside.
All of these elements are present in the case of José

Antonio. To this we must add the fact that everything in tlle
room apgeared to be made out of stone. The dlinking cube
with the mverted pyramid cavity is an exquisite last touch.
In interpreting such a case we must remember that it took

place in South America, a place where occultism tllrives and
where religion often takes the form of intense mystical
passion.

The Case of Paulo Gaetano
Another remarkable case from South America will close
this chapter, raising additional possibilities for the nature of
confrontation.
On November 17, 1971, at 9:30 P.M. a Brazilian man
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named Paulo Gaetano was driving back from the town of
Natividade de Carangola on a business trip. W ith him in
the car was another man, M r Elvio B. As they passed the
town of Bananeiras, Paulo felt the car was not pulling nor-
m ally, and mentioned it to his companion, who reacted by
saying only that he was tired and wanted to sleep. The
engine stalled and Paulo had to stop the car on the side of
the road. He then saw an object about twelve feet away. A
red beam of light was projected at the car and çcaused the
door to open'. Several small beings appeared, took Paulo
into the craft, and made him lie down on a small table.
Fastening his arms, they lowered from the ceiling an appa-
ratus that resembled an X-ray machine. He felt a cut near
his elbow and they collected his blood. (Investigators from
the SBEVD research group in Brazil saw and photographed
the wound three days later.) Then he was shown two panels,
one of them a plan of the town of ltaperuna, the other a
picture of an atomic explosion. Paulo felt heavy. He re-
members being helped by Elvio, but does not recall how
they got back home.
The interesting point is that the witness was not alone.

Did Elvio also see the qying saucer ? N o. He only saw a bus:

Near Bananeires, Paulo had Vgun to show signs of ner-
vousness, Elvio reported. He told him that there was a
iying saucer accompanying them, when in fact what was
following them was a bus which was keeping at a reasoa-
able distance behind the car.

Elvio added that the car had slowed down and stopped,
and that he had come to the assistance of Paulo after he had
fallen to the ground, behind the car, with the door on the
driver's side remaining open. Elvio m anaged to get Paulo on
his feet and started with him by bus toward Itaperuna,
where Paulo was examined by the frst-aid station. The
police sent a patrol to the site a'nd found Paulo's car on the
highway. Elvio was unable to explain what had happened
to Paulo and why the door was open. He did not remeniber
when Paulo had gotten out. And he could not explain why
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they had taken the bus. The police found no trAce on the
car that could explain the wound on Paulo's arm.
lt is becominj technically feasible for sounds and images

to be projected mto people's minds at a distance. Is this part
of the technology that creates the UFO phenomenon ?
Could the required equipment be carried on board an ordi-
nary bus ? Here again we must ask the question hrst posed
at the occasion of the UM M O investigatlon: Are we dealing
with a terrestrial tecbnology that systematically confuses the
witnesses? If so, it must be posslble to demonstrate it. lf
certain areas of the human brain can be remotely stimu-
lated, then it is not impossible to think of broadcasts liter-
ally saturating large territories with a flood of symbols.
Such a device could be a major tool of social change. lf dis-
guised under a preposterous or tabsurd' appearance, its
elrects would be undetected for a long time. I believe this
could be a keyto the confrontation with UFOs.



CHAPTER SIX!

The W inged D isk

ln the last analysis magic, religion and science are
nothing but theories of thöught; and as science has sup-
planted its predecessors, so it may hereafter be itself super-
ceded by some more perfect hypothesis, perhaps by some
totally diserent way of looking at the phenomena - of
registering the shadows on the screen - of which we in this
generation can form no idea.

. -  Sir James Frazer, O.M .,
The Golden Bough

The problem before us now is this: If the reality behind the
UFO phenomenon is both physical and psychic in nqture,
and if it manipulates space and time in ways our scientiflc
concepts are inadequate to describe, is there any reason for
its eflkcts to be limited to our culture or to our generation?
We have already established that no country has had the
special privilege of these manifestations, and we have specu-
lated about sightinjs made before World War II. Yet we
must carry the argument further: If the UFO phenomenon
is not tied to social conditions specïc to our time, or to
technological achievements like atom bombs and rockets,
then it may represent a universal fact. It may have been
with us, in one form or another, as long as the human race
has existçd on this planet.
In a previous book (Passport to Magonîa) l oflkred the

view that much of human folklore could be usefully re-
examined from this angle. In fact, in the six years that have
elapsed since the publication of that book, evidence of a
similar body of beliefs in practically all human cultures has
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been mounting. Not only are beings similar to the modern-
day 6occupants' described in o1d legends from' a11 parts of
the world, but vehicles endowed wit.h the same properties
as the UFOs occupy a prominent pal't in some stories (such
as the çWheels' of Ezeklel, the :yipg chariots of the legends
of India, the round baskets from heaven in American
lndian folklore, the Tying shields' of the Romanq the
çcloudshigs from Magonia' of medieval French ceomcles,
the tillumlnated qyinj houses' of the Celtic fairy-folks, etc-).
In this chapter I wll1 examine some of the lessons that can

be drawn from the existence of entities similar to what we
èall UFOs, and I will introduce some new indications that
belief in the possibility of Qcontactg with these entities may
hàve represented a religious turning point. Finally, I will
discuss the role that the Ebeam of light' symbol plays in con-
nection with these entities, and I will trace these symbols
from ancient to modern times.
Something haypened in classical times that is very in-

adequately explalned by historical theories. n e suggestion
that the same thing might be hagmning again should make
us extremely interested in bringmg every possible light to
bear on this yroblem. What I am referring to is the collapse
of ancient clvilizations-l Be/nning in the second century
B.c. and continuing until the fall of the Roman Empire the
intellectual elites of the Mediterranean world, raised in a
spirit of scientiâc rationalism, were confronted and eventu-
ally defeated by an irrational element similar to that con-
tained in modern apparitions of tmexplained phenomena, an
element that is dramatized in their summary rejection by our
own science.
Commenting upon this parallel, Aimé Michel suggests

that we picture the following scene : Take one of the Alex-
andrine thinkers, a man like Ptolemaeus, thoroughly
schooled in the rational methods of Archimedes, Euclid, and

1. See in particular the data contained in Nilsson, Greek Pîety (New
York : Norton, 1969) and Dodd, The Greek.ç and the Jrmfsllf?l (Ber-
keley:khof t-hlsfornia Press, 1959).
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Aristotle. And imagine hi1 reading the Apocalypse (or any
of the numerous versions that were then circulating). How
would he react to such an experience? He would merely
shrug, says Aimé M ichel: çlt would never occur to him to
place thè slightest credence in such a compendium of what
he must regard as insanities. Such a scene must have taken
place thousands of times at the end of classical antiquity.
And we know that every time there was the same rejection,
the same shrugging, because we have no record of any
critical examination of the doctrines, ideas, and claims of
the counterculture that expressed itself through the Apoc-
alypse. This counterculture was too absurd to retain the
attention of a reader of Plato. A short time - a very short
time - elapsed, the counterculture triumphed, and Plato
was forgotten for a thousand years. ls this what is happening
again ?'
The question posed by Aimé M ichel is vast and complex.

W e must seek tbe elements of an answer in those character-
istics of the phenomenon that can be reliably traced from
ancient to modern times. In spite of much pogular interest
in the mlsterious monuments of South Amerlca that Eric
Von Dâmken has tried to link with space visitors, it is in the
M iddle East that we find the most relevant indications of a
cultural change similar to the one we are undergoing.

Phoenician Amulets

History books tell us that the Phoenician civilization was
established at a time much anterior to the Hebrew migra-
tions, when several Semitic tribes founded a series of cities
on the M editerranean littoral : the main ones were known
as Tyre, Sidon, Tripoli, Byblos, and each was governed by
an oligarchj or by a king. At the height of its development,
Phoenicia ltself extended through that part of Syria that
goes from Nahr-al-Kabir (Eleutherus) on the north to
M ount Carmel on the south.
The language of the Phoenicians was close to Hebrew
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(it descended from the old Canaanite language) and their
alphabet, possibly the oldest form of Semitic 'writing, is
generally regarded ag the predecessor of the Greek and
Latin alphabets and, indiredly, of all Western alphabets. It
may itself have derived from either Babylonian characters
or from Egyptian hieroglyphs.
Sir E. A. Wallis Budge, one of this century's most dis-

tinguished scholars on Egypt and Mesopotamla, states that
the Phoenicians were not a literary people. Unlike most
Semitic m oples, the Phoenicians loved the sea. They used
their abundant forests to supply the timber for their ships.
Their work was exceptionally refned and their products
were sold by their merchants throughout the ancient world,
in E/ope, Asia, Mricat and India. They had learned from
Babylon the art of dyelng, from Egypt the craft of glass-
blowing, and they used accurate systems of weights. Little
is known of thelr religious beliefs, although it is often
pointed out, on linguistic grounds, that the names of their
gods showed direct Babylonian, Egyptian, and Greek
iniuences.
Of their ritual practiœs we àre told that they sacnlced

their frst-born children in times of trouble; that they simi-
larly killed their prisoners of war on the altars of their gods;
and that their women surrendered their virginity in the
sanctuaries of Astarte. For their personal magical protection
the Phoenicians appear to have adopted the type of amulets
used in Babylonia and Assyria, and a collection of cylinder
seals has been preserved ln the British Museum (Depart-
ment of Egyktian and Assyrian Antiquities). Some of these
artifacts, whlch are shown in the following fgures, A
through E, may date from a few centuries B.c., probably
from about 400 to 300 B.c. Allfye of these cylinder seals
Jeljcf the Winged Disk, often wîth appendages. F/kzrc.ç
whlch are referred to in the literature as Wfvfae beings' are
seen emergingji'om these dîsks înfour cases. And fa every one
of them human Jglfrcxç lh ceremonîal dress appear to be in-
Yt/fve# in rf/l/afuç that contain Assyrianfeatures.
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Figure A

This cylinder seal shows a hero holding in each hand the
foreleg of a winged beast. One of these two beasts (the one
on the right) has horns on its head, and a tail. Above the
human being is the winged disk, from which a god is emerp
ing. (Whuramazda or some Assyrian god', writes Sir Wallis
Budge)
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Figure B

The intemretation of this amulet, as given in Sir Wallis
Budge's book Amulets and Superstitionhl involves scor-
pion-men and sexual symbols. It is apparent that two strange
creatures, obviously males, are , supporting a winged disk
above a sacred tree. To the rigpht is a worshipper, while
another person is bringing some sort of animal as a sacri-
fce. Here, again, two divine sgttres are to be seen, emerging
from the disk. The inscriptlon reads: z elonging to
PLTHAN'. I

Figure C

Two large winged figures - classically interpreted as
2. Published in tlw US as Amulets zzzlzi Talismans (New York:

G llier, 1970).
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<priests wearing winged garments' - frame a large disk with
extended legs; directly beneath the disk is a symbol of
lightning or tlmnderbolt, before which a man appears to be
stmnding in adoration. There is something on top of the
disk, which is interpreted by authorities as 'a lion's head'.
The inscription reads: <YRPAL, the son of HR'DD'.
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Figure D
A sphillx and a goat stand on either side of a sacred tree
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above which is a wiuged disk. Two men are performing a
ritual in connection wi1 the scene. .
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Figure E

Again, two of the strange dwa/ sh sgures which authori-
ties call scorpionumen (despite their quite obvious breastj
on this particular seal) are supportin! a çwinged disk from
which project the heads of three divme beings'. Two men
are in adoration before the disk, beneath which a sort of
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vaulted door can be seen. To the left is a very strange fgure
interpreted as ça god holding a gazelle or goat under each
ann .
All 5ve seals are about one inch high.
The interpretation of. this collection of artifacts raises

several questions, because the classical statement that the
iying disk is simply a primitive representation of the sun
or the soul leaves much to be desired. In the frst place, is
it common for the winged disk (a frequent symbol in anti-
quity) to show several beings emerging from its upper part?
ln what context are such representations encountered ? If
the disk is interpreted as some mythological symbol con-
teb with the cosmos (as is indicated by the'abundanc,e ofnec

astronomical symbols in the seals : stars, crescent moons),
should we think of the appendages of the disk in terms other
than biological ? In other words, should we speculate that
the representation of a disk with eitended claws may in fact
seek to preserve the memory of a vision, or observation, of
a flyiilg craft capable of landing, of the type so frequently
described in more recent history ?
Tempting as it is, this speculation does nct answer aI1 our

questions either, but it provides a stimulating avenue of
research into ancient symbolism. lt is certainly.fajcinating
to read that the best accepted interpretation for the zig-zag
symbol in Figure C is lightning or a thunderbolt. Why
should a thunderbolt be associated with a winged disk, and
why should thrce people in elaborate magical garments
stand in adoration before it ? The scene suggests plan and
u'rpose rather than a chance pccurrence of some purelyP
natural phenomenon.
Equally fascinating to the student of close-encounter

UFO cases are the scçnes in wltich animals are carried to the
hovering disk, as in Figures B and E: in the latter case, a
god is seen holding some horned animal under each arm - a
scene certainly rerniniscent of Hamilton's cow3 and m any a

3. In 'April, 1897, a fnrmer named Hamilton, together with several
other mople, saw the <hideous' occupants of an :airship' lift one of his
cows aboard their craft. The butchered remains of the animal were
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claim of animal kidnapping by UFO occupants. Three of
the cylinder seals (B, D, E) show approximately the same
thing: a disk above some elaborate round structure: a
hum an in adoration: someone bringing a horned animal
toward the center of the scene.
The beings themselves fall into the following categories:
1. Human beings that Assyriologists call %worshipgers',

tpriests', çkings', etc. Sometimes they are wearing mnged
garments.
2. The gods. They are shown either emerging from the

disk, and wearing in some cases elaborate headdresses, or
walking outside the disk, as in Figjtre E, where the entity at
the left seems to be wearing its hmr in three long tresses on
either side of the head.
3. The scorjion-men, who have phallic attributes in

Figure B but m Figure E would more properly be called
scorpion-women; are only seen supporting the disk.
lt would be interesting to :nd out where the word scorplon
comes from in connection with these sgures. 'I'he scorpion-
men are consistently about two-thirds of the size of men,
who in turn are smaller than the gods. (Professor Price-
Williams, of UCLA, points out that in the Gilgnmesh epic
the scorpion creatures were the juardians of the mountain
of the sun. The scorpion-man ln the Babylonian Enuma
Elish was a monster created by chaos at the begihning of the
world. He adds: <'rhese creatures would thùs be tellurian
beings, çkhthonic'' as Jung would have said-')
4. Various m onsters, such as the horned creature in Figure

A, the sphinx in Figure D, etc.
Some important questions were left unanswered by an

interpretation of the scenes shown on the cylinder seals as
aztual qying craft. If we assume that the Phoenicians were
thus transmitting recent or ancient knowledge of the details
of UFO landings, why should such k:owledge be preselwed
in seals rather than in other types of inscription? Of what

Yter dropped in a qeld
. (See Anatomy of a 'âezltlzzleaoa by Jacqu%V

allee (clgcago: Regnel'y, 1965), p. 16.1
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importance would be such a referènce as tYR.PAL,.the son of
HR'DD', who was probably the owner of a glassblowing
shop somewhere in Sidon, or perhaps the captain of a sailing
ship from the harbor of Tyre? '
On the other hand why should the observation of a llyingï

disk be represented m the context of an obviously m agical
cerem ony that does not appear to have any traditional
characteristics of Phoenician religion ? W e are told, for in-
stance, that the Phoenicians held the same view as the
Hebrews concerning the survival of the soul that theyï
buried their dead with great care, and that thelr sacrificial
cerem onies involved the killing of human beings and sacred
prostitution. W hy then is it that, if the seals arç associated
with spiritual or religious values, they depict nothing of
this, but do instead show winged disks which appear to
come from a star, which contaill strange beings who carry
off earth animals, and which emit lightning bolts ? And why
are the human assistants 'wearing special vestments with
wings on them ?
One cannot build a complete theory of the similarity be-

tween ancient concepts and modern phenomeùa from a
single set of symbols because they are subject to a variety of
intrrpretations.4 Nevertheless such elements deserve to be!
patiently pursued, and the wlnged disk should be tracked
down.
Representations of Eying disks in religion do not stop

with the Phoenicians. .Thè symbol is a baslc one in the early
years of the Christian church, and it is consistently associ-
ated with the angels. Oëcial Christian theology does not
have much to say about the angels, just as oëcial Muslim
theology remains discreet about the djinns. Some rare docu-
ments, however, give details concerning the nature of these
beings. According to Japanese researcher Y. M atsumura,
h li io' us Sophia, a written document commenting upont e re g
the dogma of the Greek Orthodbx Church preserved in the
4. l am well aware, in p'articular, that the fying disk has often been

used to symbolize the winged soul. It is also associated with the serpent
and with the caduceus (healing symbol).
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Leningrad National Library, describes the prom ss of com-
munication between God and the angels:

How does the Lord guide His Angel, if the Anyel cannot
see the face of His Lord ? An Angel has a prolection on
the upper part of his eyes, where a sacred cloud rests. He
has also a thing to receive sounds on his head. This thing
makes noises as an Angel receives an order where to go
from his Lord. n en he quickly looks at the mirror in his
hand, and he gets in the mirror something on which an
instruction from God is given.

I have not been able to verify directly the existence of
this document and the accuracy of the translation, but it is
consistent with a number of paintings, icons, and murals
that depict contact between çGod' and His messengers and
contact between the messengers and m en. Communication
has for a long time taken place through pidorial repre-
sentation rather than words, and it is not overly surprising
to find few descriptions of such contalt in written langqage.
I am inclined to a literal, rather than purely symbollc in-

terpretation of the scenes depicted on the Phoenician
amulets, and I am also tempted to accept as a working
hypothesis that in other times rem ote contact occurred be-
tween hum an consciousness .and another consciousness,
variously described as demonic, angelic, or simp' ly alien.
This would explain much of the symbolic power retained in
our own time by the concept of Esigns in the sky'. lt would
account for the fact that modern-day UFOs seem to present
archaic as well as futuristic designs (as in the representation
of the Arabic astrological sign for Venus on the object seen
at Socorro), and it would also explain the fascination which
people of a11 countries and races have always had for the
strange entities from 'above'.
How constant these observations and visions have re-

mained will be seen by comparing the Phoenician seal story
Kith the followingletter from a woman who saw a Scorpion-
man in our own time.
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n e Case of the Oxford Scorpion-M an

A letter from a British woman:

At the lecture by Jacques Vallee at the London A. A.
IArchitects' Association) on the 12th of December l was
surprised by one of the slides of a Phoenician seal showing
a winged sphere held up by two creatures which he de-
scribed as çscorpion men'. Perhaps 1 have seen such a
man myself, perhaps not, but I will tell you what I saw . . .
ln the summer of 1968, I was driving home from Lon-

don to a place near Stratford, to visit some friends for the
weekend. I had a companion in the car with me. Just
outside Oxford, near Burford, we both saw a shining disk
in the sky (it was around four in the afternoon and the sun
was quite high). The disk was about the same size as the
full moon in the evening. W e slowed, and then stopped
the car to watch it while it darted and dodged and swung
about in the sky, almost as though showing ofits abilities,
we thought. Another car stopped to watch too. Eventually
it sank down behind the trees, and we drove on.
During the drive between Burford and Stratford I had

some startling, and to me, novel insights into what I can
only describe as the Nature . of Reality. They were con-
nected in some way to this shining disk, and have had a
profound eFect on me, causing what is commonly known
as a personality change. l won't try to explaln what those
insights were since almost al1 the religions of the world
have tried to do this and have failed. (In that afternoon I
changed from an agnostic to a' gnostic, if that means any-
thing at all.) However, these insights hit me like bolts
from the blue, as though from outside, one after the other.
I've never had a similar experience since.
That evening, after supper, we were in the sitting room

which had opell french-windows leading out onto the
lawn. At one point I went over to the windows to get a
breath of fresh air (it was very hot and close). The light
from the room shone in an arc of about ten feet around
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the window. ln that area I saw, as soon as I came to the
window, a strange fgure. M y perception of it was
heightened by the state of frozen panic it produced ilï me.
It was for me without any doubt, a demon, or devil be-
cause of my Western oriented interpretation (1 imagine)
of the vision or creature or animal or man, or whatever
it was 1 saw. Like the çscorpion m an', as well as Pan, it
had dog or goat-like legs. lt was covered in silky downeyt
fur, dark, and glinting in the light. lt was unmlstakably
humanoid, and to my mind malevolent. It crouched, and
stared, unblinkingly, at me with light, grape-green eyes
that slanted upwards and had no pupils. The eyes shone
and they were by far the most frightening thing about it.
lt was, I think retrosgectively, tryinj to communicate
wit.h me, but my panlc interfered wlth any message l
might have received. lf it had stood to its full height it
would have been about four to :ve feet tall. It had pointed
ears and a long muzzle. It gave the impression of emacia-
tion ; its hands and Engers were as thin as sticks.
Eventually, convinced that I was hallucinating, I went

and sat down for a while, until the panic had subsided.
Then I went to see if it was still there. It was, except that
it had moved further into the shadows on the edge of the
arc of light. I made sure I kept away from that door for
the rest of the evening, and left the next day. I told no one.
That it may have been connected with the shining disk I
only realized when l saw that slide.

n e Beam of Light

A major feature in a1l religious traditions is that of the beam
of light, emanating from a point in the sky or from a cloud
of peculiar shape, and focused upon a human being. This
beam usually is a sign of çblessing' and conveys information
from a divine source.
I am iritzigued by this concept because it is a recurrent

one in modern contact cases. W e have seen this beam in
action in the case of Dr X and of Uri Gellerk Another
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psychic experimenter, M r Robert M onroe, has described a
similar phenomen on in his own investigations of out-of-the-
body consciousness.s On the night of September 9, 1960,
as he was lying on his bed, M r M onroe says:

l suddenly felt bathed in and trans:xed by a very power-
fu1 beam that seemed to come from the Nprth, about 30O
above the horizon. I was completely powerless, with no
will of my own, and I felt as if I were in the presence of a
very strong force, in personal contact with it.
It had intelligence of a form beyond' my comprehen-

sion, and it came directly (down the beam ?) into my
head, and seemed to be searching every memory in my
miùd. I was truly frightened because I was powerless to
do anything about this intrusion.

On September 16, at night, again from the verbatim notes
of Robert M onroe:

The same impersonal probing, the same power, from the
same ahjle. However, this time l received the :rm im-
pression that 1 was inextricably bound by.loyalty to this
intelligent force, always had been, and that I had a job to
perform here on earth . . . .
I got the impression of hugç pipes, so ancient they were

covered with undergrowth and rust. Something like oil
was passing through thçm, but it was much higher in
energy than oil, and vitally needed and valuable else-
where (assumption : not on this matelial planet).

On September 30, the same pattem :

They seemed to soar up into the sky, while I called after
them pleading. Then l was sure that their mentaliq and:
intelllgence were far beyond my understanding. It ls an
impersonal, cold intelligence, with none of the emotions
of love or compassion which we mspect so much, yet this
5. In his excellent book, Journeys 0u( Of the Body (New York:

Doubleday, 1972).
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may be the omnipotence we call God. Visits such as these
in mankind's past could well have been the basis for all of
our religious beliefs, as our knowledge today could pro-
vide no better answers than we could a thousand years
Past. .
By this tim e, it was getting light, and I sat down and

cried, great deep sobs as I have never cried before, be-
cause then l knew without any qualihcation or future
hope of change that the God of my childhood, of the
churches, of religion throughout the world was not as we
worshipped him to be - that for the rest of my life, I
would çsuffer' the loss of this illusion.

The Case of the Tranquilizing Light

A case that took place in M arch, 1958, and was later re-
ported in the pages of thL Flying Saucer Acvfcw by French
investigator Joel M esnard, provides an opportunity to verify
again the strange properties of the lights associated with the
UFO phenomenon in modern as in ancient times.
The witness here is a 28-year-old French Legionnaire who

was on sentry duty at the Algerian camp of Bouahmama,
in the desert south of Constantine. Shortly after 12 :30 A.M.
this man heard a whistling noise that seemed to be coming
from the sky, and as he looked up he saw a very large object,
about one thousand feet in diameter: coming down some
one hundred and fifty feet away from hlm . The most remark-
able thing about this object, however, was not its enormous
size but the intense conical beam of emerald-green ' ligh

, t
that came down from its underside (as in the case of Dr X
nlentioned in Chapter One).
The recollections of the Legionnaire beyond this point

are vague and, by his own adm ission, may pot correspond
to reality. lnstead of either fring his gun to alert others or
picking up the tekphone to call his superiors, he remained
staring at the object for over three-quarters of an hour.
According to this man, as interviewed by Joel M esnard:
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K he pale green and emerald colors were the m ost.beautiful,
relaxing and fascinating colors he had ever seen.'6
The object departed in the most classical way: first the

whistling noise, then the rising to an altitude of about three
hundred feet, and finally the climb at çtremendous speed'
toward the northwest. As the object left and the man re-
turned to full awareness, the happy, ecstatic feeling he had
experienced was replaced by a feeling of sadness. He picked
up ' the telephone and reported what he had seen to his
superiors. They initially thought that the experience was a
hallucination due to stress, but it is to the great credit of
the French military that a thorough investigation was pur-
sued. , lnstead of sweeping the case. under the rug (and the
French Legion in Algeria had more pressing problems at
that time than investigating UFO landingsl) the oëcers
went to the site, examined it carefully, found no physical
evidence resumed their questioning of the witness, and, as7
he kept lnsisting on the veraèity of the event apd they had
no reason to doubt his truthfulness, they sent him to Paris
for a more detailed examination. In Paris he was kept under
observation for one week at the Val-de-Grace M ilitary Hos-
pital. An electroencephalogram revealed nothing unusual.
The medical stalf concluded that he was in a state of good
mental and physical health, and did not suFer from the
strain of war in any unusual way.
M r M esnard met the witness in M ay, 1970. He had re-

turned to civilian life and impressed the investigator with
his practical, down-to-earth sense. He had been looking for
no publicity whatsoever and was even reluctant to discuss
his experience. W hen he did so, he answered questions in a
straight, matter-of-fact way. He has had no illness of anj
kind since the day of the sighting, has had no new experl-
ence of an unusual type, and remains in the extremely
peaceful state induced

. by the presence of the object. çlt
was like time running very slowly . . . it was like being in
another world.' .
6. Joel M esnard, t'rranquilizing Visitation at Bouahmama's Flying

Saucer Review (May, 1973), p. 17.
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Is the mechanism of UFO apparitions, then, an invariant
in all cultures ? Are we faced here with something m ore
than a projection of lung's archetypal images, a psychic
technology whose applications know few if any limitations
in space and in time? I see no better hypothesis at this point
of our knowledge of UFO phenomena. Certainly the space
visitors hypothesis fails to explain adequately the ancient
symbolism . W e do not have a simple series of incidents that
could be explained as an encounter with space travelers
who m ight have spotted the earth and explored it casually
on their way to another cosmic destination. lnstead, we
bave a pattern of manifestations, opening the gates to a
spiritual level, pointink a way to a diserent consciousness,
and producing irrational, absurd events in their wake.
The Phoenician amulets, the close encounters with 'occu-

pants' in our time, the ancient beam from heaven, and the
focused light from UFOs seem to imply a technology
capable of both physical manifestation and psychic eFects,
a technology that strikes deep at the collective conscious-
ness, confusing us, molding us - .as perhaps it confused and
m olded human civilization at the end of antiquity.



CHAPTER SEVEN

A  M orphology of M iracles

And behold a new miracle.
n ere appeared a very great cloud over the bier like the

great circle that ujeth to be seen about the splendor of the
moon; and a host of angels was in the cloud sending forth
a song of sweetness, and the earth resounded with the
noike of that great melody.. 

'

n en the people came out of the city, about fm een
thousand, and marveled and said; '
What is the sound of such sweetness ?
. . . But the angels that were in the clouds smote the

m ople with blindness.
-  n e Apocryphal New Testament

W hat Happened at Fatima

The descriptions in the preceding chapter and the other
phenomena we have discussed seem to point to an un-
settling observation that forces us to deal simultaneously
with two categories wv always attempt to separate : the
technical (or physical) and the spiritual (or divine). Many
witnesses, in their statements after a close encounter with
UFOs, claim that the experience of the phenomenon has a
religious meaning to them. Perhaps it does. Perhaps we
need, not only a scientifk breakthrough here, but a con-
sciousness breakthrough as well, a global historical grasp
of the beliefs - mate 'nalistic as well as idealistic - among
which we have been groping for ten thousand years.
The famous apparitions at Fatima oFer a historical ex-

ample of the reli 'glous dimension of UFO encounters. The
case is a celebrated one, yet I am prepared to wager that
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few American readers know the full story of what happened
in 1917 near that small Portuguese town. 1 suspect that even
fewer realize that the entire sequence of observations of an
entity thought to be the Holy Virgin had begun two years
previously with a fairly classical sequence of UFO sightings.
lf we accept the interpretatibn given of Fatima by the

Catholic Church we are dealing with a phenomenon that2
cannot be explalned either as a physical eflkct or as an
illusion. ln its decision of 1930, arrived at after thirteen
years of painstaking investigations by many scholars, the
Church stated that :

. The solar phenomenon of the 13th October 1917, de-
scribed in the press of the time, was most marvelou's and
caused the greatest impression on those who had the
happiness of witnessing it . . . .

This phenomenon, which no astronopical observatory
registered and which therefore was not natural, was wit-
nessed by persons of alI categories and of all social classes,
believers and unbelievers, journalists of the principal
Portuguese newspapers and even by persons some miles
away. Facts which annul any explanation of collective
illusion.

This çmiracle', the reader will note, 'had been predicted
several months before by three illiterate children after their
vision of a woman çin a bright glow'. She had not said that
she was the Virgin M al'y. She had simply stated that she was
'from Heaven' and instructed them to return every month
until October, when a public miracle would take place Eso
that everyone may believe'.
The events at Fatima involve luminous spheres, lights

with strange colors, a feeling of Eheat waves', al1 physical
h ith UFOs They even.() aracteristics comm only associated w .
include the typical Gfalling-leaf ' motion of the saucer zig-
zagging through the air. But they also encompass healing
and prophecy and a loss of ordinary consciousne'ss on the
Pal't of witnesses - what we have called the psychic com-
Ponent of UFO sightings. ln one of the encounters a pio-
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phetic message was #ven to the children, aàd transmitted
by them to the Church. A part of that message was not to
be revealed until 1960, at which time Pope John XXIII
opened the sealed envelope, but did not publish the secret.
Some indirect informatioû on the circumstances of this
opening of the messale, which I have obtained, sheds light
on the reactions of hlgh Church oëcials to the prophecy,
if not on its actual contents. But let us now >ke the events
in sequence.

The Pattern of Prophecy

The srst apparition of the woman took glace on May 13,
1917. Three children were watching thelr sheep when a
bright Cash surprised them, and they walked toward the.
large hollow pasture called Cova da lrla (literally : the Cave
of St Irene, an old sacred spotj to see what had happened.
They found themselvès caught in a glowing light that almost
blinded them, and in the center of the lijht they perceived
a little woman, who spoke to them, beggmg them to return
every month to the same spot.
W hile the children had been alone on the frst occasion,

there were ffty people the second time, on June 13. They
watched while the llttle shepherds knelt and became trans-
figured, as if transported into another world, at the time of
the' observation. The oldest child, Lucia, who was 10 at the
time, addressed an unseen entity, whose answers were not
heard by others in the group. One spectator, however,
reported gerceiving a veq faint voice or the buzzing of a
bee (a typcal sound assocmted with modern-day UFOs). At
the end of the dialogue all witnisses heard an explosion and
saw a sm all cloud rise from the vicinity of a tree - on whièh
all the sucœeding manifestations would center.
The following month, on July 13, the number of witnesses

had risen to forty-fve hundred! This third apparition was
esgecially remarkable in several respects. It included de-
talled descriptionj by some of the spectators of physical
phenomena that are speciâc enough to be compared to
UFO data:
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. . . a buzzing or humming sound, a decrease in the Sun's
glow and heat, a small whitish cloud about the tree of the
apparitions, and a loud noise at the Lady's departure-l

lt is also remarkable that the children were shown a vision
of hell that terrifed them, and were given a specisc pro-
phecy announcing more apparitions ofunknown lights in the
sky :

The war is going to end, but if people do not stop otrend-
ing God another and worse one will begin during the
reign of Pius Xl:2 W hen you see anight illuminated by an
unknown Iight know that this is the great sign that God
is giving you that he is going to punish the world for its
crimes by means of war, famine, and persecution of the
Church and of the Holy Father.
To prevent this I shall come to ask for the consecration

of Russia . . . lf they heed my request, Russia will be
converted and there will be peace. If not, she will spread
her errors throughout the world.
e

The mixture of seriousness and absurdity that we have al-
ready noted in several contactee stories is an unmistakable
characteristic of this statement. W e will find the same thing
to be true in Lourdes, where the alleged Virgin M ary in-
structs the little Bernadette to perform meaningless actions.
The pattern of prophecy followed its course, and the

humans were duped. On August 13 there were eighteen
thousand people at the site of the apparitions. The children,
however, were not present. They had been kidnapped and
jailed by a local oëcial who had decided to put an end to
this tnonsense'. ln their absence, a clap of thunder was
heard, followed by a bright iash. A snïall whkish cloud was
forming around the tree. It hovered for a few minutes, then
rose and melted away. The clouds in the sky bad turned

1. Quoted from Joseph Pelletier, The Sun Danced at Fatima',
(Worcester, Mass.: Assumption College, 1952).
2. Piuswxl died in 1939.
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crimson red, and then changed to pinki 'yellom. and blue.
çcolored light like a rainbow on the ground' ; <clouds around
the sun reiecting diFerent colors on the people' - such are
some of the terms the witnesses used to describe it.3 The
witnesses saw çfalling qowers', the famous phenomenon of
tangel hair' so consistently reported after the passage of a
UFO, and sometimes interpreted as an ionization efect.
One man, M anuel Pedro M arto, reported seèing clearly a
Iuminous globe spinning through the clouds Cuna especie de
globo luminoso girando nas nuvens') in a statement made
under oath during the canonical enquiry concerning the
%signs' of August 13, 1917.
On August 19 the children Vd been released and were

tending sheep near Aljustrel, when about 4 P.M. they noticed
a sudden lowèring of the telperature. The sun, they said,
became yellowish; the colors of the rainbow once again
filled the countryside, visible to adults in the vicinity (as was
later established). The bright-fash was seen, and. a glowing
light tame to settle about a tree near the children. The
entity, clothed in white and gold, stood once more in the
center of the glow. The witnesses fell on their knees and
Yeasted their souls in rapture'. A dialogue followed in which
the apparition asked the children to tmake sacriEces for
sinners'. After ten minutes the Lady of Light departed
slowly toward the east with a roaring sound!

Apparitions of a Flying Globe

On September 13 the crowd nupbered thirty thousdnd, in-
cluding two çmen in black' (wearing the distinctive Roman
collar). These two priests were absolutell skeptical and had
come specilkally to establish the falsltj of the much-
heralded çm iracles'. The site of the apparltions was a wide
amphitheater where most of the crowd had gathered to be
close to the tree of the apparitions. However, the two
skeptical priests had chosen a spot on the Mgher ground
3. Father Thomu McGlynm Vision o? Ffzf?z?a Roston: Little

Brown & Co., 1968), pp. 44, 49.
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from which they could observe everything. The following
is based ofl their report.
Noon. The sun got dimmer, although no clouds were seen

in the sky. Thoûsands cried : There She is . . . lookl' A
globe of light was seen by all, advancing slowly down the
valley, from east to west, toward the children. lt came to
rest on the tree. A white cloud formed and out of the empty
sky, shiny white çpetals' began to fall. Let us ponder this
description ùf the phenomenon by a witness:

As the people stare at this strange sight they soon notice
that the falling, glistening globuli s, contrary to the laws
of perspective, grow smaller and smaller as they near
them . And when they reach out their hands and hats to
catch them they find that they have somehow melted
away.

The children saw the entity again in the center of the globe,
and the dialogue began once more between the Lady and
Lucia. The promise of a miracle on October 13 was repeated.
Then the radiant globe rose and disappeared into the sun.
Asked what he thought the globe was, one of the priésts,

now quite shaken, stated that çit was a heavenly vehicle that
carried the M other of God from her throne above to this
forbidden wasteland'. The concept of the earth as a prison
or a çforbidden wasteland' is decidedly a popular one among
those who have been exposed to these phenomena. '
The last apparition, as predicted, took place on October

13, 1917. The crowd numbered seventy thousand this time.
(The size of the assembled crowd had grown in the following
progression: 3, 50, 4,500, 18,000, 30,000, 70,000.) The
vision was preceded by a fash of light at noon, a sweet
strange fragrance. The children engaged in a dialogue with
the Lady. The crowd did not hear the conversation and saw
no Lady. They did observe the dramatic change on the faces
of the three children, enraptured by the vision.
The predicted miracle took place as the apparition left the

Cova da Iria. The rain, that had been pouring down on ihe
crowd, suddenly stopped, and the heavy clouds parted. The
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sun appeared as a disk of brilliant silver, ça weird disk that
turns rapidly on it.s own axis and casts off beams of colored
lights in a11 directions. Shafts of red light shot out from the
rim of the sun and colored the clouds, the earth, the trees,
the people ; then shafts of violet, of blue, of yellow and of
other colors followed in succession.'* n ese colors have been
described as 4monochromatic sectors' and they were defi-
nitely revolving.
The reports speak of a-tlat disk rather than a globe. After

a while it stopped spinning and Ylunged downwards in zig-
zag fasllion toward the earth and the horrïed spectators'.
M ost witnesses believed that their last hour had come!

Many of them belan publicly confessing their sins. Finally
the dlsk reverted lts motion and disappeared into the sun.
the real sun, once again fxed and dazzling in the sky. The
astounded crowd suddenly realized that their clothes, the
trees, and the ground were perfectly àry.
Such is the story of Fatima as it can be reconstructed

from reports of the time and from Church investigations.
The ânal Emiracle' had come at the culmination of a pre-
cise series of apparitions combined with contacts and
messages that place it very clearly, in my opinion, in the per-
spective of UFO phenomena. N ot only was a iying disk or
globe consistently involved, but its motion, its falling-leaf
trajectory, its lighi eFects, the thunderclaps, the buzzing
sounds, the strange fragrance, the fall of 'angel hair' that
dissolves upon reaching the ground, the heat wave associ-
ated with the close approach of the disk, all of these are
constant parameters of UFO sightings everywhere. And so
are the paralysis, the amnesia', the conversions, and the
healings.

The Angel of Peace

Few of the books on Fatima provide us with details of the
children's background. Yet in a11 apparition phenomena, it
is crucial to investigate this background thoroughly and to
4. Pelletier, op. cit-, p. 123. .
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ask as precisely as possible for descriptions of the earliest
incidents which set the witness on a path to extraordinary
realities. In the case of Fatima the eyents did not begin - as
most authorities indicate - on M ay 13? 1917. lt is ttue that
such is the date of the frst apparition of the Lady, but it had
been preceded by a series of sightings of an angel a couple
of years before.
In April, 1915, when Lucia was 2, she was reqiting the

rosary near Fatima when she saw a transparent white cloud
and a human form. This happened a second time in the
same year, and a third time in October. Then during 1916,
Lucia was visited three times by the angel.
The ârst occasion was in the spring. Lucia was with two

of her cousins when rain started to fall. n e children sought
shelter in a small cave. After lunch the rain had stopped and
they were playing at the entrance of the cave when they
heard the nzmble of a powerful wind - another constant in
UFO behavior - and a white light appeared. lt was gliding
through the valley above the tree tops. ln the light was a
youth of admirable beauty who came close to them @nd
said : <1 am the Angel of Peace-'#
He taught the children a prayer and left. The three little

ones were left in a trance: they kept repeating and repeating
the prayer, mechanically, until they literally fell from
exhaustion.
The next incident took place on a hot day in midsummer

1916. This time, the angel appeared suddenly and asked:
lW hat are you doing? Pray! Pray a great deal ! O/er

prayers and sacrifices continually.'
çl-low are we to oFer sacrifices'?' asked Lucia.
çM ake a sacrifce of everything that you possibly can . . .

Above all, accept and bear with submission the suffering
that the Lord shall send you.'
The cbildren were left paralyzed. lt was only toward the

evening that they regained their senses and began to play
again. In this case, as in the previous one, the witnessqs
did not want to discuss the matter - not even among them-
j 'Se VeS. .
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The experience has been so intimate and so manifestly
sacred that none of them ever thinks of reveqling it, or
even the smallest part of it, to anyone else. It is obviously
a favor to be kept for themselves. Of that they are abso-
lutely and instihctively persuaded-s

The next day they still could not explain their reactions
to the apparition : q don't know what is happening to me,'
said one of the little girls. çI cannot speak, nor play, nor
sing, and l haven't the strength to do anythinp' The angel
appeared one more time in the fall of 1916, in the cave at2
Cabeso. He gave the chlldren Communion. Analyzing the
powel that prompted the young wîtnesses to imitate the
actions of this çangel' and to repeat his prayers slavishly,
Pelletier oFers this perceptive remark:

This powir is so intense that it absorbs and almost com-
pletely annihilates them. It practically deprives them of
the use of their bodily senses . . . 'their bodies are subject
to a mysterious depressing force that prostrates them.

His remark could apply to the entire spectrum of close
encounters with UFOs.

n e Impact of Fatima

W hat were the sequels to the Fatima story? The lives of
many people who attended the tmiracles' were deeply
changed. Some were cured of a variety of diseases.

At my mother's request, l went once more to Cova da
lria in August at the time of the apparitions, writes engi-
neer M ario Godinho. Once more l came back discouraged
and disappointed. But that time, something extraordinary
happened. M y mother, who had had a large tumor in one
of her eyes for many years, wtu cured. The doctors who
had attended her said they could not explain such a cure.

5. Pelleti yer op. cit-, p. 4. fl-his statement is one of the best desni-
tions one could give for my strangeness category 6.)
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This is just one among hundreds of such testimonies. At the
time of the hnal miracle, many people were driven out of
their senses, even those who saw it from a distance of several
miles, and were not in the companj of other witnesses who
might have iniuenced them. A chlld of 12, named Albano
Barros, for example, who was in a feld near M inde, eight
miles from Fatima, was so struck when he saw the disk of
light falling toward the earth that he does not remember
what followedl çI cannot even remember whether I took the
sheep home, whether I ran, or what I did.' (ln 1960 he had
become a successful building contractor in Somerville, New
Jersey-) Others were so aëicted that, like farmer Manuel
Francisco, they went home weeping. Another witness, a
lady who now llves in the United States, near Albany, added
this comment, tEven today, whenever there is lightning, I
remember it and I am afraid.' A prominent lawyer, M r
M endes, stated in an interview with John Hafert in 1960:

W hat I saw at Fatima could not help but afect the interior
life and I am sure that al1 who saw the miracle or even:
heard about it, cannot fail to be impressed by lts great-
ness . . . I still remember it today as vividly as at the
moment it hapyened, and I feel myself to be dominated
by that extraordlnary event-6

Another witness reports : 41 always keep thinking about the
sign.' An extremely interesting series of testimonies came
from witnesses who were not at Cova da Iria, but many
miles away from the crowd. 1 have already mentioned the
observation made by Albano Barros in M inde. A wom an
named Mrs Guilhermina Lopes da Silva, who lived in
Leiria no less than sixteen miles from the site of the miracle,
could not go to the place appointed for the apparition, but
she looked toward the mountain at noon and saw Ea great
red Gash' in the sky. The brilliance in the sky was such that
it was seen thirty miles awa: (at San Pedro de Muel, by
Portuguese writer Afonso Vimra, his wife, and his mother-

6. John Xaffert, Mea the Witnesses (Washington, N.J.: AMI Press.
1961), p. 78.

u.F.o.- 8
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in-law). The phenomenon, it seems, could not be photo-
graphed directly with the photographic emulsions and
shutter speeds commonly available at the time. (One picture
often produced by the newspapers and alleged to show the
miracle is in fact a photograph of an eclipse of the sun that
has nothing to do with the Fatima miracle.) There are many
pictures of the crowd durinr the çmiracle', however, and
the actual brightness of the dlsk is an unresolved question.
Two witnesses looked at it with binoculars and reported
seeing a ladder and two entities. The edges of the disk,
according to a1l descriptions, were sharp. And it was de-
fnitely not blinding, althouqh pictures of the crowd show
m any witnesses shading thelr eyes. But others report that
the phenomenon darkened the sun to such an extent that
at one point they could see the m oon and the stars.
Another remote witness was a schoolboy who was so im-

pressed by what he saw that he subsequently became a
priest. (John Haffert interviewed him in 1960.) At the time
of the miracle he was with his brother and other children in
the village of Alburitel, nine miles away from the Cova da
Iria, and here is what he experienced:

1 looked sxedly at the sun which seemed pale and did not
hurt my eyes. Looking like a ball of snow, revolving on
itself, it suddenly seemed to come down in a zig-zag,
menacing the earth. Terri:ed, I ran and hid myself among
the people, who were weeping and expecting the end of
the world at any moment. It was a crowd which had
gathered outside our local village school and we had all
left classes and run into the streets because of the cries
and surprised shouts of men and women who were in the
street in front of the school when the miracle began.
There was an unbeliever there who had spent the morn-

ing mocking the tsimpletons' who had gone ofl- to Fatima
just to see an ordinary girl. He now seemed paralyzed,
his eyes fixed on the sun. He began to tremble from head
to foot, and lifting up his arms, fell on his knees in the
mud, crying out to God.
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But meanwhile the people continued to cry out and to
weep, asking God to pardon their sins. W e all ran to the
two chapels in the village, which were soon flled to over-
Eowing. During those long moments of the solar prodigy,
objects around us turned a11 colors of the rainbow . . .
W hen the people realized that the danger was over, there
was an explosion ofjoy.

Two of the three children at Fatima died young, as the
Lady had predicted, but Lucia lived secluded in a convent
to an advanced age.

n e Secret of Prophecy
A man whose word I trust received an interesting report
from one of the Pope's secretaries, who introduced the
highest men in the Church into the presence of John XXIII
for the opening of the secret part of the Fatima prophecy
in 1960. Although the solemn event took place behind
closed doors, the secretary had the opportunity to see the
cardinals as they left the Pope's oëce: they had a look of
deep horror on their faces. He got up from behind his desk
and tried to speak to one of them whom he knew intimately,
but the prelate gently pushed him aside and walked on with
the expression of someone who has seen a'ghost.
W hat revelation could have so shaken these men? Per-

haps it was the confrontation with the nature of a pheno-
menon that transcends our reality and our highest beliefs,
transcends our concepts of reason and of faith, and whose
very absurdity appears carefully designed to misguide otlr
probing minds. For what purpose ?
From a rationalistic point of view it would be desirable,

of course, to work solely on the basis of data coming from
scientists and technically trained observers. Much of the
UFO phenomenon is indeed presented in detailed accounts
giving physical data. Hence it has a technological basis. But
we cannot ignore the fact that the emotions it generatek in
the witnesses are religious in nature and that the docu-
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mented facts regarding the purest cases of tmiracles' (like
Fatima) very closely match the patterns observ'ed in many
UFO cases. This leads me to reiterate an earlier statement:
W e are faced with a technology that transcends the physical
and is capable of manipulating our reality, generating a
variety of altered states of consciousness and of emotional
perceptions. The purpose of that technology may be to
change our concepts of the universe.
W e must analyze carefully the morphology of miracles as

we would analyze moon rocks, or a newly discovered species
of insects. W e must cynically take apart the testimonies,
look into motives and fallacies, a'nd isolate the underlying
facts. Only then can we be equipped to discuss the impli-
catiims.

The Physics of the B.V.M .

Thus far in this chapter v.?e have examined one series of
apparently miraculous events, namely those related to the
Fatima observations of B.V.M ., the entity described by per-
cipients as the çBlessed Virgin M ary'. These percipients, of
course, have been exposed to such a powerful alteration of
reality that their statements, from the observation on, are
distorted by their emotions. This does not mean that we
should reject their testimony. In the sixteenth century,
people in great crowds fell dn their knees and confesscd
their sins when they saw a comet. ln many civilizations,
eclipses produced the same eflkcts. People behave in abject
submission whenever presented with a potentially threaten-
ing cause that lies beyond their comprehension, a fact well
known to those who have studied the human mind. The
B.V.M. may dress in golden robes and smile radiantly to
children, but the technology which Gshe' uses is indistinguish-
able from that of gods and goddesses of other tongues and
garb; it is also indistinguishable from the technology sur-
rounding the UFO phenomenon. .
On February 11, 1858, a llyear-old girl named Berna-'

dette Soubirous was gathering srewood by a narrow stream
near Lourdes, in the South of France, when she heard ça
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great noise, like the sound of a storm'. She looked around
her but neither the trees nor the water were disturbed. Then
she heard the sound again. In fear, she looked straight up
and çlost a1l power of speech and thought'.
From a nearby elve or grotto came a golden-colored cloud.

Soon after came an entity, described as a beautiful Lady
who placed herself above a bush that was moving as if lt
were windy. (At Fatima there was a wind which Tmoved
across the mountain without touching the trees'-; The Lady
consistently appeared in the top branches of a small tree,
whose center shoots were found bent toward the east, as
though tilted in that direction when the apparition de-
parted. Lucia, of Fatima, was closely questioned on this
point and stated that Eour Lady's feet rested lightly on the
top of the leaves'.lB Montes de Oca adds in his book More
About Fatima that çthe topmost branches of the tree were
bent in the form of a parasol and remained thus as if an in-
visible weight had come to rest upon them'-g
W hen the Lady of Lourdes looked at Bernadette, ALL

FEAR LEFT HER, but she seemed TO KNOW  NO
LONGER W HERE SHE W AS. She wanted to pray but as
she tried to lift her hand to her forehead her arm remained
paralyzed, and it is only after the Lady had crossed herself
that she could do the same.lo W hen the story became known
it was met with incredulity by the local authorities and by
the priests. Father Peyramalle, who was the curé of the
town, was especially angry and suggested that the Lady
should make the rosebush bloom before the whole crowd
in order to convince everm ne. W hen Bernadette conveyed
to the Lady this demand on the part of the local priest, the
apparition simply smiled. For ffteen days she appeared to
Bernadette, and their conversations centered on the Lady's
request for a chapel and for processions them. At times the
7. HaFert, op. cit., p. 70.
8. McGlynn, op. cit ,. p. 64.
9. Montes de Oca, More About Ftzf???a (Dublin : Gill & Son, 1960),

p. 8. '
10. Stephen Breen, Recent Apparitions of the B.V.M. (New York:

Lumen Books, 1951), p. 43.
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dialogue was totally absurd, and it was absurd ip the same
sense as the conversations with Vufonauts' we have re-
viewed. On one occasion, the Lady told Bernadette to go
and wash herself in a nonexistent spring, and in another she
ordered her bluntly to tgo and eat the grass that grows over
therel'
A study of these events from the point of view of the

esoteric tradition might be rewarding. Occult masters like
GurdjieF and Crowley were wont to send their disciples
on insane errands, such as carrying stones to a mountain-
top as a test of their devotion. The early story of M ary, and
the miracles that surround her life point to intriguing!
similMrities with earlier deities, and ln particular with the
Egyptian goddess lsis. However, we are not concerned here
with an interpretation of mythology but with an attempt to
deal with reports of observations that seem to form extra-
ordinary patterns. One such pattern is that of the cloud and
the cave, a common thread between Fatima, Lourdes and
other apparitions. In a description given in the Apocrypha
we find the same pattern:

They stood in tbe place of the cave: And behold a bright
cloud overshadowing the cave. And the midwife said:
M y soul is magnifed this day, because mine eyes have
seen marvelous things: for salvation is born unto lsracl.
And immediately the cloud withdrew itself out of the
cave, and great light appeared in the cave so that our
eyes could not endure it. And by little and little that light
withdrew itself until the young child appeared.

A superficial examination of the phenomena of Lourdes
would seem to indicate that a rather simple girl (Berna-
dette was illiterate and spent most of her day repeating
prayers while accomplishing some menial chores for her
very poor parents) simply turned into a visionary and soon
shared her insanity with lncreasingly large crowds. But the
story deserves closer examination.
First there is the matter of the spring. During the ninth

apparitlon of the Lady, Bernadette was instructed to go
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and wash and drink in the sgling'. But there was no spring!
Bernadette looked for a sprlng, found none, and in despair
began to dig into the sand. W ater appeared and flled the
hole, turning the soil to mud. Bernadette tried to wash and
only managed to smear her face with the mud. The crowd
laughed at her, especially when she attempted to drink and
later began to eat the grass. Bernadette had dug the hole
4in a sort of stupor' but seems to have done so at just the
right time and place for a spring to appear. Indeed, the
next day there wJl a clean little stream at the spot, going
gaily down the hill and into the Gave river. A blind man
named Louis Bourriette bathed his eyes in the spring and
regained Ms sight. A dying baby was restored to full health.
The attitude of the crowd changed.
The next phase of the apparitions was marked b4 a re-

quest for penance. Bernadette was instructed to tklss the
ground for the sinners'. The girl, and a11 those in attendance,
bejan kissing the ground as agesture ofhumility-The gesture
is mdeed a moving one. lt is interpreted by many as a sweep-
ing social panacea, as, for example, Stephen Breen says:
They were setting an exam ple of prayer and humility
which could save Europe if applied to the social problems
of the time, which, after all, are only a collection of m r-
sonal problems, in the ânal analysis-ll

Many of us will disagree with this rather simplistic and
super:cial view of social problems, but the point made here
is the illustration of a mechanism through which phenomena
such as UFO sightings and contacts with paranormal enti-
ties can play a rolefar beyond their local impact. For France
at the end of the nineteenth century, as for Portugal in 1917,
the apparitions of the mysterious Lady were in many re-
spects social and political turning points, deeply iv uencing
the collective psyche.
Another interesting observation concerns the nature of

the state of trance experienced by Bernadette. One doctor
had decided to expose her as a mental case and performed
11. Breen, op. cit., p. 37.
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a fascinating experiment. This man, a Dr Douzous, wit-
nessed a candle llame applied to Bernadette's' hand for
ffteen minutes, measured by his watch. W hen she finished
her prayers he could observe the glow of ecstasy leaving her
face.

I asked her to show m e her left hand. I examined it most
carefully, but could not find the least trace of burning
anywhere on it. I then asked the person who was holding
the candle to light it again and give it to me. l put it
several times in succession under Bernadette's left hand
but she drew it away quickly, saying, ç'Ybu're burning
mç.' l record this fact just as I have seen it, without
attempting to explain it.

Healing Phenomena

A snal fact of interest concerns the healings that have
occurred - and apparently continue to occur - in connection
with the apparitions at Lourdes. 1 realize that a wide range
of diseases do have psychosomatic causes (in other words,
these diseases have a mental rather than a physical origin)
and that suggestion, self-hypnosis, or faith will produce the
appearance of amazing cures sipply by removing the mental
needs for the illness. This true of some types of paralysis,
amnesia, blindness, etc. The cures performed at Lourdes,
however, are not limited to such illnesses but extend to such
improbable cures as tumors and broken bones!
ln one celebrated example, a Belgian man named Pierre

de Rudder had suFered a crushing blow to his 1eg from a
falling tree. He had a compound fracture and the mem ber
became infected, but he refused amputation. The victim
was almost unable to move, even with the help of crutches.
A devout Catholic, he had no funds to travel to Lourdes
itself, but was able to convince his employer to pay for his
trip to the, shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes in Oostacker,
Belgium. The date for the pilgrimage was picked as April 7,
1875.
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To understand what happened to de Rudder it is impor-
tant to know the details of his medical record. A surgeon,
Dr Afenaer, had had to remove a piece of bone that had
broken away and had inserted itself in the tissues. The
bones were thus separated by a space of over one inch, and
the patient had endured endless suFering during thr eight
years that had elapsed since the accident. De Rudder had
seen many doctors, al1 of whom stated that nothing could
be done, short of an amputation, to relieve the pain. Healing
the broken bones was naturally out of the question. ln
January, 1875, another specialist, Dr Van Hoestenberghe,
had seen the patient and stated:

Rudder had an open wound at the top of the leg. In this
wound one could see the two bones separated by a dis-
tance of three centimeters. There was no sign of healing.
Pierre was in great pain and sufered thus since eight
years before. The lower part of the 1eg could be moved
in al1 directions. The heel could be lifted in such a way
as to fold the 1eg in the middle. lt could be twisted, with
the heel in front and the toes in back, a1l these movements
being only restricted by the soft tissues.

Another doctor named Verriest conârmed this statement.
Nine days before the pilgrimage the wound was observed
by one Jean Houtsaeghe. He saw the ends of the two bones
and confirmed that Pierre had another wound on the top of
his foot. Several other witnesses saw the state of his leg as
he changed his bandages. All were struck by the fact that
the wound was in very poor condition. A detailed descrip-
tion is probably unnecessary.
Given the primitive state of hygiene at the time (Lister

had discovered antiseptics that very year, but his techniques
were not yet in wide use) it is safe to say that Rudder was
in a deplorable condition. When he started his journey he
took two hours to reach the train station, walking the mile
and a half distance with the help of his wife, using two
crutches. A railroad employee named Bloome carried llim
into the train, but when he saw how llis leg was swaying
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helplessly he couldn't help but saying: çW hat are you going
to Oostacker for, in such a state as yours? W hy don't you
stay home instead T
Eothers have been cured in Oostackery' said Rudder. tSo

why not me'?'
Finally they reached the little cave, where the people

had erected a statue of Our Lady of Lourdes. Rudder sat
down, but the crowd was such around him that his 1eg was
repeatedly hit by passers-by, causing him great pain. He
had tried to walk around the cave, like the other pilgrims,
but after doing so twice he had to give up and sat down in
exhaustion. He prayed. He begged to be allowed to work
againy

, 
so that he could support his wife and children, and

could stop relying on the charitable gifts of others. He felt
deeply moved, overwhelmed by a strange feeling. Beside
himself, he rose, went through the crowd, and knelt before
the statue . . . Then he suddenly realized what he had done!
ln joy, he began walking around the cave, and his wife saw
him thus : tW hat happened ?' she asked. çW hat are you
doiùg? W hat are you doing'?' She looked troubled, becéme
dizzy, and fainted pn the spot. '
Rudder was immediately taken to a nearby house and his

1eg was examined. Not only was the wound neatly closed,
but the leg had become completely normal again. The bones
were no longer broken. 80th legs wcre of equal length.
Rudder was walking normally, and only experienced slight
discomfort in wearing shoes again. W hen he arrived home,
surrounded by the crowd like a national hero, his daughter
threw herself into his arms, in tears. But his younger son
who had never seen him without his crutches, could not
believe that this man was actually his father.
As soon as he heard of the case, Rudder's physician, Dr

AFenaer, rushed to his house. He was thus able to observe
him the day following the cure, in the morning. He care-
fully examined the 1eg and was especially struck by the fact
that the bones were perfectly smooth at the place where
they had been broken. This examination was performed in
the presence of several witnesses, who saw Dr Affenaer
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break into tears and heard him say: tYou are completely
cured, de Rudder. Your leg is like that of a newborn baby.'
Dr Van Hoestenberghe also came to see his patient, but

he did so only reluctantly because he refused to believe in
any sort of miracle. He found Pierre working in his yard,
digging. He was still incredulous and asked Rudder to sub-
mit to his examination. His pàtient, in a happy mood,
jumped up and down before him to convince him he was
really cured ! The doctor found a scar just below the knee
and another one on the foot. He also discovered that the
bone was now unbroken and smooth throughout. Pierre
was indeed walking normally.
Pierre de Rudder walked normally until his death from

pneumonia, twenty-three years later, in 1898. D uring these
twenty-three years he was an inspiration to all, and his ex-
perience brought many atheists back into the Church.
The story could have ended on the same note of speclz-

lative wonder that characterizes m ost accounts of paranor-
ma1 events, had it not been for Dr Van Hoestenberghe, a
man of high intelligence and integrity, a genuine scientist
who had become convinced of the reality of the çmiracle'
but had not allowed this belief to blind him where the docu-
mentation of the facts was concerned. Dr Van Hoesten-
berghe asked and was granted permission to exhume thç
body and perform an autopsy on Pierre de Rudder. The
operation was performed on M ay 24, 1899. The physician
amputated both legs at the knee. The bones were examined
and photographed. The pictures, which 1 have obtained,
show with great clarity the deformation of the bones of the
left leg. The healing has occurred in such a way however,
that the two legs are of equal length and the welght of the
body can be equally supported. A fragment of bone is seen
to be missing. The autopsy report was signed and published
as part of a complete paper on the Rudder case, co-authored
by Van Hoestenberghe, Deschamps, and Royer, in the
Revue des Questions Scientihques, in its isjue of October,
1899. There is no explanation for the piece of healthy white
bone, over one inch long, which connects the two sections
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still showing the traces of breakage. ln their article the
three doctors raise the hypothesis of faith-heéling, that
Charcot had formulated in connection with his analysis of
several mental cases. The hypothesis, in their view, must be
discounted.
They :nd it hard to admit that the nervous system, even

in the most advanced cases of mental imbalance, could re-
store the destroyed tissues in violation of the known laws
of natural healin? of the body: $To state this Ithey say) is
to place oneself ln opposition to the principles of m edical
science.' Several weeks were required for the healing of
broken bones in the simplest cases. Instantaneous cure is
out of the question. Yet de Rudder, like Dr X (see Chapter
One) ' was healed instantly. The technology of the B.V.M.
and the technology of the UFO are once again seen to pro-
duce similar esects.

The Case of Guadalupe

l have in my library a copy of some unpublished notes by
Evans-Wentz, one of the jreatest students of folklore in
this centuly Theideas of thlsman have been of considerable
interest to me because l owe to him some of the documenta-
tion in the study of the ELittle People' I published in Pass-
port to M agonia. Evans-W entz, who knew equally well the
pogular traditions of Tibet and those of Scotland had
wrltten in 1909 a dissertation in French, çFairy-Fa1th in
Celtic Countries', after traveling through Brittany, Ireland,
W ales, and Scotland with local guides, gathering stories and
tales from older men and women who had seen the çGood
People'. He knew nothing about our UFOs, of course, but
an examination of the occupants of these strange machines
led me to research historical analogues to their behavior,
and I found such data, beautifully documented, in his work.
Evans-Wentz had been born in New Jersey but after all

his life travels came to California and spent his last years
near San Diego, where he befriended the local lndians and
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diligently studied their culture and traditions. He made
some interesting discoveries in California and left many
notes in manuscript form . They contain a theory that
appears relevant in the context of this chapter on the rela-
tionship between religion and paranormal phenomena.
The section of Evans-W entz' work of most interest here

begins with some remarks about the Virgin of Guadalupe,
to which I have already alluded earlier in this chapter. To
him, the entity that appeared before a 57-year-old lndian
named Juan Diego (his Nahuatl name was Singing Eagle)
was not the Holy Virgin but the American goddess Tonant-
zin whom the Aztecs had adopted as the mother of a1l their
other gods. The apparition took place on December 9, 1531,
in M exico. lt began with the sweet sound of çsinging birds',
followed by a voice wllich came from the top of the hill.
The source of the voice was hidden by <a frosty mist, a
brightening cloud'. The technology of the B.V.M . was at
work!
W hen Juan Diego came to the top of the mountain he

saw a radiantly beautiful young M exican girl of about 14,
standing in the light. A series of well-documented miracles
followed, in which healings took place and mysterious
flowers appeared. A basilica was built and immense crowds
converted. (ln the six years that followed the incident over
eight million Indians were baptized-)
Here is a chronology of the miracle.
On Saturday, December 9, Juan Diego meets the entity

and is told to nm and instruct the Lord Bishop, in M exico
City, to build a chapel. (This is the same request made in
Lourdes.) The Bishop thought Juan was insane.
On Sunday, December 10, Juan Diego went back to see

the Bishop and impressed him with his sincerity. The prelate
asked for a tangible sign, and Juan conveyed this answer to
the Lady, who told him to come the next day.
On M onday, December 11, Juan Diego did not come,

because his uncle was dying. He was unable to relieve his
suffering and decided to get a priest the following day.
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On Tuesday, December 12, the lndian rap across the
mountain to get the priest, but was met and stopped by the
apparition, who said :

M y little son, do not be distressed and afraid. Am I not
here who am your mother? Are )ou not under my
shadow and protection ? Your uncle will not die at thls
time. This very moment his healt,h is restored. There is no
reason now for the errand you set out on, and you can
peacefully attend to mine. Go up to the top of the hill.
Cut the Eowers that are growing there and bring them to
m e.

S, inging Eagle knew well that there were no flowers on the
top of the hi11 but to his surprise he foand them there, cut
them, and ran to the city to give them to the Bishop. W hen
he arrived at the palace, unfortunately, the qowers dropped
on the Eoor and he was much disappointed. To his great
surprise the Bishop and all present suddenly knelt before
him : upon his coarse garment, made of m aguey fbers, had
appeared the lovely image of an unearthly being, the fgure
of a woman, below her a crescent moon.
Evans-W entz points out that December 12 was the

ancient feast-day of the goddess Tonantzin, the dark-faced
Earth-M other, who thus remained the spiritual guardian of
America in her modern guise as the Holy Virgin!

Other Shining Beings

The most interesting theory put forth by Evans-W entz is a
further development of his observation that ancient gods
are continued under new names as the myths evolve from
civilization to civilization, following the fortunes of war.
Could it be, he asked, that every land has its own psychic
and telluric forces, contributing to the appearance of certain
spirit entities, regarded by human beings as gods and god-
desses? Could the parallelism between Mormonism and
ancient lndian beliefs be an example of such a mythological
process?
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Frank W aters had pointed out before Evans-W entz that
the early white settlers in America had become very closely
lndian in spirit and feeling:

They had confronted here that great psychic entity which
was the spirit-of-place, the heart of a new continent. It
shattered them completely. But each succumbed in a
diflkrent way.12

The vision of God and Jesus experienced by Joseph Smith,
the founder of the Church of Latter-Day Saints, was in fact,
Evans-Wentz believes, a vision of the Shining Beings (known
in other parts of the world as Devas). These Shining Beings
appeared to Indians during special rituals which were kept
very secret and were performed on high places or sàcred
mountains. Thus the W innebagos tell of a youth who
climbed the mountain, eager to :nd wisdom. He fasted for
twelve days, and a spirit came to him, giving him knowledge
and teaching him wonderful words, which brought health,
welfare and long life. He came back to his people with a
song expressing this newly discovered wisdom, and the song
began:

Into solitude went I
And wisdom was revealed to me.
Saith the Spirit,
Dream, oh, dream again,
And tell of me,
Dream thou!

Such a vision-quest is universal among the lndians of
America, althougll among some races (such as the Pueblos
and Navahos) it is limited to the priests and initiates. To
Evans-W entz, the beings contacted in the course of such
visions are identical with the Celtic creatures of the lnvisible
Otherworld, and he concludes that there is evidence for
their true existence. These beings are the guardians of
secret places, 4holding them in trust for a future of wonders'.

12. Frank Waters, Masked Gods (Albuquerque, N.M.: U. of New
Mexico Press, 1950), p. 59.
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Evans-W entz had been told by the Irish poet W illiam
Butler Yeats that such places existed and were thu's guarded.
He identï es one such spot in France, one in County W ick-
low ('Ireland), one in Campagna (ltaly), and others in Asia
and Am erica.
Can we then use the vast and untapped reservoir of fan-

tastic events in the collections of UFO lore to force an
answer from our gods o1d and new, to bring them down to a
human dimension, or to understand their power? Or do we
5nd ourselves locked in their maze, their Ty bottle' ? Is the
time of our inquiry always wrong, the place always else-
where? W hen we ponder the morphology of miracles or the
pooq, twisted bones of Rudder, are the angels in heaven
rejoicing or do they laugh at our stupidity ?

The M ormon Story
I discovered a light appeaHng in my room, wllich con-
tinued to incremse until the room was lighter than at
noonday, when immediately a personage appeared at my
bedside, standing in the air, for his feet did not touch the
Eoor . . .
He called me by name, and said unto me that he was a

messenger sent from the presçnce of God to me, and that
his name was Moroni; that God had a work for me to do;
and that my name shpuld be had for good and evil
among aIl nations, kindreds and tongues . . .

Thus begins the account of the revelation of the Book of
M ormon with the story of what transpired on the night of
September 21, 1823, between b seph Smith and an angel.
The book itself, the angel stated,' was in the form of gold
plates that 1ay buried at a certain spot, and could be trans-
lated with the help of two stones in silver bows, that were
buried with the plates.

After this communication, I saw the light in the room
begin to gather immediately around the person of him
who had been speaking to me, and it contmued to do so
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until the room was again left dark, except just around
him, when instantly I saw, as it were, a conduit open
right up into heaven, and he ascended until he entirely
disappeared.

In 1842, at the request of Colonel W entworth of the
Chicago Democrat, Joseph Smith wrote a sketch of the
history of the M orm on Church that contained additional
details on the apparition:
On a sudden a light like that of day, only of a far purer
and more glorious appearance and brightness, burst into
the room ; indeed the first sight was as though the house
was filled with consuming fire. The appearance produced
a shock that aFected the whole body. In a moment a
personage stood before me surrounded with a glory yet
greater than that by which 1 was already surrounded . . .
1 was told where there were deposited some plates, on

which was engraved an abridgement of the records of the
ancient peoples that had existed on this continent. The
angel appeared to me three times the same night and un-
folded the same things.

lt is important to note that thîs apparitîon wtzuç not Joseph's
hrst vision. Indeed he had <been forbidden to join any of the
religious sects of the day' because he had claimed to have
been favored by a mystical revelation while he was alone in
the wilderness at the age of 14 (see below).
W hen Angel M oroni appeared to him he had been pray-

ing for a vision, for, he says, 11 had full confdence in obtain-
ing a divine m anifestation, as l had previously had one.'13
The angel appeared three times during the night of Sep-
tember 21, 1823 (which happens to be theAutumnEquinox),
repeating exactly the same words-' After the third time
Joseph was surprised to hear the cock crow and to find that
daylight was approaching, çso that our interviews must have
occupied the whole of that night'.
Joseph Smith got up and began his normal chores, b4t
13. Concerning the Orîgin tl/ the Book of Mormons Source material

by Francis Kirkham (privately printed, 1937), p. 24.
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he found himself so exhausted that he couldn't Fork in any
useful way. His father thought he was sick and told him to
go home, and on the way he fell to the ground when trying
to cross a fence, and remained unconscious. The angel then
apm ared to llim once m ore and told him to repeat his
words to lzis father, and to reveal his instructions. The
father told Joseph to go and do as he had been commanded,
and that tthese things were of God'.
Thus the young man was allowed to go to the place

where the plates were buried, and he found them inside a
stone box which he had no diëculty opening, but he was
unable to take the plates out of the box. Again the angel
appeared, and told him to come back precisely in one year
and every year after that; four years later he would be per-
m itted to take tlze plates.
The remainder of the story is well known. Thanks to the

help of a wealthy farmer named M artin Hanis, Smith wa,s
able to work on the translation of the golden plates, which
he read with the help of special stones he had found in the
box. W hen Harris took the plates and the beginning of the
translation to Professor Charles Anthon of New York, this
learned gentleman stated that the translation was correct,
tmore so than any he had before seen translated from the
Egyptian'. Looking at the plates that had not yet been
translated, he said that they were Egyptian, Chaldaic,
Assyrian, and Arabic, and signed a statement to that efrect
(which he later tore to pieces, however, when he learned
that the young man had fotmd the plates upon the instruc-
tions of an angell).
Eleven m rsons have stated that they saw the plates un-

earthed by Joseph Smith. In June, 1829, in response to a
communication obtained by Smith, the M ormon prophet
retired to the woods accompanied by M artin Harlis, David
W hitmer, Oliver Cowdery, and knelt çin fervent prayer',
hoping to receive a vision of the plates. As nothing hap-
pened, Martin Hanis withdrew from the groug, believing
that it was his presence that prevented the mlracle from
taking place. The others resumed their prayers and, after a
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few m inutes, an angel stood before them, holding the plates:
:He turned over the leaves one by one, so that we could see
them and discern the engravings thereon distinctly-' This
can be usefully compared with the visions of the young
farmer of Aveyron.
The Book of M ormon was :rst published in 1830. lt is a

strange docllment, similar in many ways to the OAHSPE
bible or the BOOK OF URAN I'IA, two accotmts of early
history similarly <inspired' by divine intellirence-l4 In 1973
Jacques Bergier proposed to me an amuslng explanation
for the existence of these books which seem to em anate
from a cosmic source and, like the Bible, have come to us
throug,h automatic writing or some other form of psychic
revelation. There exists, he postulates, a civilization in our
galaxy which is broadcasting at regular intervals some
cosmlc education program , much in the same manner as the
French National Radio is every day broadcasting selected
lectures in philosophy and history from the Sorbonne. Just
as the French are beaming these broadcasts to Africa and
other remote places, we could well visualize an advanced
civilization broadcasting very advanced concepts on psychic
wavelengths, to be picked up by gifted prophets on earth
and m illions of other retarded planets!
Such difl-erences as exist between the Koran, the Bible,

the Book of Mormon and other sacred texts would be due
to the imperfect understanding of the various individuals
who pick up these broadcasts, just as four or five sorcerers
from diFerent African tribes, playing at night with old
radio sets in diFerent parts of the jtmgle, might obtain very
diserent impressions of the civilized world through the
Sorbonne cultural broadcasts . . . especially if they did not
know what the Sorbonne was, and had only a limited
acquaintance with the French language!
It is futile to engage in a debate concerning the truth or

14. The OAHSPE bible is an account of the origins and antiquity of
mallkind and contais many references to the Red Men. lt was re-
zeived psychically by John Ballou Newbrough about 1881, and it
Origgnated with ShiningBeings whom he calls 'M gels'.
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falsity of the statements made by Joseph Smith. W e are
looking here for indications of a itigher order, and we can
deâne as a miracle any event, real or imagined, or even
faked, which creates œrtain paranormal, but verihable,
eflkcts. The transformation of an ordinary farmboy from
rural New York State into an unchallenged leader of multi-
tudes is, in my view, an unusual fact whlch deserves investi-
gation. When we trace the turning point of this man's life to
the sightin! of a strange light and to contact with an entity
inside the hght, I believe the account needs to be preserved
along with those we have already found in other faiths and
other lands.
Let us return to Evans-Wentz' notes regarding M ormon-

ism mentioned in my discussion of Shining Beinjs. Evans-
W entz was intrigued by Joseph Smith's frst vislon, which
was not an apparition of Angel M oroni but of two entities
whose names he was not privileged to learn. This took
place dming Smith's flfteenth year, as he was praying in a
wood:

l saw a pillar of light exactly over my head, above the
brightness of the sun, which descended gradually until it
fell upon me . . . W hen the light rested on me l saw two
Personages, whose brightness and glory defy all descrip-
tions, standing above me in the air. One of them spake
unto me.15

As the translator of the Tibetan Book of the Dead, Evans-
Wentz recognized tlmt the role ylayed by Smith in bringing
out the Book of M ormon was slmilar to that of the Tertons,
the çtakers-out' of secreted scriptures in Tibet. However, the
Book ofMormon claims to be the çsacred history of ancient
America'. It states that the lndians are the remnant of an
lsraelite tribe that settled in America six hundred years be-
fore Christ. n is is a diëcult statement to take senously in
the light of modern anthropology. Thus we are again con-
frontedwith a mixture of certainty and absurdity, of fact and

15. The Pearl of Great 'rfce, part of the sacred Mormon text, pu1
lished as The Frlp/e Combtsnation.
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fantasy. W e recognize here the third covenzp. W ere such
messages deliberately given to isolate t'he believers from the
society around them ?
In an article published in the April, 1974, issue of Occult

magnzine, Jerome Clark and Loren Coleman point out that
the history of M ormonism contains many references to
three mysterious beings who might be three of Christ's
American Apostleg, who asked to be allowed to remain on
earth = t.11 his Second Coming. The 'I''IU'R Nephites have
been seen several times since the days of Joseph Smith, and
form an interesting and colorful colmterpart to the n ree
Men in Black of modern UFO lore. These Nephites are
sometimes seen singly, and they perform miracleq and heal-
ings. In one of the stories quoted by Clark and Coleman,
a Utah woman named Squires who was expecting the return
of her husband, and had seen no one around her house
while drawing water from tbe well a minute before, sud-
denly found herself confronted with a paphaired man
wearing a lopg white beard, who requested something to
eat and soon remarked that çshe was not well'. When she
acknowledged that indeed she was suFering from a pain
under her shouldert the unknown man replied: 'God bless
you, Sister. You wlll never want for anything again. You
will always be blessed with plenty-' He walked out the door,
but when Mrs Sqtlires followed him outside he had vanished
and she could not see where he had gone! The date of the
incident is given as the summer of 1874. Her health and
money problems disappeared soon after, and she lived to
the age of 89.

A Unised Theory of Apparitions

ln many UFO stories of the olden days the witnesses
thoupt they had seen angels from God and for this re%on
never bothered to report their experiences. Others thought
they had seen devils-n e dxerence may be very small. Com-
menting on the childhood experiences of Cayce and Geller,
a British researcher named Peter Rogerson has reminded me

IJ.IP. (1.---4)
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that similar stories were common in accounts of mediumg
of various ldnds:

Andrew Jackson Davis, <'I'he Poughkeepsie Seer', claimed
to have met a mystical m rsonage who gave him a stafr in
which there were little boxes which gave çcures to various
diseases'. The account follows the classical pattern of the
evolution of the shaman. Mircea Eliade in his book
Shamanism records the words of various shamans and
how they became aware of the shamanistic powers.
Accounts are often of the nature 11 was washing by the
river when a great ball of fre came down from the sky, it
entered me, then l knew I was to become a shaman.'l6

Since the publication of Passport to M agonîa I have re-
ceived many interesting letters. Euntil now I thought I had
seen a messenger from Heaveny' writes one witness. çI under-
stand, having read your book, that I had witnessed a UFO.'
Some of the stories are strange yet consistent enough to lhe-
come the nucleus of a new religious movement if the witness
were of the proper psychological inclination. Perhaps only
one close encounter in ten thousand starts a new faith, a
new sect, or a new belief. W hen the right combination of
social and psychological conditions is met, when the phe-
nomenon Ends a witness a ready believer, then revelation
takes place.
Everything works as if the revelation were designed to

isolate the witness, prophet, or believer from his social en-
vironment. He becomes an outcast and has to see. This has
been the fate of at least two police oëcers and of numerous
other UFO witnesses. ln France, several farmers saw their
felds nearly ruined. The man in Michigan who reported the
Swamp Gas case was jeçred at in the streets and people
came in cars to throw bottles at his house.
n e believers, if they seek a climate in which to pursue

their new life in accordance with the implications of their
vision, have to create their own sect and move away. M oses
16. Private communication from Peter Rogerson.
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did this. So did Joseph Smith. Often one sees the leader
deserted by his wife and family. The spouse is especially
likely to feel rejected and to betray him at the time when he
most needs comfort. The wife of M artin Harris burned 116
newly translated pages of the Book of M ormon. The wives
of several policemen involved in UFO incidents divorced
them.
Sometimes the specïc instructions given to the believers

are such that their group continues to be persecuted for
centuries (Jews) and have to endure great hardships before
fnding a place where they can settle down (Israel, Utah).
The leaders are harassed by crowds (in one town the police
chief 's own trailer was destroyed by sre? blamed on arson)
and often put to death (Jesus was crucéed, Joseph Smii
was lpched by a crowd in Illipois).
I thlnk the stage is set for the apm arance of new fails,

centered on tlle UFO belief. To a greater degree than all
the yhenomena modern science is confronting, the UFO can
insplre awe: the sense of the smallness of man, and an idea
of the posslbility of contact with the cosmic. The religions
we have brie:y surveyed begu  with the miraculous experi-
ences of one m rson, but today there are thousands for
whom the belief in otherworldly contact is based on inti-
mate conviction, drawn from what they regard as personal
contact w1t.11 UFO: and their occupants. The phenomenon
and its eFects are working here as they have worked at
Fatima and Lourdes and in other places.
Table 2 should make tiis clear. The frst column sum-

marizes the physical eFects described by witnesses of the
miracles we have reviewed, in the actual words of the per-
sons who reported them. n e second column contains de-
scriptions of the state of the pgrsons contacted by UFOs,
both during and after the exgenence. I OIiIIIC the reader can
draw Ms or her own concluslons. I invite you to seek otber
documents in any libraq to complete this morphology of
miracles with fresh materlal. You need not fear any paucity
of data.
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TABLE 2

Religious Miracles UFO Events

CA frosty mist, a brightening ç'rhey saw a light spreading
cloud' around them like a mist'
Guadalupe, M agonia, case 402*
December 9, 1531

CA shock that G ected the ' çHe was found tmconscious'
whole body'

Tainting, amnesia and return
Gloss of sense of time' to the site in a trancelike state'

M agonia, case 482.
:so ekhausted he couldn't
move' çhe felt pricklings throughout

his body, had to stop, lost his
'fell to the vound and balance several times'
remained unconscious' M agonia, case 102
Smith, September 21, 1823

:a pillar of light which 'he found a strong light be-am
descended' aimed at him'

ça conduit right up to
Heaveng

ça light appearing in the room'
'a vertical be>m of light was

' aimed at him, disappeared ,
Joseph Smith, the Book of with a Qash'
M ormon, 1820 and 1823 Magonia, case 921

4a golden colored cloud' çtlle object went up into a
cloud of unusual color, wbich

ea great noise like the sound :ew against the wind'
of a storm' M agonia, case 575

Lourdes, February 11, 1858

çhe bad no recollection of
starting the car again'

M agonia, case 893

'took ofl- with a rush of air
that rocked the car'

M agonîa, case 81
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TABLE 2 (Continuedj

Religious Miracles UFO Events

tlost a11 power of speech and 6he fell tmconscious as a vivid
thought' Iight enveloped him. He was

unable to move his left arm
eknew not where she was' for three days, and se ered

from pain and extreme
çher arm was paralm d' nervousness' M agonia, case 912
Lourdes, Febz'ual'y 11, 1858

Qeft in a trance' çthe witness felt so weak all of
a sudden that he had to drop

çfell from exhaustion' the gun' M agonia, case 339

Fatima, spring 1916

ça trnnRparent white cloud' çthey saw a large source of
light in mid-air and heard

'white light gliding above piercing whistling sounds'
the trœ-tops' Magonîa, case 870

'rumble of a powerful windl
'it took ofl- with a swooshing

Fatima, April, 1915, and sound' M agonia, case 77
spring 1916

çthe power snnibilates them' çthe boy srrived home like a
madman. n e horse and the

'degrives them of the use of dog were paralyzed for several
thelr bodily senses' minutes' M agonia, cmse 916

çno strengh the next day'
Rhe found himself paralyzad

Fatima, s'lmmer 1916 and observed that birds had
stopm d singing and that cows
u med unable to move'

M aggnia, case 82

ça glowing light nlmost tthe witness was suddenly
blinded them' engulfed in a bluish-white

light so dnzzling he had to
Y bright :ash' stop' M agonia, case 870

Patima, May 13, 1917
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TABLE 2 (Contînued) .

Religious M iracles UFO Events

ça cloud rose from the vicinity 'A!I unusual noise, a whirl-
of the tree' wind of qames coming toward

the vineyard'
çtree branches were bent'

çplants moved violently'
çan explosion'

:it flew south with a deafening
Fatima, June 13, 1917 roar''

M agonia, case 391

ça bllzzing or humming çit moved slowly, producing a
sound' hnmming sound and illltmi-
. nating their car'
'a loud noise' Magonia, case 425

Fatima, July 13, 1917

ea small whitish cloud forms' ça Eattened dome givinq off a
blinding light, illllminatlng

Talling :ower petals, melt the countryside'
aWay

ça luminous globe spinning
through the clouds'

ça bright Nash'

Fatima, August 13, 1917

çglowing light settles about a ça silvery disk maneuvering in
tree' the sky'

ça strange fragrance' q f Iing of intense cold'a ee
'Iowering of temperature' MaRonîa' Case 537

%it :ew away, while a bright
cloud slowly fell to the ground
at the site'

M agonîa, case 255

<bright qash' Groar of a
rocket'

'a powerful odor as the objed
left'

Magonia, case 615
Fatima, August 19, 1917
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TABLE 2 Wontinued)

Religious Miracles UFO Events
4a globe of light advancing 'they heard a strange
along the valley' - hllmming sound and saw two

disks hovering 1 m. above
Yomes from E to W  and rests the' round'
on tree'

ethey rose with a sharp
'a white cloud formq' whistling sound, while trees

a low them bent double'
Yhiny white petals fall' M agoni% case 442

Fatima, September 13, 1917

ça weird disk that .turns W  disk three times as large as
rapidly' the sun, red and purple,

spinning rapidly, was seen
Ga ;at disk plunges in zig-zag descending swiftly toward
fmshion' the mound'

M agonia, case 321
*the clothes of the witnesses
were dry in spite of the recent
rain'

'When the object left, a cloud
Fatima, October 13, 1917 of deme smoke was forming

under the rain. 'l'he witness
found the trees, grass and
ground perfectly dry'

M agonia, case 292

* EMagonia' refers to Passport to M agonîa by Jacques Vallee
(Chicago : Regnery, 1969). 'I'he case numbers are those of the corres-
ponding sighting sllmmaries in the appendix entitled W Century of
UFO Imndings'.



CHAPTER EIGHT

W ho A re Y ou, M r G eller?

W hen Spirits begin to speak with a man, he must beware
that he believe nothing that they say. For nearly everp
thing they say is fabricated by them, and they lie: for if
they are m rmitted to narrate anything, ms what heaven is
and how things in the heavens are to be understood theyl
wotlld tell so many lies that a man would be mstonlshed.

-  Swedish mystic Emanuel Swedenborg,
eightœnth century

Spirits bave recently spoken with human beings. Not in
faraway places, mind your but right in New York, and in
California, and in W ashlngton, D.C. And people have
ignored Swedenborg's warnings, and believed what they
said. In a particularly remarkable case, the communication
has qiven rise to what appear to be spectacular violations of
physlcal laws by a young Israeli named Uri Geller. Are
these claims of strange powers real? And how are t'hey re-
lated to the quiet pursuits of the Invisible College ?

A Personal Appraisql of Uri Geller

Uri Geller asked the subject to select a three-digit number
and to write it down on the board. As he gave these instruc-
tions a num ber came into my consciousness and I noted it
on the pad I was using to keep a record of the experiments,
showing it to Janine as I did so. The number l wrote was
726. The subject wrote a number on the board: the digits
were 7, 2, and 5. Geller was sitting in a corner at the other
end of the room, his head turned toward the wall and
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hidden by a screen. He spelled out the digits he said he was
mentally picking up: 7, 2, and 5.
Here was a little puzzle. The Parapsychology Research

Group of Palo Alto, of which l am one of the directors, had
performed such experiments before. I had found most of
them inconclusive. Clearly a clever stage magician could
duplicate such mind-readlng. It appeared to me, on the
other hand, that in a small number of cases evidence did
exist for extrasensory transfer of information between
brains. W hile most researchers theorize about a process bf
transmission (similar to the transmission of an electromag-
netic signal) in an eFort to explain such phenomena, I am
more inclined to think in terms of a convergence of events.
Usually only two events converge : m rson A picks a number
and person B picks the same number, which is then inter-
preted as m rson B guessing the nnmber picked by A. In our
little puzzle with UH Geller, the interesting fact was the
third element. W hy had l written down 726 on my piece of
paper before the subject had written anything on the
blackboard ?
Uri Geller apmars cagable of forcing subjects to pick

certain numbers or certaln words. This ability complicates
the task of sorting out the observations. W riting a word on
a card which the subject does not see, Geller would ask the
person to think of the capital of a country. Then the subject
suddenly realizes that he has forgotten the name of the
capital of Great Britain, France, or the United States! The
only name in his mind is a strange-sounding word that he
does not recognize, but oFers anyway as a laast resort. Uri
triumphantly turns over the card where he has written
precisely that same 'name: which hapm ns to be the capital
of some country in Latm America! Knowing about this
ability, I asked Uri privately if he had played a similar game
with his subject on the nlght of the exmriment, and he
assured me that he had not. ln other words, if we accept his
word that he had not selected the number 725 in advance,
then we are left with the theory that somehow, in our tlili-
verse of events, there were three things that converged: the
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writing of the di#ts on the board, the guessing (if it wag
guessing) of these di#ts by Uri, and my recording of an
almost identical number in my notebook prior to all this. '
As we have seen before in Chapter Two, the events

around Geller include contact with what he and Puharich
have described as UFO entities.
Uri Geller came to the U.S. about 1970 at the request of

Dr Andrija N harich, who was well-known among psycllic
phenomena research circles and could therefore expose him
quickly to a signïcant audience. Of special interest was
Uri's gsychokinetic ability. (The word psychokinesis has
been glven to the ability to move objects at a distance with-
out touching them, a feat that traditionally has beeù re-
garded as one of the tests of the miraculous.) In the case of
Geller, not only is this ability claimed, but it apparently in-
cludes the faculty of distorting metal objects and even partly
or completely dematerializng them. lf demonstrated in the
laboratory, such a phenomenon would be of great import
to physics, but at the time of this writing no demonstration
of this ability has been provided in strict laboratory control
environments, although a wealth of anecdotal evidence is
available. '
One further interesting aspect of Geller's gift is that he

does not control it. lnstead, the eFects happen more or less
spontaneously in his vicinity. They are not tmder control of
his intelligence, but of a form of volition of the same order
as that responsible for the communications with AFFA or
with 7171. ln the communicationg channeled through
Geller the source of this power has identzed 'itself as
emanating from UFOs.

Telepathy Experiments

Some of the scientists I know are very excited about Geller
and expect breakthroughs to arise out of his work. Others
assure me that he is definitely using trickery in a1l of his
demonstrations. l am inclined to believe that although
Geller, like every medium, uses trickery at times, some of
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the qhenomena that happen around bim are genuine. At the
meetlng of the Parapsychology Research Grouq mentioned
earlier Geller did not demonstrate metal bendlng to any-
one's satisfaction, and manr members went away with grave
doubts. But my own contlnued interest in Geller's work
arose from dilrerent obsenations - specïcally from two
personal occurrences that I could not accotmt for in terms
of stage m agic.
In December, 1972, I had lunch with Geller and showed

him the series of Phoenician seals described in Chaptet Six.
They depict a religious ritual rrformed by priests, and a
flying disk from which God-hke creatures are emerging.
Uri studied these photograghs with much interest and pro-
ceeded to tell me cov dentlally the details of his own close
encounters wit,h UFOs. He was in fact, I learned, a 'secret
contactee', a man who believed himself to be in contact
with an alien entity which he did not want to mention in
public. A year und a half later tllis information was re-
vealed by Puharich and others in a series of articles and
books, and it has been a part of the UFO literature ever
since. Yet al1 the alleged evidence that these articles and
books contal has only deepened the problem instead of
clarifying it. n e central question remains to determine
whether or not UH is being used by something that wants to
appear as a higher entity.
During our discussion l asked UH Geller if he thought he

could contact the UFO entity again to obtain for us a real
test case: a close observation of a Cying saucer. He replied
that in all his meetings with çthem ' the initiative for the con-
tact had been with the fother side'.
Later during ottr lunch UH proposed to do telepathic ex-

periments with me. lt is this short series of tests that con-
vinced m e that his abilities were genuine. 'l'he very frst test
in the series contained an unusual aspect that precluded
trickery. One of the physicists with whom Geller had been
working handed me a sealed envelope containing a card on
which a target had been drawn. It was the putline of a whale
blowing water vapor into the air. I Yent' it to UH by visual-
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izing the drawing on a television-like screen witich.l scanned
slowly, erasing it mentally as l did so. UH was to ima/ne a
similar screen in his own mind and fll out the picmre, but
he received no clear image at the frst trial. W e decided to
start again, and this time my attention fell on a fountain
which was clearly visible belzind Uri, in the courtyard of
the building. The fotmtain reminded me of the water
thrown into the air by the whale. I flled my mental tele-
vision screen with tlie fountain, and sent that. n en I flled
it with the form of a Esh, and projected it a second time.
Now Uri took a blank card and said as he rapidly drew on! 

,it, qt's strange, l'm getting two thlngs. On the card he
passed around, he had drawn a fsh. Next to the fish was a
fountain. He thought it made no sense at all. This was a
convincing test because it excluded the Gcollusion' hypot
thesis. l could not be absolutely sure that UH had no-
managed to look into the envelope by trickery even before
it was sealed that morning. But if he had done so he would
have drawn a single target. l was the only person who knew
that fwt? dterent targets, rather than one, had been sent!

M ind over Matter
Now I began to take Uri Geller more seriously. In the second
experiment' he asked me to write a digit (1 wrote down 8)
and a second one (9) and then a third larger. I wrote 2.!
Ksend me the last digit onlyy' he sald. And a moment later

he had written a 2 on a card. This was not a completely fool-
proof case, because he might have spent long and tedious
hours training himself to read muscular motions at a dis-
tance and he could have guessed that I wrote a 2 by observ-
ing the movement of my wrist. The interestin! fact here was
that my 2 was hastily drawn and that the honzontal base of
the digit was very ;at and elongated. lt was completely
diFerent from the usual American way of drawing it. N ow
the drawing by Uri was not only similar to mine': it was
identical as was soon demonstrated by superimposing the:

'

two traclngs. One was practically a carbon copy of thç other.
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n e discussion then cnme to the events that had taken
place at the Research Group meeting. UH wanted to repeat
an exm riment with colors. 'Think of a color,' he told me,
and immediately l thought 'blue'. Indeed I thought of blue
so suddenly that I assumed UH had already selected the
answer and had somehow planted it in my mind. For this
reason, I deliberately changed my choice, reviewed a dozen
colors, and picked yellow as the target. Three times UH
gave me the signal to send him the color. n en he calmly
announced :
çn e color 1 receive is yellow, but once out of three times

I got the color blue.'
By this time we had fnished dessert and we had empty icee

cream cups before us.
çYou knom ' said Uri, Teverything you've seen . . . Those

are little things. This is not what 1 really do. My specialty
is to produce phenomena with physical objects. For ex-
ample, take a spoon.' .
W ith these words he touched, barely touched the spoon

in his cup, and Nejumped back as if he had touched a snake.
He reached for the spoon again and showed it to us. It was
bent three times, literally folded back against the handle. I
took my own spooh and bent it with all my strength against
the edge of the table. n ere was no way I could bend it to
twist the wider part of it.

n e Dangers of Blind Belief

Listening to UH as he çexplains' his power is very similar
to reading those old records by a nineteenth-century
medium 'describing the source of his knowledge. In both
cases we are told that the power does not lie within the
man himself, but emanates from one of two sources, either
a higher spiritual center or a race of extraterrestrial beings.
W hat are the consequences of taking such a statement at
face value ? We would have to assume that a higier intelli-
gence is not only cognizant of our existence and develop
ment here on earth, but has decided to interfere witb human
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G airs. W liy would it choose to manifest itself through a
man Eke Uri Geller, who is tpashamedly seezng monej
and fame and delights in the confusion he te ows hls
scientific supporters into every time he is çexposed' by some-
one claiming trickery'? Are we necessarily dealing with the
same phenomenon that is responsible for the siltings of
unidentïed iyinj objects ? Couldn't we explain UFOs if we
could explain Un Geller?
Some scientists wonder whether Geller is not thé latest

in a series of artifacts released among the human race. Geller
himself, it seems, would like us to believe that this is the
case, and he encom ages his followers to regard llim as an
emissary from a higher agency.
It ls true that a change is taking place amùng scientists; a

climate is being created in which it becomes permissible to
hypothesize the existence of paranormal eFects. There is
yrobably much new knowledge to be gained in this direc-
tlon. But there are also dangers in a rapid and uncritical
shift in attitudes from skepticism to belief. By falling into
either of the two extremes of secrecy and openness, of rejec-
tion and worship, we are decreasing our chances of fnding
the truth about Geller and about any unexplained pheno-
m enon.

Building a Bridge

1 have long had an interest in both UFO manifestations and
such psychic manifestations as telepathy, poltergeists, and
psychokinetics, but I have refrained (until a few years ago)
from attempting to build a bridge between these two felds.
To be sure, I have been aware that many UFO cases con-
tained elements indicative of psychic phenomena. At the
same time, l have found in the literature of psychic history
many observations that were suggestive of either the gre-
sence or the interference of UFOs. It would have been 1m-
gossible not to recognize these connections and yet, to give
Just one example, when I was recently invited to speak about
UFO research at a University of California extension
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course on psychic phenomenat my decision to accept the
invitation was greeted with dlsbelief among astronomers
privately interested in the subject. One of my physicist
friends who was'studying the material aspect of the sightings
even called me to ask, çWhy are you getting such a solid
feld as UFO research mixed u? wlth the disreputable area
of psychic phenomena'?' implylng that by sm aking of tlle
analysis of UFO sightings before specialists in brain re-
search, meditation, biofeedback, and brainwave analysis, I
might jeopardize my chances of ever capturing a real,
material Cying saucer!
At the same time, it was amusing to observe the initial re-

luctance of those who had spent all their lives studying
poltergeists, telepathy, and the human aura to consider the
subject of UFOs.
But once the connection was established, there could not

be any more doubt that we had to deal with one, not with
two, subjects; not with two sets of yhenomena but with a
single universe of events in which a slngle set of laws was in
force.
lt is no longer enough to ask 'W ho are you, M r Geller'?'

W e must also ask GWho are we ?' And why is it at this pre-
cise time in the history of our race that observations of un-
usual events suddenly loom into our environment by the
thousands? W e have fought long and hard on this planet to
establish a community of scientifk thinkers governed by
principles of rationality. People like Uri Geller - and that
higher entity who he claims to be the source of his power -
are now challenging the comfort of this community.
The changing attitùdes of the public bear witness to the

wider acceptance of nonrational events. l receive letters
from people in many diFerent positions, commenting on the
relationship between UFOs and psychic phenomena. Some
of these contain personal exm riedces that parallel those of
Geller; sometimes they quote messages received from
alleged superior entities similar to those Puharich claims to
have contacted.
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Experiences from Readers
W t the age of seven, I had a Sun experience similar to the
Fatima casey' writes one of my correspondents. qt occurred
at sunset on the day of my father's ftmeral . . . Your argty
ment that UFO experiences exist throug,h which b0th indl-
viduals and groups of pepple have been changed introduces
the concept that understmnding, like energy, may come in
lumps, and may be quite diFerent from that whlch results
from preacher and school teacher proddings . . .
Another reader, a woman aëliated with a Fatima devotee

groug, expresses her belief that the Pilgrim Virgin may be
nothlng m ore than a point of psychic focus, çupon which
that which is already in the devotee's unconscious is
projecting'.
One of my colleagues, an astronomer by trgining, is inter-

ested in a parallel between the phenomena described by
Carlos Castaneda and those of UFOs. His letter throws
an interesting light on the Geller case: '

UFOs: n e Psychic Solution
/

I read Castane% 's books on Don Juan and was struck by
the rational absurdiq of the experiences he rekported. Of
course, such propertles are also characteristlc of both
UFO and ESP phenomena (add, at least in my experience,
dreams as well). ln UFOs we see violations of the laws of
physics (instantaneous disappearances, quiet supersonic
motion) and what seems to be a teasing manifestation in
form somewhat ahead of its time, technically (i.e., the
1897 airships). ln ESP and, l tbink, UFOs, there seems to
be manipulation of time as well as space. lf we are dealing
with what Castnneda calls a separate reality it is of inter-
est not only to know what that reality is (is like) but how
access from one reality to another is achieved. l regard it
as a cultural artifact that only rational phenomena are
respectable. I doubt that many people are suëciently
aware of the degree we are moulded by our culture and
environment. In the past year Science magazine has re-
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ported two experiments along these lines. In the frst,
kittens were given a carefully controlled visual pattern for
their hrst few days of vision, and the result was that they
Fere subsequently able to m rform good visual discrimi-
nation only against the same pattern. The visual cortex
developed ln response to the frst patterns presented to it.
ln the second experiment it was shown that natives un-
familiar with large-scale rectilinear features (cities, high-
ways and the like) were unable to interpret perspective in
drawings.
Thus l feel our culture, education and training lead us

to see the world in a certain way and, apparently, lead us
to comfortably irore or reject those aspects of reality
that don't ât.

My corresqondent goes on to describe a case of UFO-re-
lated psychlc phenomena that he has himself investigated:

This m rson began experiencing ESP situations in his
early teens. His first experienœs were apparitions seen in
his bedroom at night (also seen by other family members).
Also an intense bluish-white light would occasionally
materialize at the foot of his bed. Almost too bright to
look at directly, its center was yellow . . . At about this
time he observed UFOS twice, both times with other boys.
The frst sighting was a night Cyby of several greenish
oval objects ; a few days later similar objects were seen
again and were thought to have landed in a nearby wopd.
Upon searching the woods, the next day the witness and
his friends were resting in a clearing where they believed
the UFO may have landed. Hearing a noise behind them
they turned and saw a man Fatching them from behind a
bush. Of average height, he was dressed in a tight-âtting
blue jacket like a policeman might wear, but without
metal buttons, badges or other decoration . . . The figure
didn't speak but just stared at them and in a moment the
boys :ed in fear.
In the next decade this man experienced sponténeous

levitation twice and made several out-of-the-body trips,
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the longest being from his military base in Japan to the
'home of a friend in California (the friend saw' him at the
door of the room at the corresponding time).

Other letters come directly from witnesses, some of them
regarding themselves as exm rienced ip the paranormal
feld:

Four times l have received a telepathic fmessage' con-
cerning UFOs. Not like a sound orvoice-lt wasasequence
of thoughts somehow distinguishable from my own. It was
more like a machine than an intelligenœ because there
was no emotion (which usually is transmitted by humans).
It was rapid and the rate of :ow was constant. Telepathy
from humans usually Eows in waves. (At least this is how
I perceive it) lt was much clearer and more intense than
usual telepaly. The last message was received within a
day or two of the UFo-boarding incident which occurred
in M ississippi, only a few hundred miles from here . . . I
received the message before 1 knew of the UFO incident
from TV. I have never seen a UFO except in plctures in
magayines. l don't have hallucinations, nor have I re-
ceived other messages (except occasional telepathy from
humans). I have no desire to be famous . . .
All four messages were exactly the same? and consist of:

1. A brief image of a iying saucer, a plalù, gray, convex
disk.

2. A sense of doubt.
3. A brief image of an ordinary clock face, hands blurred
around the face.

4. A break in the message.
n e symbols 2, 3, 2, 4 and 3 were then repeated and
followed by a brief image of space with stars . . .

Another man who has observed unusual objects in the sky
on successive nights in early summer 1955 reports on some
çinteresting coincidences' involving dreams:

The night after the second evening of sightings 1 had
what I liked to think was a dream . . . I was drawn up
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into the central object wllich l had observed. While inside
I had a conversation with at least some of its occupants
-  people-like, not m onsters. It was a conversation of
Sequals', that is, I was not one of them. ln essence I told
them it was too soon. l wasn't ready to do the task I was
supposed to, but that I would be ready at a set time to
begin it, my thirty-second year, I believe, which if there
is any truth to the dream should soon begin as l am now
32. ln addition, I told them I wasn't able to handle the
dreams and strange events that had been occurring, and
that they should stop until I was able to handle them . . .
Prior to this Edream' I had a number of quasi-psychic

events. I would frequently have dreams which while
dreaming, l sensed were diFerent from most dreams. And
tbey invariably had a prophetic element. For instance, I
would dream our house would catch fire, and the next
day there was a :re in the kitchen, or once l woke up
with a vivid image of the front page of the paper, and the
morning newspaper was exactly that picture (the day they
announced the Vanguard satelhte program).

This letter is another indication that people with experi-
ences similar to those of Uri Geller are not lmcommon. It is
possible to review and compare their impressions once a
framework is created which permits them to come fom ard
with their testimony without fear of ridicule.
Another correspondent, a woman with four children, re-

lates an exm rience that ipvolves a child and took place on
November 28, 1972 :

At :ve o'clock in the morning this child awoke screaming,
bringing Ms father into the room (note the parallel wit.h
the Dr X case quoted in Chapter One). He told his father
that a blinding beam of light had shone on his arm
pinning him tp the bed! This was accompanied by a sound
also. The hands of Ms electric clock on the wall were
spinning madly. n e boy said that all this going on at the
snme time frightened bim.
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W hen the mother questioned him later she was trying to
establish the fact that it was a dream. 'l''he child stated in no
uncertain terms that it was real and no dream. She tried to
catch him again about the light <coming in through the
window'. He stated satly that it came nkht through the wall.
The mother said, tWhat made you so afraid ?' whereupon
the child replied: :1 thought it was robbers. But they sald it
was from Christl'
Additional comments have come to me from scientists in

several countries. Professor M iklos, a Romanian researcher,
oFered a theory that may be helpful in ottr attempts to
understand Un Geller:

In my view there may be - alternatively or in parallel -
tllree mnin sources of psi phenomena: i) matter's
evolutionary fascent' gave birth via brain-mind, to an!
apparently non-material entity. i1) there acmally exists a
non-material kind of tother world' which occasionally
interacts with our material world. iii) there is the UFO's
world that brings about psi-occurrences . . .
Just as tbere can be a matter-antimatter interaction

there could also be a psi-nonpsi interaction; gsi occtlr-
rences, or the part iereof we do observe and repster, may
represent surface processes (in analogy to surface
chemistry's lterface phenomena) at the 'boundary' sur-
f f two or several worlds. This is somewhat relatedaces o
to your interpenetrating universes. Yottr çmetalogical'
preference is very close to my mind's heart. lt is only
through metatheories that an established Weltbild can be
reiterated so that new observational-exmrimental fndings
will be ftted im

In later cprrespondence, Professor M iklos has added that
he is using the term <matter' as conceived by another
Romanian psychic researcher, Dr V. Sakleanu, who postu-
lates that matter has three aspect.s : substantial, energetical,
and informational. According to M iklos, in paranormal
occurrences the last two aspects are manifesting themselves-
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ln this sense, inonmaterial' should really be taken to mean
tnonsubstantial'.
Among three possible psi sources identised by M iklos,

the simplest by its reference to currently accepted theories
is the frst one, because we can readily conceive of the exis-
tence of an order of like form that would have reached a
higher evolutionary level than ours. Perhaps this form 'of
consciousness shares the planet with us, a fact that would
m ake it unnecessary to bring into our theories the hypo-
thesis of extraterrestrial visitors. Earlier in this book I have
speculated several times that UFO phenomena might in fact
originate on our own planet, and l think this hypothesis will
deserve to be taken into consideration in any future study.
W e have reviewed much of the data on Geller that l felt

was relevant to the UFO problem, and I have tried to show
why I had been motivated to pursue tilis line of research in
syite of Geller's apparent unreliability. My own observa-
tlon of Geller was only one of the factors here ; the other was
the convergence of h1s experience with those of a sizable
sample of individuals with whom I am in contact. Now we
must attempt to form a general picture of a11 this. W e must
ask what the global nature of the phenomenon is. I propose
the view t'hat we are not dealing with spontaneous mani-
festations that can be explained simply by the psychiatrist
or by the student of ordinary spiritua11st phenomena, such
as automatic writing. Nor are we necessarily dealing with
space visitors. W e are dealing with a control system.
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The Control System

fNmilla: You, sir, should unmask.
Stranger: lnd-'m ?
Cxetssilda: Indtxzxz it's time. W e have all

laid aside disguise but you.
Stranger: I wear no mask.
Camilla: (Terr@ed, t?.çf#e to CtlauW/#Jl

No mask? No m%kl
-  The A'fzlg fa Yellow: Act 1, Scene 2
by Robert W . Chambers

n e Conditioning of Homo Sapîens

1 think we are close, very close to understanding what
UFOs are, and what they do, although not necessarily how
they work, for in this area we still have much to observe and
lenrn Gfore we rmn obtain the basis of a Mgher technology.
But in order to rasp their nature and purpose we have only
to look érotmd us and examine the shift that takes place
right now in human mytholo/es. To convince ourselves of
the reality of this change we need only observe to what ex-
tent the subject of extraterrestrial life has become fashion-
able. We are as likely to flnd ïention of it today in the
arguments of tbe scien*sts as in the statements of the for-
tune tellers. At one end of the academic spectrum, modern
radio astronomers suggest that we ought to listen to the
stars to decipher in the galactic noise the possible murmur
of newly born societies or tâe wise wnrnings of long-dis-
appeared ctllmres. At the popular end of the spectrum,
Jennne Dixon is quoted by a tabloid (which calls her Ve
best psychic in the U.S.') as prophesying an imminent
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change in our understanding of UFOs, 'and it will bring
great benefit to M ankindy' she says.
According to an interview with Dixon published in M ay,

1974, the UFOs are iown by women pilots and come from
a planet located beyond Jupiter, but still undiscovered: ç'l'he
people in the UFOs are interested in us, but have avoided
contacting us until now because we have not been mentally
d ,rea y.
M s Dixon herself is a good example of the increasing

number of people who are turning to a belief in UFO reality.
W e aré, as a society, developing a great thirst for contact
with superior minds that will provide guidance for our poor
harassed, hectic planet. ln so doing we may be ready to fall
into a trap, perhaps a kind, benevolent trap.
l believe that when we spiak of UFO sightings as in-

stances of space visitations we are looking at the phenome-
non on the wrong level. W e are not dealing with successive
waves of visitations from space. W e are dealing with a
control system.
The thermostats that regulate your house temperature

summer and winter constitute a control system, as I pointed
out in the lntroduction to this book. In summer, a thermo-
stat allows the air to get wanner until a certain limit is
reached, and then the cooling system is triggered. Bnt in
winter when the outsideatmosphere turns cold, and tempera-
ture drops below another Iimit, then a diFerent mechanism,
the heater, comes into play and warms the house. A naïve
observer might try to explaln al1 this by assuming that warm
is çgood' and cold is tbad', and that certain moral laws
apply. He would be right half the time. Another naïve
observer of the opposite school might take a reversq view
and decide that warm is tevil'. He would succeed ip ex-
plaining some of the behavior of the phenomenon (the cool-
ing of the house) but not the whole. To understand the
whole phenomenon one needs a grasp of the control concept
and one must be ready to understand that it needs t@o
opposite principles for its function.
I propose the hypothesis that there is a control system
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for human consciousness. I have not determined whether
it is natural or spontaneous; whether it is explainable ill
terms of genetics, of social ysychology, or of ordinary
phenomena - or if it is artifclal in nature, and under the
power of some superhllman * 11. It may be entirely deter-
mined by laws that we have not yet discovered.
l am led to this hypothesis by the fact that in every in-

stance o'f the U
. FO phenomenon l have been able to study

in depth l have found as many rational elements as I have
absurd ones, and many that 1 could interpret as friendly and
many that seemed hostile. No matter what approach I take,
l can never explain more than halfof the fads.
This is What tells me that l am working on the Wrong

level. And so do all the believers, and tbis defnitely includes
the skeptics, because they believe they can explain the facts
as strongly as the most entlmsiastic convert to M s Dixon's
vision of Jupiterian Amazons! 1 would argue that they are
all wrong, even Puharich with his disappearing tapes, and
Uri voicing from Rhombus 4-D.
There are ways to gain arross to the reference level of

every control system I know. Even a child, if smart or daring
enough, can climb on a chair, change the dial of a thermo-
stat and elicit a respohse. CI'he response in question might
be a sound spanking from his father, of course. The road to
higher knowledge has such accidents.) lt must be possible
to gain access to the control of the UFO phenomenon, to
forget the spirits and the pranks of Rhombus 4-D, and do
some real science. But it will take a very smart approach - or
a'very daring one.

n e Schedule of Reinforcement

Consider the graph of Figure 3. lt shows the development
of the UFO waves between 1947 and 1962. I have not ex-
tended it to the present because there is too much work here
for one man. To obtain such a paph one has to collect all
available sightings and examine them one at a time for
possible rejection causes. 'rhen one needs to classify them
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as to type and reliability, assigning a weight to each selected
case and aggregating these weights to obtain a monthly in-
dex of UFO activity. Finally one needs to eliminate the
trend, the background variatlon, from iuctuations of the
curve, in order to extract the cyclic variations.
Figure 3 shows the variations of an external ghenomenon

(the UFO manifeàtations) to which human soclety is react-

1947 1948 1949 195: 1961 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 196Q 1961 1962

Figtu.e 3. The pattern of UFO activity (trend removed) between 1947
and 1962. Is this a schedule of reinforœment ?

ing in various ways. It is interesting to ask whether this pro-
cess is not subtly changing us.
The controversial work of psychologist B. F. Skinner has

shown under what conditions an organism reacting to an
external phenomenon learns a new behavior. We also know
under what conditions tMs learning is irreversible. These are
similar to the pattern that the UFO phenomenon seems to
be following. Is it trying to teach us something? W ith every
new wave of UFOs, the social impact becomes greater.
M ore ypung people become fascinated with space, with
psychic phenomena, with new frontiers in consciousness.
More books and articles appear, chan/ng our culture in
the direction of a higher image of man.
Skinner has been working for half a century to study be-
U.F.O.- IO
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havior and the process of modifying it. His eyperiments,
which are hotly debated by his colleagues, hqve centered on
observations of rats pigeons, and other ammals placed in:
reinforcement situatlons. I am indebted to M r Fred Beck-
man of the University of Chicago, and to Professor Price-
Williams of UCLA for the sujgestion that these researches
might have a bearing on a dlscussion of human reactions
to UFOs.

The technological use of schedules of reinforcement is
rapidly expanding . . . Techniques involving schedules
have been adapted to a wide range of species. Surpris-
ingly similar m rformances, particularly under complex
schedules, have been demonstrated in organisms asdiverse
as the pigeon, mouse, rat, dog, cat and monkey. At the
human level the analysis of schedules has proved useful
in the study of psychotic behavior and in the design of
educational techniques for normal human subjects . . .
Other applications to the problem of the control of
human behavior, as in 1aw and penology, religion, in-
dustry, and commerce, offer considerable promise.

The above appears in a highly technical volume called
Patterns è./' Re 'lnforcement by Ferster and B. F. Skinner
(Appleton-century, 1957) reporting on researdh sponsored
by the oëce of Naval Research.
Although the design of their experiments is complex, the

fndings of Ferster and Skinner can be summarized in a
few lines. Drastic modiscation of the behavior of an animal
(including man) can be achieved by selectively reinforcing
certain actions (for instance by giving food to a pigeon only
when he presses a certain lever). However, certain ways of
reinforcing behavior lead to better learning than others. If
the training is too even and monotonous the subject may
stop in its development, or even return to an earlier state;
the best schedule of reinforcement is one that combines
periodidty with unpredictability. Learning is then slow but
continuous. It leads to the highest level of adaptatiom And it
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is irreversible. It fJ înteresting to ask whether the pattern of
UFO wfwe,ç does not have the same elec/ as .a schedule of
reinforcement.
A newspaper column commented upon the apparent lack

of reality of the whole UFO phenomenon: qt does not
attack us. It does not G ect our daily lives. lt does not help
us with our many problems. lt has brought us nothing of
value. It may have scared a few folks here and there, but
then so do thtmder storms and tornadoes. The whole thing,
as a social issue, is of no consequence whatsoever-' 'I'he
journalist who wrote this column was supeocially right, of
course. But he forgot another fact: human life is not ruled
by the juxtaposition of problem-solving exercises. Human
life is ruled by ima/nation and myth; these obey strict lawg
and they, too, are governed by control systems, although
admittedly not of the hardware type. f/' UFOs are Fltwfag an
action at /O / leyel f/ will be almost impossîble to detect f/ by
conventîonalmethods.
lf UFO activity operates in a fashion similar to Skinner's

reinforcement, which is the least amenable to extinction
(although it is slow and steady), then the learning will take
time but it will never be forgotten.
How can we verify whether such çonditioning is in fact

operating?
We should Nrmly establish the primag eFects. We should

go on analyzing landing traces, punchmg lBM cards, and
scrutinizing the heakens with cameras and radio telescopes,
but this activity will be completely useless if it is not related
to an investigation of the secondary impact, the shift in our
world-view that the phenomenon produces. A phenomenon
that denies itself, that annihilates evidence of itself cannot
be mastered by ensneering brute force. If the logic of the
UFO phenomenon is a metalogic, it is not useful to gather
in the evenings around a spoon UH Geller has bent, and to
wait in the dark for cosmic messages. M ore kitchen utensils
will become useless, and there will be cosmic messages, to
be sure ! But any expectations of higher wisdom will be soon
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brought to nought by their insane incoherence or their calcu-
lated fallacy, even if they are couched in the highbr language
of tensor calculus.
If the phenomenon is forcing us through a learning curve

then it M UST mislead us. W hen Skinner designs a machine
that feeds a rat only when the right lever is depressed, this
is extremely misleadlng for t'he rat! But if the rat doesn't do
it he becomes extremely hungry. Man is hungry for know-
ledge and power, and if there is an intelligence behind the
UFOS it must have taken this fact into account. W e also
tend to forget that we have no choice. W e must eventually
study UFOs.
A civilization such as ours, which is entirely oriented to-

ward what it regards as technical progress, cannot aflbrd
long to ignore the apparition in the sky of objects that defy
the laws of its physics and the performance of its rocket
planes. W ithin a few years the advanced countries will place
on this problem , openly or in secret, their best physicists,
their best intelligence specialists, their best comyuter scien-
tists. But they may be powerless to utilize thelr expertjse,
because the phenomenon fits none of these categories. If
this is so, then UFOs can never be analyzed or conceived,
because they are the means through which man's concept? are
being rearranged. Al1 we can do is to trace their eFects on
humans.
W e have seen that the control system operates like a

thermostat. lt progresses by oscillations, drawing from the
antagonism of fire and ice, warm and cold, evil and good,
all myths for the feeble minds of men, equally bound by
higher laws. For hot and cold >re only relative to a mean,
two appearances of a single fact, the motion of molecules.
Few people have grasped b0th the physics and the beauty
of it.
W hat is the variable being controlled in this control sys-

tem ? Thermostats control temperature; gyroscopes control
the direction in which a rocket Kes. W hat could a para-
normal phenomenon control ? I suggest that f/ is human
beliefthat is bdng controlledandcondit -loned.
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n e Level of Control

Like the Stranger in The King f?o Yellow the UFO wears no
mask. lt is exactly what we see, but to understand it we
must face it squarelj.
My assumption ls that a level of control of society exists

which is a rejulator of man's development. I am also 1ed to
the assumptlon that the acion of UFOs om rates at tllis
level. What does this explain ? First it explaina w/ly there 1::
no contact. Direct genuine contact would rUZ the experi-
ment. Cfhere may be deliberately misleading contact, as in
UMMO-) It Would preclude genuine lesrnmg. It explains
some of the statements made by tlfonauts Cyou should be-
lieve in us but not too much'), and the Scbirmer rmqe, with
its deliberate confusion : çyou will not sm ak wisely about
this night'. lt explains the absurdity of many cases, where
reactions to the phenomenon may have been evoked in
terms of nonverbal consdousness rather than in 'logical'
terms. This would explain why so many witnesses are in-
capable of fnding words to descrie 'what they have seen.
W hen I spb' ak of a control system for planet earth I do

not want my words to be misunderstood: I do not mean
that some hlgher order of beings has locked us inside the
constraints of a space-bound jail, closely monitored by psp
chic entities we might call angels or demons. l do not pro-
pose to redeâne God. W hat l do mean is that mythology
rules at a level of our social reality over which normal
political and intellectual action has no real power. At that
level, time frames are long, of the order of a century and
evolution is slow and sure. Mass media, which are deslgned
to $ve split-second images of transient noise (the nolsier
the better), miss this signal entirely. A society with an atten-
tion span of ten minutes tthe interval between two 'I-V com-
mercials) can have no concept of events that have begun
when my grandfather was not yet born and will end after

dson dies. But there are such long-term changes andmy 8T2'11
hey may be deliberate. They dominate the destiny of civil-t
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M hs defne the set of things scholars, politicians,izations. yt
and scièntists can think about. They are operatéd uyon by
symbols, and the language these symbols form constltutes a
complete system . This system is metalogical, but not meta-
physical. lt violates no laws because it is the substance of
whlch lawsbare made.
The theory does not explain how UFOs are made to

appear to us although it givqs support to one idea about
them : that they are construited 1*th as physical craft (a fact
which has long apmared to me undeniable) and as psychic
devices, whose exact properties remain to be defined. As a
focus for psychic phenomena, the UFO evokes a deep
emotional reaction in the viewer, but logical development of
an ilwestijation is prevented - or precluded - by the appar-
ent violatlons of causality that surround it and by the socio-
logical climate that is created. Scientists may be willing to
interview a witness who has seen a landed craft, but he may

not wish to talk to them. Or the witness may oFer as Yroof'of his experience a couple of pancakes glven to hlm by
extraterrestrials, a recitation of meaningless messages, or a
story of sexual contact with a girl from outer space. In any
case, a pursuit of the rational study of the case is impossible.
The lurid aspects of m any such stories make their serious
examination improbable, and this in 01-11 reinforces the
role of the UFO rumors as folklore, rich in new images.

The Next Form of Religion

ln the course of ten years of investigation into paranormal
phenomena one hears many stories. In the past, I have only
published those stolies l could authenticate or that I feel
meet basic criteria of reliability. Beyond these cases, how-
ever, l have been exposed to a certaln number of consistent
rumors which do play a role in the unfolding of the total
myth. They involved stories of contact bdween humans and
alleged visltors residing on earth. Some of the descriptions
are extremely detailed and have involved scientists as wit-
nesses. Some of the humans associated with the cases are
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said to have eventually disappeared. There is a spectnzm of
experience that runs from abduction or contact (conscious
or not), to the close-encounter, to the exposure to human-
oids, and, ânally, to the reports of aliens among us. l have
spent hours with Betty and Barney Hill and have had a
chance to discuss the case of their abduction with Dr Simon.
I have also become acquainted with the stories of people
who exhibited paranormal faculties and claimed to derive
them from sources in outer space.
W hat interests me is not thç likelihood of such a contact

(how could we prove it'?) but the fact that a subculture now
exists in every country, based on the idea that humanity has
a higher destiny. You will :nd people in rem ote towns of
California who have literally dropped out of city life (where
they had held responsible gositions and enjoyed good
salaries) because they had recmved messages from space in-
stnzcting them to do so. These people are not hippies,
although similar experiences have been frequent also among
younqer commune members. n e people I am referring to
are mlddle-aged, have families and steady jobs. They would
be regarded as perfectly square if it were not for the fact
that their lives have been changed by what they consider to
be genuine extraterrestrial communication. They wait. And,
a curious fact in the cun-ent state of the world, they seem
m rfectly happy. W e could categorize them among the vic-
tims of city pressures who have sought the psychological
comfort of small-town life. But we might also wonder
whether they are not the forenm ners of a new spiritual
m ovem ent.
One such man left Los Angeles with his family after a

message he believes came from Juljter instructed him tof
nd an isolated sgot and live in seml-retiremenk Yroviding
a center of peace ln the world of intense turmoil that was to
come'. He now lives with his wife in a small mountain
village, has no television set, reads avidly, and awaits further
instnzctions. He is one of the happiest old people l have met
in the United States. W e are not here dealing with escapism
-  we are dealing with the next form of reli/on.
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Why bring all this into the omn? Because iyipg saucers,
real or not as objects, clearly introduce a central element in
an already troubled future landscape. It would be overly
optimistic to predict that they will decrease its dangers. It
is nonetheless interesting to ask what will hapm n to our
civilization if the next step in the development of the
phenomenon is a massive change of human attitudes to-
ward paranormal abilities and extraterrestrial life. W hile
many conservative scientists still refuse even to consider
the data, and while many gullible people have already
jumped to blind belief in some occult mumbo-jumbo, lt
seem s important to me that an increasing number of scien-
tists .continue to gromote the exploration of new concepts
by seriously studylng the phenomena.

A great celebration, in San Francisco. A thousand young
m ople, the nucleus of everything psychic and counter-
cultural in Northern California, have gathered in a large
auditorium. There are booths selling health food, cosmic
advice, tantric yoga courses, and consciousness training. A
colorful crowd pulsates through the aisles and âlls the
seminar rooms. The One W orld Family Commune of
Berkeley runs a restaurant. It is directed by Allan the Mes-
siah, wearing an impeccable red uniform and advertising
the Everlasting Gospel revealed to him by the saucers. His
information indicates that the earth is in fact hollow, with
the saucer people inside.
&Do you really believe thatf?' asks a friepd of rnine.
'Certainlyy' he replies. 1If you were going to make a

planet, would you waste all that good dirt'?'
l find myself on a panel with Andrija Puhatich, Arthur

Young, mathematician Charles Muses (Yopng and Muses
are the two authors of an excellent book called Conscious-
ness and Reality) and a scientist, Tom Bearden. The panel
is chaired by Ira Einhorn, a yoet from Philadelphia. Puhar-
ich describes his Iatest expenences with Geller. He explains
to the audience that he gets messages on his tape recorder,
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coming from a mysterious cosrnic source. But the tape
vanishes regularly. There is nothinp he can do to prevent it,
and he is totally committed to the ldea that he and Uri are
now guided by a very high source of wisdom, and that the
only course for m ankind is to place its destiny in ttheir'
hands.
lra gives the ioor to Charles M uses who comments on

Geller. Humanity, he says, stands on the brink of catastro-
qhe, at the edge of a chasm. How are we to reach the safe
slde ? A Ilying saucer hovers above the chasm, our only
hope: çDo you want a lift?' asks the UFO.
Salvation from heaven. Shouldn't we know something

more about the helpful stranger before we jump on board?
Shouldn't we make sure that the chasm is real, and that we
cannot bridge it with our own resources? Cannot we reach
the other side by our own means?
W hen we are asked to suspend all our rational thoughts,

to forget our çobsolete' critical faculties, to throw control
overboard, then the time has come to take all the data and
go away with it to a quiet place to think. M y guess is that
the problem will not be seriously studied by many scien-
tists until it has begun to generate a very high degree of
public awareness, and then the approach will be an entirely
classical one: millions of dollars to consultants and research
institutes, thousands of questionnaires, Erld investigators
with glass bottles, sociologists flling correlation matrices,
medical personnel adjusting electrodes over the frontal lobes
of ranchers. But this will only be, in my opinion, another
wrinkle fa the learning tw ve, another step in the conditioning.
There is a strange urge in my mind: I would like to stop

behaving as a rat pressing levers - even if I have to go
huny'y for a while. I would like to step outside the condi-
tiomng maze and see what makes it tick. I wonder what I
would fnd. Perhaps a terrible superhuman monstrosity the
very contemplation of which would make a man insane ?
Perhaps a solemn gathering of wise men ? Or the maddening
simplicity of unattended clockwork?
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Time and again in the history of civilizations, there arises
some wonderful untruth around which magniscent energy
crystallizes, and great deeds are done. Such a time has come
again. It has become Ycry important for Iarge numbers of
people to expect visitorsfrom outer space.
As I was discussing Uri Geller's abilities with British

scholar Gordon Creighton, driving through the midst of
London in the winter of 1973 - a wlnter plagued by strikes
and the enerq crisis - Creighton gave me a de:nition of
myth that clanfied the confusion of many approaches to
the contemporary problems of UFOs. çpeople mistakenly
believe,' he said, çthat a myth is an untruth. But myth is not
that. A myth is that which is TRUER THAN TRUTH.'
lt may not be true that qying saucers represent visits

from outer space. But if large enough numbers believe it,
then in some sense it will become truer than true, long
enough for certain things to chaùge irreversibly. '
Some of the best informed sources of gosslp in W ashing-

ton are convinced that UFOs will be increasingly prominent
in coming years. n ere are persistent rumors that highly
placedoëcialsinthe U.s-governmenthave longhad evidence
that another form of intelligence was contacting us. 'rhe
stage is set foranotheruMMo.A former aerospace en/neer
turned UFO lecturer even believes that at the occasion of
the Bicentennial the government will announce that there
is life on Mars, and that a meetiny between U.S. repre-
sentatives and extraterrestrials is immlnent!
n ese people are going down an interesting path, one

that Puharich has already traveled with enthusiasm. He
predicts a mass landing. Ten years ago such statements
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would not have been taken seriously. But today they are
eagerly Estened to, evoking fear or passion in their audi-
ences; tomorrow some higher oëcials may join the ranks
of the believers. The UM M O aFair, the case of AFFA, and
the predictions of Mrs Keech (of When Prophecy Fails)
have involved sincere people, holding resgonsible positions.
Slowly a climate has been created in whlch a much larger
number now participate in the myth-making. The belief is
reinforced by sudcessive waves of sightings. Skepticism is
eroded. The cases are giving m ore and more evidence of the
reality of the UFOs - but this evidence is so constnzcted as
to elude classical analysis by scientists. Perhaps the UFOs
are not behaving according to our laws of causality. Perhags
their time llows diflkrently from ours. Perhaps their logic ls
a meta-logic.
n e observable change is an increasing willingness to

belieye in extraterrestrial life. Attitudes on this subject
among scientists, the media, and the public have indeed
totally changed in twenty years. We can rationalize this
change; we can attribute lt solely to the progress of radio
astronomy and the pioneering work of a few biologists. Or
we can recognize it for what it is - the result ofa shlfting of
our mythological structure, the human learning curve bending
toward a pew cosmic behayior. When this irreversible learn-
ing is achieved, the UF0 phenomenon may go Jwtz.y entirely.
Or it may t7l,v?z??7e somè suitable representation on a il/zi'ltw
scale. The angels may landdowntown.
For a long time 1 have harbored the private belief that

the organizations responsible for our collective security
were secretly conducting a large-scale, quiet, and competent
investigauon into the nature of the paranormal phenomena
that are manifested around us. lf l still believed it today I
would not be publishing this book.
When l saw the blunders of Project Blue Book and its

biased conclusions I imagined that the project was only a
front to keep' civilian scientists from poking their inquisitlve
noses into a very serious matter that was regarded in high
places as an important item . W hen I noticed that certain
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hles had disappeared from the Blue Book archives and that
the best photographic evidence was missing, I yationalized
my disappointment into the reassuring thought that some-
body, somewhere, was gathering this evidence and studying
it in earnest. W hen I saw that Air Force bases around the
world were sending to government organizations copies of
all their information on UFOs, I saw this as a cov rmation
of the toveruy theory - and I did not think it was my role,
as an inexm nenced scientist, to challenge it. Today 1 am no
longer young, and I have lost my unquestioning trust of
oëcial wisdom in matters of advanced research.
In recent years, thanks to several members of the Invisible

College, and thanks to other friends in Europe, l have had
a chance to exalnine many documents like the ones I have
quoied. Far from revealing government authorities engaged
ln quiet research, they give a picture of incoherent restless-
ness in eveq country. Meeting beltind closed doors, stien-
tists and mllitary men swap scary stories, while the real
phenomena go on, unstudied, unconcerned, UM DENTI-
FIED !
For a long time I have believed that science would gradu-

ally realize the importance of paranormal phenomena as an
opportunity to expand its theories of the world. I thought
that here was our only chance to redesne human dignity in
the world to come.
l now believe dferently.
It is not simply our freedom that is in danger now. lt is a

certain concept of humanity. And it is no longer to science
that we must turn to understand the nature of this psychic
crisis and ând its key. Nor will the answer be discovered in
some secret file in W ashington. The solution lies where it
has always been : wîthin ourselyes. W e can reach it any time
we want.
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